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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - the Chief Leader 
 
The Yorkshire Schools Exploring Society Alaska Expedition 2008 - Report 

(as sent to The Young Explorers’ Trust) 
 
Leaders: Fiona Dalton, Mike Allison, Tony Whiting (Chief Leader) 
Expedition Members: Matthew Parfitt, Will Copper, Rachel Pickering, Lizzie Kartawick 
Dates: 20 July to 18 August 2008 inclusive 
 
The expedition members were drawn from educational establishments in Yorkshire and 
Derbyshire and were unknown to each other at the outset, but they quickly became 
familiar with the others as they participated in two week-end training exercises and other 
meetings before leaving the UK. 
 
After a long flight from Manchester, the expedition arrived at Anchorage (Alaska) airport 
and the team was whisked quickly away by Alaskan hosts to camp for three nights in their 
“yard” (garden) to give us time to recover from jet lag, to shop for food and other supplies, 
and to prepare for our stay in the wilderness. We left for Hatcher Pass in heavy rain. That 
rain stayed with us, with just one decent break of about 12 hours, for the whole of our time 
in this part of Alaska, which was not surprising as we were in a mountain range which 
generated its own weather patterns. It was not comfortable to be wet all day long, to cook 
and eat in the rain, and then, after a warm dry night in separately retained sleeping gear, to 
be forced to don cold wet clothes the next morning. But everyone's spirits remained high 
and “suffered” the experience willingly. Of our time in this region we spent four days 
clearing the birch, alder and willow from the foot trail along the Mint Glacier / Little 
Sutsitna Valley, much to the appreciation of the State Park employees and the climbers 
with whom we spoke. Once that task had been completed we hiked back six miles to the 
road-head, had a celebratory few hours eating "proper" food in a typical Alaskan 
roadhouse, and then hiked back up the trail to our valley base camp with 10 days’ food for 
the next stage of living and working high up, next to and on Mint Glacier itself. But the 
poor weather continued. After a very steep muddy and rocky ascent of the valley trough-
end, we arrived at an empty mountain hut run by the Alaska Mountaineering Club in 
which we stayed the night, protected from the worst of the rain and cold. Next morning we 
awoke to blue skies and sunshine (our first so far) so dried out as much as was possible 
before going to inspect the glacier, and found that it had a 4" layer of new snow. Research 
and local knowledge had established the glacier was as safe as any crevasse-free glacier 
could be, but its surface was very wet, which was not good news for our potential period of 
field research, training, and mountaineering. The weather deteriorated, snowing high up. 
We spent a further night in our tents and decided, to much disappointment, that it would 
be prudent not to attempt Montana Peak (too much new snow) or the Bomber Traverse. 
Instead we returned to the trailhead. This was not a simple matter, as we still had very 
heavy packs, for we had food for many more days and just descending the trough-end to 
the valley floor (3000' descent) took us almost five hours and then a further five hours to 
walk out. After a night at the trailhead car park we drove to a new location hoping to find 
better weather, and our hopes materialised. At Eagle River Nature Center, we decided that 
Crow Creek Pass was a suitable alternative to the Bomber Traverse and so the team hiked 
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this challenging route, with the younger members now alternating leadership but still with 
the support of a leader presence. The team was met at the highest point on the Pass tired 
but elated having completed the 3 day / 30 mile hike along part of the famous Iditarod 
Trail. They had stories of bears, river crossings, beautiful scenery, solitude, and - of course 
– food (or lack of it). We returned to the grassy luxury of our hosts’ garden in Anchorage 
and the next day was spent washing, eating and visiting new parts of the city in order to re-
provision for the expedition’s next phase, the long awaited and anticipated wilderness 
river raft. This activity necessitated a long journey via Glennallen to Chitina in interior 
South East Alaska. The evening of our arrival was spent investigating native salmon fish 
wheels on the Copper River near Chitina and dinner (in the rain of course) was taken 
under the McCarthy Road Bridge before early next morning meeting the River Wrangellers 
(RW), our commercial rafting providers. We transferred minimal personal and group gear 
into a minibus and, along with trailer carrying two 5-seater inflatable rafts, set off along the 
very bumpy and pot-holed former railroad track for 60 miles to McCarthy, our ultimate 
destination and raft "put-in point"; as speed was limited to less than 20 mph this took 
almost four hours. To the relief and utter joy of the Chief Leader the weather improved 
minute by minute throughout the journey, the Wrangell-St Elias Mountains came into view 
and blue sky appeared, giving our first real views of this stupendous national park in 
sunshine, a rare commodity in south east Alaska this year. It was a busy time as the team 
erected tents and made arrangements for the next few hours. A free ride was 
negotiated along the further four miles to the historic mining centre of Kennicott where 
camera and curiosity were used in equal measure! The group took a different route back to 
the camp site which went via an airstrip, and the expedition members were "gobsmacked" 
when the Chief Leader announced that they were to have a 35 minute fly-see, visiting the 
huge mountains, glaciers and ice falls of this part of the Park. This was a planned surprise 
funded in part by the YET David Hollier Award. We were carried in two small planes and 
the trip was simply awesome. The next morning, on 08/08/08, we set off down the 
McCarthy River in the rafts after a very comprehensive introduction and safety talk by our 
guide as we were to encounter challenges in this very cold fast flowing river. All went well 
and we practised guiding, navigating and riding the main current (thalweg) and 
longitudinal waves. As we arrived at the Nizina canyon the speed and obstacles (and so the 
technicality) of the venture rose a big notch, but all was well. Frequently waves over spilled 
into the rafts making us all cold and wet, but only Al Bagley (our Anchorage host who 
joined us for the journey) came near to travelling down the four miles of river outside the 
raft. But we got him back into the raft for what was to be an exciting and adrenaline 
rushing 10 minutes or so. Joining the Chitina River the surface calmed but nevertheless we 
still moved at 7-8 mph down the silt laden river, avoiding gravel bars, shallows and rocky 
outcrops. No doubt the team will have its own memories of bear tracks, scat, and salmon, 
and after two further nights on the riverine gravel bars of the Chitina River, we arrived at 
O'Brien Creek to meet the River Wrangellers’ trailer on time. So, as planned, everyone had 
a great time on and around 08/08/08 – we had had a truly Alaskan experience in the air and 
on the river, and even managed to take a photograph of 8 people each holding up 8 fingers 
with the digits 08.08.08.08.08 sculpted into the sand with rocks at 08:08 on 08.08.08 – 
memorable! That day the weather had changed from gorgeous clear blue skies to a blanket 
of low cloud preventing any aircraft activity over the mountains, so we had got our plane 
trip just on time! We continued from Chitina to Valdez via the Worthington Glacier and 
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ultimately camped on a gravel bar just inside the city boundary (Valdez = 4000 population). 
We encountered a black bear on the main street, cooked our evening meal and went to bed 
early as we were to be up at 0530 the next morning in order to catch the ferry across Prince 
William Sound. We awoke to stupendous weather of clear blue skies with not a cloud to be 
seen and the Sound was as a mill pond. During the crossing we saw whale, sea otter, seal, 
sea lion, tidal glaciers and ice bergs. After six hours we arrived at our destination, Whittier, 
and we drove to Moose Pass to meet more Alaskan friends and be offered a wonderful 
"cook-out" of halibut dressed in macadamia nuts, home made ice cream, all served with 
great company. The next day was the first day of the final phase, the peer-led hike, 
remotely supervised by the leaders, which qualified as the expedition section of the young 
members' Duke of Edinburgh’s Gold Award (having earlier undertaken a full practice 
expedition in the Peak District). They left the trailhead in great spirits for their four day 
hike along the Resurrection Trail from Cooper Landing to Hope. By now the participants 
were more in tune with the Alaskan wilderness than possibly 90% of Alaskans and they 
went armed with appropriate knowledge and equipment to meet almost every eventuality, 
accomplishing their journey in fine style. We had a final night on the lush grass of the 
Bagley's yard, a day in downtown Anchorage, a party to say goodbye to our Alaskan 
friends, a journey to the airport at 0130 on Sunday morning, and then the long and 
tiresome journey home, arriving at Manchester at 1000 the next morning.   
 
The expedition achieved all its aims; it was a developmental exercise, with the young 
members maturing at a far faster rate than normally expected; and the leaders gaining 
skills and experience for future ventures. The British Consul in Anchorage commented that 
it was a truly challenging programme, and it was, but it was great fun and within the safe 
compass of all participants. We developed into an excellent team and will remember our 
brief time in Alaska and the expedition activities with much affection. 
 

Tony Whiting MEd PGDipPA MCIS MLC - Chief Leader - Aug 2008 

 
View from base camp in the Lower Sutsitna Valley 
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INTRODUCTION  
 
The concept of an expedition to Alaska for the Yorkshire Schools’ Exploring Society was 
first raised when the YSES Vice Chairman approached me in July 2005; I had recently 
moved to Yorkshire and was well known as having a considerable track-record as a leader 
on many large national expeditions and as the Chief Leader of three earlier expeditions to 
Alaska. Preparatory work was undertaken and a proposal put before the YSES Expeditions’ 
Committee in September 2006, aiming to explore in the summer of 2007. For a variety of 
reasons the expedition was postponed until the summer of 2008. 
 
Amongst the multitude of aims for the expedition was the theme of personal development 
and the field plan for the expedition closely reflected this aim. It could not really be true 
exploration for the Chief Leader had visited the state on many previous occasions and was 
intending to re-visit familiar locations, but for all others involved it was an exploration of 
place and person. 
 
What follows is the story of the expedition from its inception, through delivery, to its 
culmination in this report and the audio visual presentation of the expedition to YSES and 
its supporters. It is a story of hard work, enjoyment, disappointment, elation and above all 
friendship, personal development and a love of wilderness. 
 
Tony Whiting – Chief Leader 
 
 

 
Tony – somewhere in Alaska 
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THE PRE-EXPEDITION PREPARATION – Tony Whiting, Chief Leader 
 
All expeditions have three distinct phases – preparation, delivery and follow-up. This first section of 
the report will be of greatest interest to potential expedition leaders for they will need to appreciate 
the commitment and potential difficulties involved in running an overseas young person’s 
expedition. It is written almost solely by me, the Chief Leader, as I undertook all the preparation; the 
other leaders and young members had responsibilities elsewhere or were busy raising their 
contributions. This period of concentrated and time-consuming preparation was essential to the 
eventual smooth running of the expedition and a relatively problem-free time when in the field, for it 
could have cost much more than budgeted without such preparation and research, and in some cases 
some of the activities would have been impossible. All expeditions have their problems and 
“moments”, but if at all possible problems in the field need to be minimal and insignificant as they 
must be resolved immediately. However problems in the preparatory phase tend to be more 
demanding in terms of time as they concern much that is unknown and, in the case of Alaska 2008, 
at some considerable distance. The Chief Leader of any YSES expedition delivers his / her expedition 
administration and organisation very much alone; the Management and Expeditions Committees 
supported by a part–time administrator offer advice and guidance, but the actual work of preparation 
and delivery is of necessity the responsibility of the Chief Leader. It was therefore very helpful that I 
was extremely familiar with the proposed expedition location, already had a well developed network 
of contacts in the state and was an experienced Chief Leader. Even so an enormous amount of time 
and (nervous) energy was used to get the Alaska 2008 expedition to its point of departure - from 
Manchester airport at 0600 on Sunday 20th July 2008.              Tony 
 
Concept Proposal and Reconnaissance 
It all began in July 2005 when Peter Drake, YSES Vice-Chairman wrote suggesting I plan 
and take an expedition to Alaska for YSES in the near future. Soon after this invitation, I 
met with Brian Needham to plan a programme and to develop a proposal; I also invited 
him to be my deputy. The most important feature of the expedition gelled at that time, 
inasmuch as it was to be a “developmental” experience for the young members and 
younger leaders alike and as such the whole expedition in the field revolved around this 
aim. The young members would be led in the first part, then approximately half way into 
the expedition they would share the leadership decision making and taking, and in the 
final stages they would be sufficiently trained and experienced to undertake a peer-led 
experience without direct leader involvement. The younger leaders would follow a similar 
pathway. The word “younger” is not meant as a pejorative term but relative, I was the 
same age as Lizzie on the expedition but with the digits reversed! A detailed proposal was 
drawn up, incorporating a budget but not including the airfare as regulations no longer 
legally allow the airfare to be part of the expedition fee requiring this to be purchased 
separately. At an Expeditions Committee meeting in June 2006, YSES approval was given 
to the plan, recruitment activity got underway and a reconnaissance organised. A recce was 
not required to seek out locations and activities as I knew where I wanted to go and what I 
wanted to do, but I did need to confirm availability; the rate of change in population and 
economic activity in Alaska is rapid. Electronic communication was considered an 
alternative to a recce, but Alaskans (like many the world over?) don’t always answer email 
or telephone calls and it is accepted that much can be gained from and considerable 
savings made by direct face-to-face contact to counteract the costs of a recce. 
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Recruitment 
Bluntly, this was not done with any real direction or purpose and so too few enquiries were 
turned into committed young Alaskan expedition members. By January of 2007, it was 
decided to abort for the coming summer and plan for the following expedition season in 
2008. Greater efforts were made, including the greater use of the Society’s web site; for 
example a purposefully produced marketing presentation for Alaska 2008 was up-loaded 
to the web page. Fliers were circulated to all Yorkshire schools and distributed elsewhere 
by willing volunteers and, by the end of Sept 2007, the closing date, there was a potential 
team of 10. Applicants were required to commit by completing an application form (see 
Appendix) and lodging a deposit. I was working at Leeds University Business School at the 
time and was able to invite those who had signed up, with their parents, to a meeting 
where I was able to share my vision for 2008 and to show a video of one of my past 
Alaskan expeditions with BSES. Some time after this a number of the applicants withdrew 
saying that the expedition was not for them; this was a great shame but in retrospect it was 
probably the right decision for them. The YSES Expeditions’ Committee agreed that the 
expedition would still run with a small contingent and so Will, Matt and Rachel were on 
board! Nevertheless I continued to market and recruit for I wanted to take as many as 
possible to share my vision – the web pages were advertised, a CD containing the 
presentation and other material was circulated to every secondary maintained school in 
Yorkshire, independent school heads were contacted personally, and “Education Leeds” - 
the main local education authority in the region – was asked to distribute the promotional 
materials.  Still no further applicants! It would be of interest to know the answer to the 
question “why not”?  

           
           Matt                                            Will                                             Rachel 
 

However, via the Derbyshire Schools Exploring Society, another young member expressed 
an interest and so Lizzie joined the team. All members were “interviewed” by application 
form and reference. From my past experience I considered that the very fact they applicants 
had chosen to apply and get the support of their school meant they were the right sort of 
folk and the content of their application and references persuaded me they were right type 
of youngsters to join me in Alaska. These four then were the young team and were soon 
augmented by Fiona, who had been a young member on a YSES expedition and was now 
in a senior role in NHS Hospital management, was appointed a leader. These folk then set 
about raising their expedition contribution, no mean task when simultaneously working 
for GCE and GCSE examinations. In the end all raised the fee which had not changed from 
initial plan in 2006 – there was therefore potential for a budgetary shortfall! 
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         Lizzie        Fiona 
 
We did try to recruit Alaskan youngsters to join the expedition for one or two of the phases 
but unfortunately the necessary information was not received by the Principals of the 
Anchorage Schools until just before the end of the second semester; all students left for 14-
15 weeks’ vacation at this time. A point for the future is that recruitment of this kind needs 
to be carried out at least in November of the year previous to the expedition. Although 
there would have been complications associated with insurance and medical cover, it was 
felt this would have been a good exercise to allow the younger members to mix with and 
form friendships with their overseas peers. 
 
Briefing Weekend at Dale Head 
The first real meeting of the team to plan and to get into “Alaska mode” was a weekend in 
what was nicknamed “the ‘fridge” - Dale Head, Leeds University’s hut in the Lake District. 
The journey there from Leeds in a minibus on the Friday evening was very wet and gusty 
and the farm house, bereft of easily stoked fires, was extremely cold and damp; we used 
this as good experience for potential Alaskan conditions! Primarily the weekend was 
designed to get to know one another, for me to share my vision, and for me to brief the 
team. Even so we managed to get out onto the fells, albeit briefly, to erect tents, to carry 
rucksacks and to walk over rough ground, all to assess the capability of the young team 
members as well as to get some “fresh air”. No one faltered.  
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On the Sunday morning Brian arrived to tell the team about the DofE Gold Award 
qualifying expedition and the Residential opportunity. Much was said and agreed sitting in 
the cold that weekend and there was a final discussion about roles and responsibilities and 
agreement about the formal name of the expedition: The YSES "Pat Murphy" Alaska 
Expedition 2008. The weekend programme and an explanation for the name can be found in 
the Appendix. An added bonus to the weekend was that the final member of our team 
introduced himself to us as we ate our meal on the Saturday evening in a nearby inn. His 
arrival was a result of my conversation with Chris Loynes of the University of Cumbria.  

I had written the day before to Chris saying, “… although I like to consider myself a 
mountaineer, age and osteoarthritis mean I may not be able to provide the young members 
with as good an experience as someone younger, so I am seeking a younger teacher-
mountaineer who can run up and down mountains challenging the younger ones”. 

   
Briefing in the ‘Fridge”      Mike 

Whilst Mike was not a teacher, he was instead a thirty year old freelance instructor 
studying an Outdoor Activities degree at Cumbria, and he had travelled from his 
Ambleside residence on the off chance he could find us, meet us and persuade us to take 
him with us - that alone immediately enamoured him to the team. When he was 
“interviewed”, Lizzie asked if he would sacrifice himself to divert the attention of a 
marauding grizzly, at the time he was non-committal … later in his message of acceptance 
however he wrote: 

I will gladly attempt to distract the hypothetical bear but feel that I may not have the desired 
effect, being somewhat thin and wiry and probably not considered by a discerning bear to be a 
good meal. I will attempt to gain weight! 

Thus Mike was on board. Later during the expedition he agreed to divert attention of male 
grizzlies if Lizzie would do the same for female bears! As a point of completeness, all 
leaders were obliged to undergo an enhanced CRB check - all were clear.  
 
Flight tickets  
Once we had agreed the outline plan and the expedition start and finish dates, it was time 
to book the flights. Regulations prevent YSES from including the flights in a package deal, 
so it forces individuals to find a flight themselves. But this could have had all sorts of 
unintended consequences, with members travelling at different times, so instead I 
researched the best providers and flight connections. At first, travel agents were 
approached for group purchase only to be told that the only advantage of this was that 
individual flights could be changed and that there was a little room for such 
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manoeuvrability. But the problem was that the ticket price was very significantly higher as 
a consequence. Later through the process it became clear that groups were defined as 10 
persons or more, so we would not have been able to do this anyway! After abortive 
attempts to get cheap flights which required everyone to act together by sending money 
individually to the travel agent within 36 hours, we  approached our recommended YSES 
Travel Agent in Leeds (Traveleads) who, for a small extra amount, proved to be most 
efficient and helpful. It was nevertheless a stressful exercise until everyone had paid for the 
held seats and everyone had received confirmation of their flights, all together, on the same 
aeroplane; it was a first test of carefully reading instructions and acting as a team, and it 
worked well. That was in March. Just before our departure fuel prices rose very 
significantly due to the hike in oil prices and we were concerned lest the flight price 
increased at the last moment, and most especially as we arrived at the airport. This was out 
of the control YSES as everything to do with the flight was “contracted” out to an 
accredited travel agent. So, had there been a surcharge, individuals would have been 
responsible for that payment. But in the end the travel agent was contacted and confidently 
predicted that,  

 “… as the tickets were issued prior to the surcharge increase, you will not have to pay 
anything at the airport. If the airline does decide that the increase needs to be paid for, they will 
charge us here, not yourselves at the airport”.  

This was a relief. In the end the airline (Continental) did not levy a surcharge. 
 
YET Approval  
It is required by YSES that each of its expeditions seek Approval from The Young Explorers 
Trust (YET), and YSES Alaska 2008 was no exception. This year YET had re-focused its 
approval process and was incorporating BS8848 compliance (see below). The new more 
detailed form was completed and returned and I was invited to attend an interview on 
Sunday 16 March to be grilled about the expedition’s plans, and I took along with me our 
youngest member, Lizzie. The YET panel composed of four experienced youth expedition 
leaders who asked searching questions, which were all answered sufficiently well for the 
expedition ultimately to be given the label “a YET Approved expedition” (see frontispiece). 
All in all the process was supportive and Lizzie was able to give a young persons’ 
perspective on the process and plans.  

Lizzie:  
The YET approval process was somewhat harsher than I had anticipated. The interview was 
vigorous and unforgiving. I found myself put on the spot with questions that I was not 
prepared for but had to quickly respond. I'm grateful the process was this thorough, however, 
as it gave me confidence in our own expedition planning. 

The interview was also most helpful to Lizzie inasmuch as during the interview process 
she was offered individual sponsorship from sources in Derbyshire, but also the expedition 
was awarded the annual David Hollier Award. 

Dear All 
We have been given some money from YET - the David Hollier Award. Brian and I worked 
with David when we were on YET Council. It is intended to help the young people on the 
expedition. I don't know how much yet. As everyone has almost paid their money I thought it 
could be used to pay for a special, memorable and recordable activity when in Alaska? Get 
your thinking caps on and do some research?  Tony 
 
Lizzie: 
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I don't know if it would be too expensive, but I would LOVE to go 'flightseeing'. They do loads 
of trips in small aircraft that take you all over the place including up onto glaciers. I've 
always wanted to fly (though obviously I've flown commercially but it’s not the same) and I 
think swooping over the scenery would be fantastic. 

BS8848 compliance 
This accreditation was still in incipient form and the expedition was not required to seek 
this additional label; nevertheless I took the view that all objective comment was useful and 
so sought compliance. There was a common form which was used both for YET Approval 
and BS8848 compliance which was confusing inasmuch as it was not clear if the questions 
asked were seeking answers about the expedition itself or the organisation that supported 
it, and it also asked for information that would not be available until almost in the field. 
Ultimately BS8848 compliance was not awarded because some of the information then 
being developed and researched was not yet available.  

As an afternote: I completed the BS8848 process and re-submitted evidence two weeks 
before the expedition left which addressed all the assessing panel’s concerns. 
Unfortunately the panel were unable to meet to award the expedition BS8848 
compliance before the expedition left the UK; maybe it will be awarded in retrospect?  

A requirement of BS8848 compliance was that the expedition should have sufficient cover 
of leaders with current First Aid qualifications and this was defined as a qualification that 
had wilderness situations particularly in mind. All team members were fortunate enough 
to have previous training in First Aid of some sort or in the recent past, but both Mike and 
Fiona undertook to take additional relevant training before leaving the UK. 

 
Another requirement was that both leaders and the team agree and “sign up” to a code of 
conduct. This was first raised in our briefing in the Lake District ‘fridge’, it was very 
slightly modified during the planning stages, and it was issued to all members just before 
we left the UK; a copy can be found in the Appendix. 
 
One particular difficulty the YET / BS8848 panel had with our planning was a perceived 
lack of communication ability in the event of a medical problem when in the field. Alaska is 
of course wilderness and as such, communication is neither easy nor rapid. However, my 
experience suggested there would be little problem as a major hospital was within 30 
minutes drive of the trailhead and a trailhead would at no time be more than 12 hours hike 
away. Also information received from those in the field suggested that cell phones (mobile 
phones) worked in much of the area of our first phase (Hatcher Pass). Even so a SAT phone 
was deemed necessary to safeguard the expedition members! One was rented in the UK 
and taken with us. It was only ever taken out of its case so the team could see it and learn 
how to use it. It was never used. Maybe having it made people (in Alaska and the UK) 
more comfortable that all was under control?  
 
The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award and the Expedition  
It was agreed at our briefing in the Lake District in February that all the team would use 
the expedition to complete part(s) of the DofE Gold Award. In my past expeditions it has 
been possible to fulfil the residential section and either the qualifying or practice 
expedition, depending on the level of training the group members had undertaken before 
the expedition, all under the DofE heading of Other Adventurous Project (OAP). Brian, 
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being intimately familiar with the DofE Award, warned of the administrative difficulties of 
this approach, since OAPs were coming under very careful scrutiny to ensure that the 
philosophy of the Award was being adhered to fully, and advised that it would be best to 
achieve permission for the first stage of the expedition to qualify under the Residential  
Section and for a discrete part of the expedition, somewhere towards the end, to be used as 
a four-day peer-led, remotely supervised and assessed hike, under the banner of an 
Expedition Abroad. So began what turned out to be a successful but very complex process 
of obtaining approval from various DofE Authorities. In fact the four members of the 
Alaska team came from four different DofE  units, working under four different Operating 
Authorities, in two different regions, and with the added complication of one national 
body, all of whom needed to be aware of the proposals and to sanction them.  

Brian: 
“ … so now I am dealing with four units, four Operating Authorities, two regions, 
one national body (GirlGuiding) and Windsor HQ!” 

Each individual needed a unique reference number for the expedition and coordinating 
this was an administrative challenge, for each different unit, Operating Authority, and 
region required separate paperwork, and all requested different additional details. One of 
the main stumbling blocks was that we could not give the precise dates of the four-day 
hike, nor could we provide the exact route, since all that would be determined in the field. 
Brian achieved the impossible on our behalf, for he was well known to the DofE 
authorities, but it did take a long time! Final confirmation was received only a few weeks 
before the expedition left for Alaska (the Greatland). Notwithstanding the administrative 
challenge the four team members were able to complete all their training for the expedition, 
alongside that required for the expedition to Alaska in general (see below), and to plan and 
undertake a full practice expedition for four days covering 80 miles in the Peak District 
before we left for Alaska. This was supervised by Brian and was excellent training, not only 
for the ultimate assessed expedition in Alaska but also for the our whole time in Alaska 
because it rained most of the four days and it was not warm, even though it was in early 
July! Such was the weather in the UK in the summer of 2008, but it prepared us well for 
Alaska.  A further coup by Brian was getting the DofE Windsor authorities to rule that the 
four week expedition in Alaska could be used to qualify not just for the gold expedition but 
also for the Residential Qualification of the Gold Award, for some of the Operating 
Authorities were reluctant to allow this without such ruling coming from Windsor.   
 
Training for Alaska and the Duke of Edinburgh Gold Award at YSES HQ 19th April 
As part of the Duke of Edinburgh Award expedition section it was necessary to undertake 
a practice expedition of equivalent length and to take part in an extensive training 
programme. Also as part of the Alaska expedition this same training or “refreshment” was 
necessary, so it was considered prudent to combine the two. Therefore on the weekend of 
19th-20th April the team met, without Mike and Fiona, at the YSES Headquarters to plan the 
route of the practice expedition and to train the team; the training included: Map reading, 
navigation and the use of the Compass and GPS; Weather; Fitness; Stove use and safety; 
Safety and emergency procedures; Observation, recording & presentation; Equipment and 
hygiene; Campcraft; the Country Code; Food and cooking; and First Aid. This last element 
was especially useful and relevant to Alaska as a medical consultant known to the Chief 
Leader (his son!), with personal experience of a number of overseas youth expeditions 
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including Alaska, gave an extensive and well received talk.  All the other training areas 
were covered by Brian and Tony. 
 
The John Muir Award  
The briefing weekend in the Lake District highlighted the fact that all the team were 
concerned for the environment and therefore it was considered most appropriate that we 
approach the John Muir Trust to complete an Award. The John Muir Explorer Award was 
considered the best level, and Fiona sent the following as application: 

The YSES “Pat Murphy” Alaska Expedition 2008 will consist of four weeks in the Alaskan 
wilderness in July/August 2008. Through immersing ourselves in this wild country, becoming 
self-reliant in living, working and studying, and by working with local people to conserve the 
environment, we will offer self-developmental opportunities to the young expedition members 
and adult leaders involved. We will also achieve the John Muir Award objectives of 
encouraging people to discover, enjoy and care for the planet’s wild places – in the 
environment of the Alaskan wilderness which John Muir himself knew so well. 

 
For the achievement of this award we were expected to do four things:  

Discover a Wild Place.  Experience it; enjoy it, at different times of day, in different 
weather conditions, and in company… 
Explore its Wildness. Travel extensively, by walking, camping, canoeing… or just sitting, 
looking and listening, in order to understand and appreciate more about it. Use 
environmental activities that engage all the senses.   
Conserve a Wild Place by taking some practical action that will leave it in better shape.   
Share our Experiences of a Wild Place, tell people about our own experiences; share our 
knowledge, thoughts and feelings. Share our experience of nature with others. 
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Personal equipment 
Each individual was provided with a comprehensive personal kit list, developed and used 
by Alaskan expeditions in the recent past. This was discussed at great length during the 
briefing and experienced comments made by the Chief Leader and the other leaders. At no 
time was the list seen as mandatory, for what people took was dependant upon cost, 
weight, volume, preference and availability. However, much sage advice was given by the 
more experienced. If all was purchased new then it would have cost a fortune, and if all 
was put into a rucksack then it would have been too heavy or too great a volume for even 
the biggest of packs, so the final choice was a considered choice, and the lightest variety 
possible, as well as multi-use were “order of the day”. The list can be found in the 
appendix. At no time was it expected that really cold conditions (less than -15°C) would be 
encountered and no technical gear beyond a karabiner would be required. Essentially the 
kit required was that for a DofE Gold Award expedition in late season in the UK, except it 
needed to be lighter, more robust, and definitely waterproof. Four items were considered 
essential and worth buying new – a rucksack of sufficient size (greater than 60 litres), a 
three-season sleeping bag (if down, contained in a bivvy bag of gortex or similar), a pair of 
well worn-in quality boots for hiking (not with a metal plate or plastic) and a set of best 
possible waterproofs (rain gear). The rest could be that already being used, borrowed or 
donated. Rachel designed and produced (at a cost) a quality t-shirt for the team. This was 
collected and worn by the team on arrival at Manchester Airport. It was a talking point at 
times in Alaska and featured a grizzly bear footprint, the expedition name and the YSES 
Logo, with the names of the team on the back. An exclusive run was produced and in later 
years they may be a valuable item to have! I had experienced difficulties with the baggage 
carousels in airports and rucksacks, and my advised solution was to put the whole 
rucksack into an old laundry bag. Fiona was able to obtain a number of these and their use 
during the travel meant they were easily recognised and protected rucksacks and 
belongings. But they also had other uses when in Alaska, containing food and equipment, 
and their use is a firm recommendation for future YSES expeditions, wherever the location. 
 
Group equipment  
We took just four tents from the UK and considered the purchase of another in Anchorage, 
but it was decided when there that the four would be adequate and the possible purchase 
did not come up to expectations within the budget allowed, so we did not buy another. 
With each tent went a stove and cooking pans, which were bought in Anchorage from REI. 
The stoves were multi-fuel, small, light, and stable and contained a fuel reservoir; they 
were considered expendable, since flight regulations about transporting fuel and stoves 
prohibited bring them back to the UK, we thought. However, in the eventuality we did 
bring them back, and the packaging which contained the vented and washed fuel 
containers (personal fuel bottles were treated the same way) was ripped open, inspected 
and resealed by Federal Airport Authorities before they were allowed on the aircraft. We 
purchased other group equipment (see appendix). In particular, 2 x 30 metres of 6mm 
(multi-use) climbing rope, and a large tarpaulin, which we cut in two - one half was further 
divided into four for each tent base, and the other half was maintained as a waterproof 
shelter. As we were not planning major mountaineering routes we took a minimum of gear 
- three ice axes and two sets of crampons - as safety “back-up” or for training on the Mint 
glacier.  
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 Fieldwork  
This was planned by the team to be about 3/4 days’ academic activity to deliver baseline 
data so that it might be possible in future studies to appreciate the changes. After much 
“to…ing and fro…ing” of emails, an overall theme was agreed, “The effects of Climate 
Change on the Gold Mint / Little Sutsitna Valley”. We could not do much research on any 
of the “big” reasons for climate change in the time available or with the resources to hand, 
but a vegetation project to demonstrate the deterioration of permafrost in the mountains 
which allowed the colonisation of new species would be possible; a key would be the 
identification of the altitude at any given point. We were planning to take GPS so location 
(Latitude and Longitude) and height above sea level would be easy to obtain, but a 
continuing problem would be how to identify (consistently) the boundary - the highest 
altitude of an indicator species (a single plant or group of at least five individuals for 
example) - and do this along a "transect" or at specified intervals along a number of 
differently oriented valleys, or just Gold Mint Valley.  We knew it would not be easy. 
Nevertheless, plans were made to take photos of the point in question (always looking due 
east for example), a cross profile would be drawn, with a "quadrant" survey (say a 50m 
square) taken in the mid point, identifying the specific vegetative areas to ascertain type, 
density, etc. In addition the accurate position of the Mint Glacier margin, the furthest 
down-slope point of the snout for example, would enable measurement of movement over 
time. In Gold Mint Valley there would be little tree cover if any - mosquitoes will be 
everywhere of course – so the survey and quantification of destructive bugs (e.g. the 
Spruce Bark Beetle) would be unlikely, but perhaps evidence of increased annual run off 
could be seen in some form of evidence in the river channels. 
  
It was clear that whatever was studied, it was important, as with the individuals' logs and 
the final Expedition Report, to have some idea of the look of the final report before we 
started so that we could direct activity towards that end whilst in the field - "we need a 
photograph of ...", "we must collect data at this point on ...", "we need a context as an 
introduction ...", "we need to know the purpose and to whom the material is going ..", etc. 
When on an expedition, almost the last thing on one’s mind will be the science and 
collecting data, for the adventure activities will be much higher profile - so whatever 
fieldwork was planned needed to be simple and straightforward, otherwise it would not be 
done. 
 
ACW Hypothesis  
At our first meeting in the depths of February, in the freezer known at Dale Head 
Farmhouse, I said I believed the females of the group would gain weight and the males 
would lose weight. There is probably a wealth of theory to refer to but I am not a medical 
researcher and do not have knowledge of the necessary complicated methodologies and 
procedures and in addition seven persons is not much of a sample. But I still wanted to test 
this hypothesis. So everyone agreed to weigh themselves - at the same time of day, in the 
same clothes (or without any), using the same machine - just before we left the UK and 
immediately after our return to see if there was a difference; no names or actual body 
weights would be published but each was responsible for accuracy and truthfulness! (See 
the Appendix for the results) 
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Finance 
The budget for the expedition was first determined in the summer of 2006 in readiness for 
an expedition in 2007, but as mentioned above, the expedition did take place in 2007. 
Shortly before re-advertising the expedition, I took the decision, supported by YSES, that 
the expedition budget would remain unchanged so that the original cost to each individual 
would be as had been advertised. It was incumbent upon the expedition, therefore, to work 
within that sum and to make the activities fit the budget rather than the other way about. 
The original contribution was fixed at £1950 plus airfare.  
 
At the time there were considerable fluctuations in the US Dollar and potentially this could 
result in a significant variation in the amount taken to Alaska dependant upon exchange 
rates. To avoid this, and to be clear as to the amount the expedition had to spend, it was 
decided to take the expedition’s entire field finance as cash. Cash was also more attractive 
to Alaskan suppliers! Advance purchase of dollars attracted a good rate of exchange and so 
the expedition benefited. Although somewhat risky in terms of loss and theft, this was 
ameliorated by spreading the money between leaders, especially in the first few days when 
almost all of the money would be spent. 
 
With careful budgeting and prior negotiation of prices for activities when in Alaska, the 
field expenditure matched the amount taken with a small surplus left to support the 
Society and future young explorers. The greatest expenditure was, of course, on travel and 
food, Alaska being a big “country” with expensive food prices, the escalating price of 
petrol added to this burden considerably.  
 
Accommodation  
Accommodation was generally in two-person tents but the location of those tents varied 
from the lush grass of our host’s garden to the barren gravel outwash of glacial rivers. The 
latter of course was much more ecologically appropriate, especially in areas of delicate 
plants. For example the Park Ranger informed us that: 

I (will) ask you to minimize your camping in the high country, due to the fragile 
nature of the alpine tundra.  Please camp on rocks or gravel areas rather than the 
delicate tundra plants whenever possible.  

There had been plans to use school playing fields or classrooms or other such similar 
venues but in the event we were fortunate enough to be a small compact group and to have 
helpful Alaskan friends who provided us with space in their “yards” (gardens). In these 
places we had to be careful about using stoves for cooking and were unable to have open 
fires. When in the “bush” however we were able to have camp fires as social foci, but we 
could only use existing fire rings in the State Park on gravel bars; soon wherever we went a 
similar procedure of seeking out and using existing fire rings became the norm and in a 
number of cases we tidied up and removed non-combustible materials left by others. 
Essentially we were following the regimen of “No Trace Camping” as determined by 
NOLS (Northern Outdoor Leadership School) the foremost American authority on the use 
of the out-of-doors. Our disposal of the rubbish we created (trash) was similarly 
constrained, either it was burnt or it was packed out and deposited in relevant site, for 
example, in rubbish containers at the trailheads. 
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Transport 
Internal transport for the group was essential and it needed to be as comfortable and as 
cheap as possible. Public transport was considered, but there is almost none available that 
went to the places we had planned to visit and what was available was outrageously 
expensive. We considered hiring yellow school buses (I had done this numerous times 
before in Alaska) but the economies of scale were not in our favour, and although more  
flexible than public transport, it too was too expensive. The cheapest option was self drive 
although this imposed a burden on the driver. After considerable research in the UK a 
vehicle of sufficient size was booked for collection upon our arrival at Anchorage airport.  
It was a self drive 7-person “car” and had room enough for the team with their personal 
gear and food, although on occasion it was a bit of a squash. We had considered we needed 
to use a roof rack or even a trailer, but in the event neither was needed. For some reason or 
other that we were unable to discover, the vehicle booked by us in the UK was not 
available for us when we arrived in Anchorage, but quick thinking on our part and some 
tough bargaining resulted in a similar rental with a different company at the same price. 
 
We travelled over 1500 miles in the four weeks, through tunnels and on ferries, and stayed 
on tarmacadam roads, for the insurance would have been invalid had we travelled on dirt 
or gravel roads. Fortunately there were no incidents of note, maybe because I had been to 
Alaska and driven there many times before and knew the road rules well, but also because  
the vehicles on the road were far fewer than had been my past experience, chiefly because 
of the rising price of fuel. The only incident of interest was when once upon briefly 
stopping I omitted to leave the vehicle in gear (it was automatic) and forgot to apply the 
handbrake. As it slowly moved towards the river … there was a shriek from inside and the 
brake hastily applied! It did not happen again!  
 
As it was our home-store for almost four weeks the vehicle became dirty inside and out 
and small items were temporarily misplaced, but it was a testimony to the team that the 
space was kept sufficiently clear, clean and well organised that whenever we stopped to 
start a foot journey or to break for a meal or needed to re-organise our belongings and food, 
it was done very efficiently. For in-car entertainment I had brought along classical music 
CDs but these were soon replaced by locally purchased Pop (Stray Dogma) which provided 
a conversation topic or argument.  
  
Food 
Food is always an intense topic of conversation on expeditions and also something that 
causes discontent and possible conflict. With a great deal of personal experience of 
expedition food stretching over more than 50 years, in theory my views ought to have been 
a valuable source of information. All of the food suggestions I made had been tested in 
Alaska in 1985, 1995 1999 and 2001, and the menus suggested had their original design 
taken from that provided in British Army Arctic Warfare rations. In addition this 
information was supplemented by the experience of a national expedition society (BSES) 
collected over 75 years. But everyone’s choice of food on an expedition is different and 
whilst I gave parameters, menus and lists of food items purchased for larger, longer 
expeditions to Alaska in 1995 1999 and 2001, it was agreed that the team would make the 
final decision of what to buy and to buy it in Alaska; this would be a huge challenge, 
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especially on day one in Alaska when still recovering from the journey. The young 
members were to have the responsibility for buying food for breakfasts, lunches and 
“tinned” evening meals, but were given firm guidance and a cash-limited budget. Given 
our programme, it was necessary that they purchased the food on day one in Anchorage, 
so it was recommended they did some planning whilst on their DofE Practice Expedition in 
the Peak District, and certainly before actually standing in the Anchorage supermarket. I 
organised the purchase of dehydrated evening meals before leaving the UK to ensure when 
in the wilderness at least one meal a day was wholesome, well cooked (it just needed hot / 
boiling water adding to the package), filling (each individual had the equivalent of a two 
person meal), and light weight. The list of recommended items and menus can be found in 
the Appendix. We had a number of meals provided, generally paid for but not cooked by 
us, and these proved to be highlights as they were social occasions in themselves: 
breakfasts and especially BBQs/Cookouts with friends, special meals at eating houses, or 
purchased Pizza! All the team were asked their preference for dehydrated evening meals 
from a short list, and a resultant even shorter list was compiled, allowing me to order 
before leaving for Alaska. The product was Mountain House and five different menus were 
chosen for main course, three desserts and two additional vegetables; the entrees (main 
course) contained vegetables. This meant that with a choice of five meals, each 
(dehydrated) meal appeared four times during the course of the expedition. The entree 
packages were for two persons but I considered this not enough bulk, so a 20 oz double 
serving was purchased for each person. The vegetables and the desserts were just for a 
little variety and each shared between two hungry eaters.  

For Vegetarians (two): Potatoes and Cheese, Pasta Primera, Rice & Mushroom Pilaf, 
Vegetable Lasagne, and Macaroni and Cheese.  
For Carnivores (five): Lasagne with meat, Chilli Mac with Beef, Rice and Chicken, 
Jamaican Chicken, and Sweet and Sour Pork.  
Plus, Green Peas, Green Beans and Corn (sweet corn/maize). And, Blueberry 
Cheesecake and Raspberry Crumble 

 
I determined a budget for all the expedition food, and it was accepted that it could be 
exceeded, but if so, then savings would have to be made elsewhere. Simply, it was 
calculated at $15 per person per day - $8 per evening meal, $3.50 for breakfast and $3.50 for 
lunch. Food would also be provided on the aeroplane, when we were guests / hosts at 
BBQs / “cook outs” / Party, by having $$ to buy meals / food in “town”, and as heavier 
tinned goods when we were not hiking too far. As there were distinct sections to the 
planned expedition it was convenient to buy the food on two separate occasions and thus 
there was opportunity to learn from any mistakes made on the first occasion. I provided 
the spreadsheet (see Appendix) which had a list of foodstuffs, their individual serving size, 
and package size to help the purchasers, but as it was created in 2001, sizes and products 
were not always available and the purchasers had to think on their feet. It was stressed that 
not only availability had to be taken into account but also cost, packaging, weight, size, 
portability and appropriateness, since once we left Anchorage to go to Hatcher Pass “what 
we’ve got is all we’ll get”.  This all sounded fine, with food planned and some of it ordered 
prior to leaving the UK. But with two weeks before we left the UK, the Alaskan supplier 
reported they could not fulfil our order. This was a significant problem and there was 
probably no retailer who carried enough stock to fulfil our needs. Suggestions of airlifting 
it from the “lower 48” to Alaska at very considerable cost were made by the same supplier, 
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but the cost was far too much and would greatly exceed the potential discounted savings 
negotiated. After much emailing, telephoning, persuading and arguing, a strategy was 
formulated ready to use upon arrival in Anchorage; but at the very last moment the 
original supplier informed me that they now had the bulk of the order should we wish to 
continue. Although they wanted cash “up front”, actual payment was delayed until 
collection which was eventually carried out in the morning of day one.  
 
Home agents 
The expedition was very fortunate to have two Home Agents. Neil Drake, of YSES, was 
designated as the person who would coordinate activity in the event of a catastrophe or 
emergency, either in the UK or in Alaska. Brian Needham was the other. Brian had 
withdrawn from the expedition at an early stage, on the grounds that there were enough 
leaders (three) without him tagging along as well. He remained as an ex-officio member, 
being party to all the correspondence and in particular the DofE Award activity of the 
Expedition. Brian was scheduled to be a first point of call for non-urgent communication 
from the team in Alaska and he undertook to pass it on to YSES and to parents; in one 
instance he was able to pass on the fact that Matt had obtained the necessary examination 
results to confirm his entry to Oxford, and all the team were very pleased. Brian was also 
ready to come out to Alaska in the event of a real emergency (for instance, injury to one of 
the leaders) requiring his experienced assistance. 
 
Parents meeting  
A parents’ meeting took place on the evening of Friday 4th July before the young team left 
for their DofE practice expedition in the Peak District. As the practice expedition area was 
near Sheffield, I approached YSES to “borrow” their HQ just off junction 39 of the M1 for 
the evening and overnight so we could all meet in the dry – in case it rained – and the team 
could stay the night in the house, being collected the next morning and taken to the 
practice expedition start point. As the expedition route was circular, people were returned 
to YSES HQ again at the end or collected from the start / end point by their parents at a pre-
arranged time. The meeting was necessary to ensure that parents were comfortable in their 
off-spring going to the wilderness with Tony and the other leaders and doing all the 
activities so far planned … and maybe a few not yet envisaged. They needed to be told 
exactly what was planned and their approval gained in writing.  Fiona talked briefly about 
projects, First Aid and the John Muir Award, Mike talked about mountaineering, rafting 
and safety, and Brian outlined aspects of the DofE Award and peer-led remotely 
supervised hiking, both in the Peak District and in Alaska. I covered the itinerary, the 
journey, transport and the adventurous activities. Lizzie described the YET Approval 
process, Rachel talked briefly about what had happed during our training sessions and 
about the t-shirts, Will went through personal and group kit, and Matt spoke about food 
and money raising. Everyone told parents what they were expecting and what they hoped 
to get out of the expedition. Lots of questions resulted, especially about bears! Finally I was 
left alone with the parents to sign the necessary waivers and to tell them about the surprise 
‘plane trip (and the necessary parental permission) while Brian, Fiona and Mike took the 
group upstairs to brief them on the practice expedition and other Alaska matters. 
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Rafting 
It was planned to provide the expedition with an appropriate Alaskan wilderness 
experience – wilderness river rafting. This was the way in which many of the early 
explorers, miners and later settlers moved from the coastal entry points to the interior, so it 
was most appropriate to mimic how they made their journeys. It was necessary to seek an 
appropriate supplier of both the rafts and safety equipment and to provide a raft guide, as 
Alaskan rivers are swiftly flowing, continuously changing course and very cold since most 
begin their journeys from melting ice caps or glaciers. It was part of the YET Approval 
process and YSES’ own policies that all young members and leaders were fully insured for 
whatever activity is undertaken. YSES makes considerable and detailed arrangements for 
insurance but because the expedition was going to the US there were additional problems. 
The YSES insurance policy provides contingency cover only when using bona fide 
suppliers who carry appropriate insurance cover. Any such suppliers should have Public 
Liability cover and their policy must cover the activities they are providing. This 
information must be obtained in advance in writing.  Less than bone fide suppliers 
sometimes require a waiver but YSES insurers regarded the completion of any waiver, even 
though it was likely to have no legal standing, as dangerous in the event of a claim, and so 
advised, indeed required the Chief Leader, not to sign any such waiver. I was absolutely 
clear that I would not offer the expedition uninsured activities. As I was unable to get all 
the necessary confirmations from Alaska, the provision of a wilderness river rafting 
experience (not white water) proved a stumbling block to the cementing of our activity 
plans until the very last moment. Over many months prior to the expedition, considerable 
email communication had taken place with a number of Alaskan rafting companies until a 
suitable price achieved and sufficient acknowledgement of appropriate insurance cover 
confirmed. However, cultural, legal and language differences as well as technical problems 
all contributed to delays in being certain that a waiver would not be required. Ultimately 
just two days before we were to leave the UK, it was determined that if a waiver was 
required to allow such an activity, then that activity would not take place; other exciting 
possibilities had meanwhile been researched and priced. In the end the wilderness rafting 
company did not require a waiver and the experience was completed with no further 
difficulty and proved a fantastic highlight for all.  
 
080808 
For those interested in numbers, a significant date was to occur whilst we were in Alaska – 
0808 hrs on 8th August 2008, and it was my intention to mark this moment with something 
both memorable and significant. I saw that according to the schedule we were to 
potentially be experiencing the rafting and so considered the opportunities.  The start put-
in of our river journey was to be at a place called McCarthy at the end of a 60 mile dirt road 
into the Wrangell St Elias National Park. Because this is pristine wilderness (a World 
Heritage site), enterprising souls had set up a fly-see businesses to show tourists who 
ventured that far (6 hours of tough driving) the mountains, glaciers, animals and 
vegetation of that part of the National Park accessible by light aircraft. Lizzie had written 
earlier (see above) dreaming of a short flight over the mountains and this was stimulus 
enough for me to explore further. Eventually after much correspondence and haggling, a 
short 35 minute trip was arranged for the whole party; this had insurance and waiver 
implications as above but they were easily overcome. I arranged this without the 
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knowledge of any of the expedition, as a complete surprise for everyone. The rafting 
company knew, as did the flight company, and each knew it to be a surprise. The party 
(and parents) knew about the rafting and were very excited, but the party did not know 
about the flight (the parents did and had been sworn to silence). The rafting start had to 
begin on 080808 so the flight could not be arranged for that date, which was in some ways a 
pity, but we could not have the flight and the rafting on 08.08.08. I wrote the following to a 
work colleague before I left the UK:  

“At 0808 hrs on 08.08.08 we shall have just taken off for a 35 minute flight in a small 
fixed wing aeroplane, low over the mountains and glaciers of the Wrangell-St Elias 
Mountains of Alaska (a World Heritage site); I have not told my party so it will be a 
complete surprise! Later at 8 mins past 8 in the evening on 08.08.08 we should be 
negotiating class 3/4 rapids in inflatable rafts on a wilderness river within that same 
area, and sharing our camp site with Grizzly Bear, Moose and Mosquito.”  
 

Fundraising 
    Lizzie 

“I found writing the general sponsorship letter (later to be adapted for each individual 
application) a lengthy, and often frustrating, process. The experience has definitely allowed 
me to develop some useful writing skills though. In all, about £500 was made through this 
method which definitely made the effort worthwhile. The Barlow drama group BARMPOTS 
made a particularly generous donation. I received £300 from the organisation SEEDS based 
in Derbyshire which helps to fund adventures like my own as well as things closer to home. 
This came about by attending the YET approval meeting with Tony. Ted Gray, part of the 
panel interviewing us, discovered I was from Derbyshire and incredibly kindly sorted this 
sponsorship out for me very quickly. Right place...right time! A lot of money came from 
babysitting, a stint delivering newspapers, and money I had saved from Christmas / 
birthdays / allowance for about 2 years. At school I organised a successful cake sale and 
"creative" Easter egg raffle as well as several successful raffles outside of school. I found 
these experiences quite scary - especially standing to talk about my "cause” up at the raffles. 
Overall I think sponsorship letters are definitely worthwhile, but you definitely need to 
have other methods of raising money at the ready. It isn't easy and it's best to start early so 
you can think about the expedition rather than finances closer to the time of departure.” 

 
    Rachel 

“I applied to various different organisations and charities but found that on the whole letter 
writing didn't bring much sponsorship. I found that actively fundraising was much more 
successful. I managed to raise the entire cost of the expedition myself through - having no 
social life for a year and saving all my money earned from babysitting (about £700), putting 
all my weekly EMA straight into my Alaska savings, applying for a grant from school, the 
Leeds learning support trust and my national church. I also held an open tea and coffee 
morning at home baking hundreds of cakes and providing endless hot drinks which raised 
nearly £400! I would recommend that to enable efficient saving you should open up a bank 
account specifically for your trip. I opened an ISA which I wouldn't let myself withdraw 
from until each payment had to be made. Furthermore put it in a high interest account - at 
the end of the year I had earned £50 of interest!” 
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    Will  
“In order to pay for the £3000 cost of the expedition to Alaska I had to find money from 
many different sources. I worked Saturday’s in my local outdoor shop, Ultimate Outdoors, 
and managed to accumulate over £1000 for the expedition. My parents very kindly offered 
to match my contribution and gave me £1000. I received the addresses of some local 
businesses and clubs who were known to donate money to young explorers. After many 
refusals, due to the fact the expedition was overseas and the fact I did not receive any sorts 
of benefits, I decided that I would have to have money for my birthday and Christmas gifts 
and put that towards the fund. After collecting £400 from relatives I discovered that Skipton 
Girls’ High School was distributing donations from Skipton Building Society for expeditions 
just like mine. I applied and was given a £200 donation. About a month before the 
expedition began I received a letter from one of the places I had written to, The Rotary Club 
of Skipton, and was delighted to here that they were willing to make a donation of £200.” 
 

    Matt 
“Practically all the money I raised was by working for it!” 

 
Joining Instructions 
Dear All,                                                                                                              Sunday 13 July 0700 
 
One week today we shall be waiting in the Departure lounge of Manchester Airport ready to leave. The flight 
to Alaska leaves Terminal 2 Manchester Intl Airport (MAN) at: 09:25 20 July. It will be a long and stressful 
day and you will need to be prepared physically and mentally. Pack early (you should have practised 
beforehand and rationalised) and have an “easy day” the 24 hours beforehand if you can. During the 2x days 
in Anchorage you will begin to acclimatise to the time difference and overcome the journey but there will be 
much to do and learn in those two days. 
 
We are required to arrive at Terminal 2 departures 3 hours before the flight departure time to allow for 
security and check-in. However, to be sure everyone gets there on time and so check-in as a small group, 
please arrive at 0600hrs. We will go through security to the departure lounge as soon as we have checked in - 
you can buy some breakfast then if you wish – you probably know that airline food is not that wholesome 
and you’re likely not to get any food until 1030-1100 UK time or later! 
 
There is no planned or provided travel to or from Manchester so you will need to arrange this yourself – try 
to persuade parents and group together? You could take a train; trains go direct to the airport hourly and take 
1:10 hours; as an example, a single advanced booking costs £17.00 (!) from Leeds, leaving Leeds @ 04:25 (!) 
arriving airport at 05:36  
 
Although the luggage allowance is 2x pieces at 23kgs each and a piece of cabin luggage at 18kgs, you will 
have to carry it and more besides, like a rope, food, tent, stove, etc. for rest of the expedition. So you are 
strongly advised only to take ONE piece of (hold) luggage, your rucksack / backpack not weighing more than 
20kgs, and one piece of hand (cabin) luggage for the journey (maybe a small day sack at 10kgs?). You will be 
given another piece of luggage to take as yours for which you will be responsible until we have collected our 
goods from the luggage carousel at Anchorage.  
 
I am paranoid about mislaying luggage - in 1999 five of my expedition did and I learnt much from the 
subsequent problems. Write your name, house number, post code and “UK” in permanent marker on the 
inside of your rucksack’s top flap. Attach an airline tag / luggage label (which you can get at check-in so have 
a pen handy) with your name, home address and tel. phone onto your rucksack to the carrying handle. Put 
something that you can identify as especially yours near the top and remember this. Take a list of all your 
items; not in your rucksack! Should your rucksack be mislaid we will have to buy more and you’ll need this 
list for insurance. Use the laundry bag. Put your rucksack into it, tie it securely and affix another luggage 
label with your name and address as above to the laundry bag handle. Although there are unlikely to be any 
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other pieces of luggage quite like ours, it might be worth having something you can easily identify – a piece 
of Duct tape with your initials stuck to the outside of the laundry bag would do. If you don’t want to use the 
laundry bag (you must take it though!), to avoid your rucksack being caught in or torn by the luggage 
carousel, do not have things hanging from your pack or protruding from its top, and tie the straps etc 
together – remember the guidance given during the briefing. 
 
Take a photocopy of the relevant page of your passport (last page?) and store this on your person somewhere 
safe – not with your passport! This will be “just in case” and will act as ID when in Alaska. It might be an idea 
to record the number of your passport as well as the booking reference and reservation number of your e-
ticket(s); might be an idea to take a print out of your e-ticket. Whatever you do, stay with or in sight of 
another member of the party and agree a meeting point (check-in desk or departure gate) and get there well 
in advance of any necessary action time. If you miss the flight you will have to pay for another ticket! You 
will have responsibility for your own ticket / boarding pass until arriving in Alaska so look after it and your 
passport. 
  
You will be travelling for almost 22 hours. Sleep when you can, or at least relax, stretch hourly to avoid deep 
vein thrombosis (unlikely in younger members) and drink whenever it is offered (remember you must be 21+ 
to imbibe alcohol in the US). 
 
Dress sensibly. Maybe wear heavier items e.g. boots, but remove once on the plane. Take reading material but 
no food! US Customs are strict about not allowing food into the US. You will need a pen to complete a form 
on the ‘plane for entry into the US in Newark. Take valuable fragile (!) goods in your hand luggage like 
cameras, but closely follow airline regulations e.g. no liquids etc. 
 
For information (to also share with parents): 
 
We fly on 20th July with Continental Airlines (CO) from Manchester (MAN) to Newark (EWR) and then from 
Newark (EWR), by way of Seattle (SEA), to Anchorage (ANC). The Flight numbers and departure and arrival 
times (local) are: 

CO21 dep MAN 0925; arr EWR 1215 
CO1681 dep EWR 1355; arr ANC 2014 

 
We return on 17th August with Continental from ANC to MAN via SEA and EWR 
 CO8116 dep ANC 0600; arr SEA 1023 
 CO1480 dep SEA 1158; arr EWR 2014 

CO100 dep EWR 2200; arr MAN 1000 +1 day (18th) 
 

 
Upon arrival in Newark we must go through immigration (long queues) with our hand luggage handing in a 
form completed on the aeroplane, reclaim our luggage (2 pieces) and go through customs handing in another 
form. We must then transfer the luggage and move swiftly to our next flight in another terminal through 
security (which is more problematic than in the UK). This whole process can take a long time but there ought 
to be enough time (1hr 40min) as long as we are not late, get lost or “go exploring”. If you are parted from the 
group find the relevant departure gate for the flight and note the boarding time. 
 
When we arrive at Anchorage, my friends will be there to greet us and will take us to our place of residence 
for the first three nights in Alaska; you will be in tents. I also must collect the rental vehicle and remember to 
drive on the right! I hope we can get something to eat when we arrive or at least to drink, there are 24 hour 
supermarkets but probably all you will wish to do is lie down and sleep for a while, but we will get up early 
the next day have breakfast somewhere as we will have much to do. It will probably take about two days 
before you begin to sleep properly. 
 
See you at Manchester Airport! 
 

Tony 
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Tony’s Post Script to the Pre-Expedition Preparation  
I wrote the following to Brian on the day before we left for Alaska: 
 

“It may be the last trip I organize for youngsters, and it is a great shame that 
overbearing bureaucracy and administration is stifling adventure and so the personal 
development of our youth. Of course the “killjoys” will forever quote H&S@W and 
unacceptable risk seeking to cover every eventuality, but if they looked at their own 
lives then they too take risks daily without any cover or real thought for the 
consequences. Life is about taking considered and acceptable risk – I have somewhere 
a list of the risks we take in everyday life – for without risk civilization would never 
have progressed and will progress no further. History is littered with such personae 
who have taken the risk and won (and those that failed of course!) and as a society we 
applaud and reward the risk taker, do we not? Considering and then taking a 
manageable risk is an important step in the development of young people. Tony” 
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THE EXPEDITION IN THE FIELD 
 
The Expedition Journal 
It was suggested that all the young members kept a journal as this would serve as a lasting record of 
the happenings, their emotions and their reactions, but also as practice for later life when a journal 
(rather than a diary) could be of great value. Tony and Fiona also maintained a record for 
accountability purposes. What follows is Lizzie’s edited diary, with additions from Matt and 
Rachel; Will did not keep a written record. 
 
20th July 2008 Sunday 
 

 
 
Only had about 3½ hours sleep before getting up at 4:00 am. Felt incredibly sick and felt 
every bump on the way to the airport in the car. Fortunately, after meeting up with 
everyone (6:00 am), I felt much better. Had group photos and Rachel's t-shirts look 
fantastic. By the time we'd been through customs, we didn't have a huge amount of time 
hanging around but we had some Starbucks drinks and yoghurt. Absurdly expensive. At 
9:25 am we set off on our first flight. Really enjoyed it actually. I was sat next to Will and a 
man named "Mr Hussuit", though he did not know it. Poor man asked the hostess to be 
moved within the first 3 minutes of sitting next to us. The plane was excellent! The screens 
on the back of the seats were touch screen, had a selection of music, films, games and GPS 
tracking our flight. Brilliant gadget. Will and I had great fun playing poker (I won), 
memory games, chess and loads more. Although it was an 8 hour flight I thought the time 
passed pretty quickly and the curry was good. I was excited to see the statue of liberty and 
the empire estate building as we flew into Newark, New York. Pity I didn't have time to 
call Joan Petrokofsky but we had to dash through customs and nearly had our flight seats 
sold. Hated the man who quizzed me about the intentions of my trip to Alaska. Couldn't 
flipping understand him! Didn't know if he was saying trekking or tracking. Looked like 
the absolute fool when I had to ask him which my index finger was for the prints in my 
panic. Anyway, amused by a loud conversation between two New Yorkers: "I'd rather be 
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fat than shave everyday". Our next flight was about 5½ hours to Seattle. Played lengthy 
games of hangman, more curry and lots of "free" drinks. Got quite giddy and sent Rachel a 
secret note on a napkin from Brian. Had to get off the plane at Seattle for it to be cleaned 
and refuelled before boarding it again. Oh yeah, this morning I was very happy to win the 
"lightest bag" challenge. Succumbed to sleep near the end of the flight. Excited to see Mt 
Saint Helens outside the window. I was in high spirits when we arrived in Alaska. It feels 
like Alaska. I like Rick, the guy who took us in his truck, and Al and Carol Bagley are 
lovely. Their house is gorgeous! They have woodland in their garden! We set up tents then 
had pizza and talked. Need to sleep now! 
 

Rachel: 
“I’ve spent so long preparing for this and now it’s finally come, its amazing, exciting but I’m 
incredibly nervous. I’m off as the airplane is now moving.” 

 
Matt: 
“Airport! 6 am., everyone meets. Baggage check-in a farce – separate place to get rid. 
Wander through – introduced to strawberry + cream Frappuchino by Rachel. Delicious! Board 
by 9. Newark – 93*F! Awful. Lol. No head phones on this leg – I’m not paying $1 for them! 
Seattle – 71*F – cloud free! Let’s hope it lasts! =)” 

 
Tony:  
“We arrived on time after a long journey - we nearly missed our connection in Newark 
because of hold-ups in Immigration but we got to it just in time. Weather is raining here but 
only light - everyone is well but tired and in bed - ready to buy food tomorrow. Our hosts Al 
and Carol Bagley and Rick have been great. So onward to food purchase tomorrow. All is 
well!” 
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21st July 2008 Monday 
Rachel instigated talking last night, then we spontaneously wanted to sleep in our bivvy 
bags. Mike woke up (though he can't remember it) and told us not to which was funny. I 
was very peaceful listening to snoring and wind chimes. I have a very good feeling about 
this place. Woke at 6:00 am, got up at 6:45 am. The breakfast Carol brought was great. At 
8:30 am we went to the big supermarket. Spent about an hour writing down prices and 
quantities. Unfortunately started to feel ill but the assistants were so friendly. Couldn't 
believe how stereotypical they are; they actually say "have a good day" and "how are you 
today". I like it. After that we went to the outdoors shop, REI. Love it. Got some excellent 
waterproof shells (gloves). Wish I'd got my poles out here. Everything's cheaper. 
Absolutely gorgeous climber in there too. Enjoyed riding the trolley after we'd decanted 
the masses of dried food into the car. Next we went to the bookshop. Had a great time 
laughing at Mike's ridiculously bad jokes, relieving my lips with some "Burt's bees" and 
drinking a cremula (or something). Feel so ease with everyone now and enjoyed laughing 
projectively. Found Matt is one of the rare people that can carry off the look of a sideways 
cap. We bought some jelly beans with nasty flavours like vomit, ear wax and skunk spray 
which was fun. After lunch we went back to the supermarket for some food. Matt, Will and  
I got incredibly giddy filling in a customer service feedback form from Brian (the queen). I 
think fatigue lowers your amusement threshold. Walked the gorgeous huskies in the 
evening. Surreal going through the neighbourhoods. The houses are humungous, cars 
massive, 2 garages and 3 letter boxes each and American flags everywhere. So strange set 
against the beautiful background of mountains. 
 

Rachel: 
“Matt bought some Harry Potter style jelly beans, a definite lift to group morale, but I had the 
most disgusting flavour of pencil shavings. Keep on looking the wrong way when crossing the 
road” 
 
Matt: 
“Al Bagley’s house is amazing! Its like his garden is a forest. And we’re right in the middle. (h) 
Shopping was entertaining – I am concerned though, how will it all be carried? Scenery is 
awesome. Vomit flavoured Jelly Belly’s are not. LOL!! Evening walk was good – with the 
huskies! Tres Bien. “ 
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22nd July 2008 Tuesday 
Got up at 7:00am. Took forever sorting food in the garage this morning. Been feeling pretty 
ill most of the day. Drove to the hospital after lunch for Tony dentist appointment. Blisters 
on my back from the plane are incredibly painful. American hospitals are so nice, clean and 
non-smelly. We then went on a 3-hour walk up the mountain. It was unpleasantly humid 
but I was in good spirits. We also saw two moose! They were in the distance but still 
impressive. When we got back there was a moose on the driveway! It then went crazy on 
the lawn and I was stunned by how big and fast it was. Then the barbeque began. Rachel 
and I were extremely giddy and had an excellent time. The salmon was damn good! 
Alaskan brownie with hand-picked blueberries was pretty good too. Carol's daughter's 
baby was so cute! That baby was fawned over. Really enjoyed listening to Rick's bear and 
moose stories. We were all set to do a rendition of "I'm a little teapot" but fortunately Mike 
forgot. I really like Mike. He's funny and very kind. Oh yeah, saw Pat Murphy's wife, Pam. 
She was incredibly open and friendly. Strange seeing dead things strung around the room 
but very hippy. 

   
 

Matt: 
“MOOSE! Lotsa moose. 4, actually. 3 from going up wolf-something-or-other peak, and 1 in 
Al’s garden! Scary – it went crazy on the lawn. Circles loolz – oh, and they kick forwards. Then 
we had the BBQ – grand food! Seriously Smashing. Very Tired. Bed.” 

 
Rachel: 
“I like the way aluminium is said and the way shopkeepers call you miss. This afternoon we 
went for a 3 hour walk up Wolverine peak and on the way spotted our first moose and its 
baby (Lizzie calls these piglets). As we drove up the drive back to Al and Carol’s we passed a 
moose juts to the right of us. It actually came up into their garden and just went berserk, quite 
a scary experience. We went to visit Pam, Pat Murphy’s widow, who was lovely and spoke so 
well of him and his work in Hatcher Pass. She also had the most amazing bay view from her 
windows.” 

 
Tony:  
“All food and equipment bought. Weather cool and rainy. Everyone is well and recovering 
from the journey. Transport probably large enough, I had a tooth drop out so a visit to the 
dentist today! More shopping this morning, then visit to Pat Murphy's widow, Pam, then a 
walk in the mts behind ANC and tonight a BBQ to socialise. The team is working well. Money 
going like water! Leave tomorrow for wilderness. Not recovering well from time difference 
but nearly there.” 
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23rd July 2008 Wednesday 
Up at 7:00 am and out at 10:30 am after sorting through kit and packing for Hatcher pass. 
Fell asleep a lot in the car, couldn't hear what people were saying to me and just felt really 
quite gloomy. Stopped at the hospital again for Tony and Fiona got some cream for my 
blisters on my back and new weird ones on my arm which was a relief. Picked up the tools 
up the tools for the trail work and had dinner at 3:00 pm. We packed all the food and 
equipment into our bags and set off for "Pam's island" at 5:00 pm. It was a horrid walk up. 
Humid, soaked to my skin and the bags were heavy by this stage with all the tins. Where 
we're camped is very beautiful though with the snow-capped mountains in the 
background and glacial river running beside. However the constant rain is not so good. 
Setting up camp was pretty grim and tempers within the group were a little frayed. The 
mood improved later on with the adoption of French accents and the roasting of gloves 
over the fire. 

   
 

Matt: 
“Rain, Rain, Go Away, Come Again Another Day… Rained all day. We packed up, and set off 
for 10.30! Quite a drive – stunning scenery. Those packs are heavy – tinned food is Rubbish! 
Just too damn heavy! And a mess to cook. We’re on “Pams Island” – marvellous place, with a 
beaver dam. The rain lifted – snow on the mountains! That’s where were headed… low of 38*F 
up by the mine – Brrr! Its not too bad here though. The toilet. Was… interesting. Very, very 
interesting.” 

 
Rachel: 
“On our road trip to Hatcher Pass we played the infamous “Stray Dogma” CD with the 
diabolical cover of ‘you sexy thing’. Drove to a view point and hit a staggering 38 F. We then 
packed up and further sorted our sacks before heading off down the Gold Mint trail. It was so 
humid so for once I was thankful for the rain, however it didn’t take long for me to get 
drenched and we’ve all decided our hair will remain eternally wet.” 

 
Tony:  
“Just about to leave for 13 days in wilderness - raining heavily here ... of course. No bears in 
the garden yet but moose yesterday which caused excitement.  So a period of no messages. 
Dentist again today to fix my tooth.” 
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24th July 2008 Thursday 
Worst night of my life! My sleeping bag has never failed to warm me up until now. The 
theory goes that damp clothes should dry while you sleep but my body was generating no 
warmth and therefore I was simply wet and cold. I was inside my liner, inside my sleeping 
bag, inside my bivvy bag with two pairs of trousers, 3 t-shirts, jumper (damp), two pairs of 
socks, my hat, two pairs of gloves and all my muscles contracting and blood vessels at the 
surface of my skin constricting, but still I was frozen! The cold made me desperate for the 
toilet so, after psyching myself up for ½ hour I went out into the rain. The wet in my coat 
was like ice. Rachel woke me at 7:30 am. I think depressed is the word for that waking.  

    
Despite this, after ½ can of beans for breakfast I enjoyed the day of trail clearing. Something 
very satisfying about hacking things down. We worked at a great pace too and covered 
quite a distance. I also enjoyed it because I was an ok temperature. Everyone else was 
sweltering but my coat was like a fridge. I adore Mike for lending me his big warm coat for 
a while. Glad he's allocated jobs to us now as well; feel more settled. I've been on water and 
washing up duty with him today. Rachel and Fiona have been whittling spoons which has 
been funny. I've helped saw wood for the fire. Saw some lovely beavers and Rachel has 
plaited all the girls' hair. 
 

Rachel: 
“Mike and I paired up and worked clearing the trail up past the beaver dam, away from camp. 
The appreciation of his jokes is now more apparent and I was very pleased with my own 
‘shear devastation’ pun, which I didn’t even realise I’d said at the time. Fiona began to whittle 
me a spoon as I had lost all my utensils – have had to borrow everyone else’s so far. It’s an 
amazing triumph of a carving whereas my attempt failed miserably and is not being brought 
back to the UK.” 

 
Matt: 
“Woke up damp. Great! ¬_¬ just what I wanted… lol! Work was good. Cold and wet – no NOT 
jump in a Glacial river. It is cold. Especially do not jump in again! It was great fun though. 
Cold feet. Running to get warm again. Good project – bog is now bog-free!, or, at least, you can 
walk across it. Tomorrow should be good. Going to read now. Oh! but I did see some beavers 
earlier. I think with a bit of time and some dry feet, I’m almost there, being ‘with’ the 
wilderness. The sun came out too! Well, a bit. Just now. Tops of the mountains. Tomorrow – 
dry, I hope!” 
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25th July 2008 Friday 
Stayed warm last night thank goodness. Got up at 7:00 am very tired but happy. Enjoyed 
the morning of trail clearing again. At one point I was given the saw and therefore walked 
far further ahead than everyone else to find the big things to tackle. It was wonderfully 
tranquil and I felt small again, exploring while mum and dad climb. Stopped off for my 
snack right by the river. Scoured the hillside for bears but didn't see any. I feel like there's a 
bear here, just watching us. Beautiful flowers here. The purple geraniums, orchids and 
chocolate lilies are my favourites. The lilies do smell like manure though. Alaska is just as 
beautiful as the pictures. Met a very talkative George Bush-hating Michigan man while 
walking. I was incredibly tired by then and found the last bit trail clearing difficult. Have 
seen a marmot, prairie dogs, a mole-type creature (possibly a lemming) and lots of birds. 
We finished at 4:00 pm where I crashed out at camp. I exercised my dormant pyromania by 
poking and blowing on the fire. Wanted to join Fiona and Rachel in their glacial water 
wash but decided against it upon hearing Rachel's screams. 
 

Rachel: 
“braved the glacial river today for a wash which was absolutely freezing” 

 
Matt: 
“One hell of a lot of trail cleared. I’d say 1km+. Eeesh! Hungry. Doesn’t seem like beans and 
other tinned stuff is very filling. Double portion dehydrated soon though! Oooof, cannot wait 
for that (h). Lolz. Mike made a bench – good sitting! Don’t smell too bad either! Not seen so 
much wildlife today. Rained a bit again – miserable. I do think the bit of sun cheered everyone 
up though! This is good =) All I can think about is food. Lots and lots of fooooood! Ahaha. 
Breakfast might be more filling… Granola. Groovoid. I can’t wait for tomorrow; trail clearing 
toi be done! Should be good. No more (h).” 

 

 
 
26th July 2008 Saturday 
Rachel and I are such old women: we talked for nearly 2 hours last night before having to 
go for a mutual wee. Decided against drinking past 8:00 pm. Got up groggily at 7:00 am 
and made everyone breakfast. Granola is actually very good with water instead of milk. 
Rained all day which has been unpleasant. However, we did all work very hard all day and 
finished early at 3:00 pm which was brilliant. During the day I ambled along quietly while 
the others while the others played rude word games. I enjoyed channelling the water from 
a flooded path into a make-shift waterfall with Mike. Played charades in the evening. Quite 
worrying when both Rachel and I thought "Lord of the Rings" was 5 words. We also 
cooked some fairly unpleasant peppered leaves. 
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Rachel: 
“After 4 days of no wash my hair is turning greasy but I actually surprisingly don’t care. With 
the beauty and awe of being here everything else just seems superfluous really” 

 
Matt: 
“Not as hungry today – did hit in the evening though! Woke up soggy. Such rubbish tents! 
Hard to get in and out of. (Editor - Matt is VERY tall!) I hope it stops remaining soon. Only 15 
or so mins of trail clearing left on the morrow! Going to use my bivvi today – purely to stay 
dry! Corr, but it is nasty wet. Went and found the beavers lair today – followed one of their 
runs to a rocky outcrop – it was steaming! Clouds are approaching us – low clouds – so we 
shall be sleeping with them around us! Eeebers, my feet want warm! Lol. Warm feet <3xD oh 
well. Rain scheduled til Wednesday… damnit!” 

 
27th July 2008 Sunday 
Horrendously tired despite the Sunday lie-in. Rachel and I awoke to disgusting pustulating 
mosquito bites which were incredibly itchy. Did the final bit of trail clearing this morning 
for about an hour. Felt like I was in Bangladesh with everyone stooped over with their 
tools. Talked to Fiona about her Oxford days doing the hippy course, human sciences. 
Smiled when she told me about her weekly dinner with the other hippies who gathered to 
eat humus together. After a two hour walk to the trailhead, we were overjoyed to join 
civilisation again and have dinner in the roadhouse diner. It's only been 4 days but the 
sight of an actual toilet was a vision of nirvana. The frantic additions to our hot chocolates 
including hot cream was a bit too much though. After this we restocked our sacks with 
food again before setting off to meet with Ranger Kim. We travelled to Independence Mine. 
She wasn't there but I enjoyed the visit as it allowed me to stock up on some much needed 
chocolate! It was freezing out there; coldest summer day on record. We found Kim later 
back at the trailhead. She was very friendly and helpful. The walk back up was hard in the 
humidity and there were disputes when we reached camp but the mood has fortunately 
now improved. 
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Matt: 
“Food! Glorious Food! Walked to the roadhouse and had a corking BLT and the best hot 
chocolate. Ever. Then we went to Independence Mine to try and catch Ranger Kim missed her 
though. Lizzie and I got some more chocolate (h) Lols. Met with Kim back at the trailhead- 15 
bears in the Hatcher Pass area! Wandered back to camp and began preparations for the next 
stage of our trip. Hope this weather clears… the dehydrated meals are soooo good! Huge – 
awesome! Last night on Pams Island… our home for 5 days! Leaving will be bizarre.” 

 
DofE Residential Project 
The expedition participants were briefed and trained on day one followed by 4½ days clearing 
alder willow and birch from a foot trail using hand tools for the Hatcher Pass State Park; 
almost 3 km were cleared to the pleasure of the Ranger and walkers. They camped and worked 
efficiently and effectively as a team, unsupervised and far from habitation. All participants 
developed new skills and friendships. 

 
28th July 2008 Monday 
Arrived promptly at breakfast for pancakes! Did fieldwork during the morning. We 
identified different plants within quadrants which was interesting although our feet did get 
a bit cold. We then set off for Mint Glacier. Up until the incredible steepness at the end and 
the horribly heavy sack, I quite enjoyed it. Matt was incredibly considerate waiting after 
every mudslide and water-logged area to help me. Proud of my dry boots after crossing the 
river. However, I then sank in the tiniest stream and let all the water in which was 
annoying. It was very dangerous balancing over the mossy rocks. It was exhausting and 
Rachel even cried when she thought she'd killed Fiona who had fallen backwards off a rock 
whilst helping her. Scary and difficult. The weather was just atrocious. However, the day 
has redeemed itself because we are now in the most beautiful mountain hut. The dry was 
so good and so appreciated. Had a good time playing Irish snap and scrabble. So thankful 
not to be out in the gale outside. 
 

    
 

Rachel: 
“We had a lot of fun despite the incessant downpour until we reached the river. Tony had us 
walking sideways, facing upstream and it was so cold. It got quite deep and powerful at one 
point and I found it terrifying, but luckily we had a rope to hold onto. I got even wetter feet 
but it meant for the rest of the day I just walked straight through any streams or ditches rather 
than worrying about keeping my feet dry. My poles were my saviour, pulling me over the 
very steep, slippery bits. It was the most physically challenging day of my life.” 
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Matt: 
“Woke up, and had Pancakes for breakfast, after the best nights sleep so far. No idea why, 
Anyway at 10, Will and I set off up the side of the valley to do quadrants for fieldwork – got 
through 11 in all in just over an hour! Apparently a Black Bear lives in this valley – 2 bikers 
and some scat seem to confirm this! Anyways, it was the hardest days labour ever – an 8 hour 
slog up the valley side – so unbelievably steep! We also got wet crossing a river (stream). 
Arrived at the hut at 6.30 – this is a whole hours travel from our planned spot! But the weather 
is so bad. The diary here confirms 1 month of rain. We might have to change our plans, if the 
weather stays so awful! We shall endeavour to endure, and explore, up here in this cold, high 
place.” 

 
29th July 2008 Tuesday 
Had to go out to the toilet (with the froggy lid) at 3:00 am this morning. Stepping between 
the line of bivy bags was like trespassing into the den of a pride of lions. When I opened 
the door of the hut I was met by the most beautiful sight: the heavy mist had completely 
parted revealing an almost purple sky and snow-capped mountains. Almost leaped out of 
my skin when I came back to the cabin and found a bear lying on the bench! Actually, it 
was just Mike, but he really did look and sound like one in his dark sleeping bag 

   
 

   
We woke up to beautiful sunshine which energised everyone. We used the time to dry out 
our kit then pack. Then came possibly my worst time in the expedition yet. With our very 
heavy rucksacks we did the steepest and most difficult ascent yet. I was incredibly scared 
due to being horrendously unbalanced and each step bore into my calves. Fiona took me 
aside half way up, gave me some confidence and helped stabilise my sack as best she 
could. Fortunately the worst was over and the view from the top was stunning. 
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Missed my dad a lot while we did some fieldwork. Could have used his help identifying all 
the mosses. Didn't really enjoy going on the glacier. The conditions were pretty poor; 
slushy.  

   
 

Rachel: 
“I found it very challenging as the packs made you quite unbalanced but was very grateful for 
the help I received. Once we’d reached the summit of the ridge, we could look down onto the 
valley below and our previous campsite. It was an amazing view.” 

 
Matt: 
“What a wonderful surprise! Woke up to sunshine – beautiful sunshine! Continued from the 
hut to the pre-planned campsite – cold and surrounded by snow! But the sun was good. Good 
few hours of that. Went onto the glacier (mint) and had a bit of fun – wet though! Finished off 
the fieldwork later on, however. We had a think about what we want for the future days. The 
plan now is to return to the car and go for the Iditarod trail for the next few days – the weather 
here is so unpredictable, it’s really not safe! Don’t want to get stuck up here if the weather 
turns foul, however, and the end of the day did see the fogs and mists return. That one sunny 
spot has made it all worth while though. But I do dread the descent in the morning…” 

 
30th July 2008 Wednesday 
Possibly my best day yet. I had more sleep last night than on the whole expedition put 
together. Woke up very optimistic as it wasn't raining. We heard some colossal rock slides 
very near by which was quite frightening. Thoroughly enjoyed clambering down the 
mountain. Despite Rachel being petrified, she got down ok-albeit slowly - with Mike's help 
and "mountain donkey" lead. The group was very encouraging and supportive. Some of 
the going was tough but the path variation made it interesting as well as challenging. It 
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was very hard going and we walked for 9½ hours back to the trailhead. Saw a very cute 
ermine on the way. Had to run to keep up with Fiona and my back was crippled by the 
time we reached the end. Dreaded macaroni cheese didn't help matters either. I could 
barely eat any of it and felt incredibly sick and painful but the relief of putting down that 
sack outweighed it all! Worried about the boys, particularly Matt who is just wasting away. 
I even gave him my snicker.                 
                                                                                                                                         Rachel? 

   
 

Matt: 
“Wet night. Foggy morning – a good choice to return. Tomorrow we travel to the Iditarod trail, 
Eagle River Nature Centre. The plan is to do the trail with the 24hr solo somewhere alone the 
way? Apparently “lots of bears” – speaking of which, we found black bear tracks and scat 
along the trail back – and what a long, arduous journey it was! The bit down went by fairly 
quick - but I did have shaky knees at some points. From 9.30am to 7.00pm we travelled – a 
mighty feat! Knackered. Good day of rest ahead. All in all I do have a huge sense of 
achievement thus far.” 

 
Rachel: 
“Mike once again stuck with me, a great help and boost to my confidence and as we started to 
go steeply downhill he attached me to a short rope like a dog lead. It caused much hilarity 
amongst the others and although we stayed behind the group it definitely helped my 
confidence and speed. Mountain goat or donkey? I am exhausted, but amazed we made it 
down in the time we did and didn’t have to stop and stay overnight at Pam’s island. Everyone 
has been so supportive and encouraging today and without that I don’t know what I would 
have done. I still found it with the rope a hair raising, petrifying experience but Mike was very 
patient with me and helped me enormously. An awesome, shattering, scary, beautiful day and 
hardly any rain!” 

 
31st July 2008 Thursday 
Rachel and I turned our heads to ice cream this morning washing our hair in the glacial 
water. Unfortunately it only seemed to worsen the hair situation with the silt. Did feel good 
though. Set off at 9:15 to meet the chief park ranger, Dan. Lovely, very softly spoken man. 
Listened to the terrible "Stray Dogma" in the car. Had a happy trip to the supermarket 
stocking up on chocolate and pop tarts. I was made leader for the day which I wasn't 
wholly comfortable about but I suppose it's been interesting. Spent less than an hour in the 
nature centre before setting off along the Iditarod Trial to our first campsite at "Echo Bend". 
It was beautiful and this is exactly how I thought Alaska/America would be. We've had no 
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rain! The area is called "Eagle River Valley". Spent a funny time lifting our food bag into the 
tree to prevent it being eaten by bears. Rachel, Fiona and I went for a FREEZING wash in 
the river but it really did feel so good. I feel human again. Very amusing roasting my 
freshly washed knickers over the fire on a stick. They did burn a bit but at least they're dry. 
Laughed so much when I asked Mike to do a figure of eight knot on his head (he'd been 
talking about reaching different levels of competence at things by pushing yourself) and he 
actually did it. Rachel and Mike have just finished doing yoga. 
 

Rachel: 
“Lizzie roasted and consequently burnt her knickers, charring all the elastic. Some good rope 
throwing attempts, with mine luckily not being too catastrophic but eventually Mike 
succeeded so hopefully we are now bear proof.” 

 
Matt: 
“And so we travelled towards the sun! The weather steadily improved as we headed to the 
Eagle River Nature Centre. On the way we stopped off at a supermarket. Pop Tarts! 200 
calories per bar, 2 bars a packet, 4 packets a box, and 4 boxes total! That works out at 6400 
calories – of which I brought half for extra snacks these next 4 days. Tony leaves tomorrow and 
picks us up on Sunday! We are camped now in a beautiful site – actually in “the woods”, next 
to the river, surrounded by the mountains. Stunning. I really super-duper like this place! Lolz 
– although there are more bears around – hopefully this will not be a problem. Oh – I also 
bought 2 more pairs of socks - $10! Scandalous. But better than super-smells socks. Period.” 
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1st August 2008 Friday 
Saw a black bear, 25m from me this morning. Fiona had spotted it around her tent. I 
thought I would have been terrified but instead I found myself ecstatically excited and only 
cursing myself for not carrying my camera. It paused before quickly lumbering away. 
They're a lot bigger and faster than I thought they would be. The weather has been 
absolutely gorgeous and sunny. I love the smells of the forest too; like Fontainebleau in 
France. The four of us (Tony had left us this morning) had to get quite cross with Mike and 
Fiona at one point when they kept stopping to look at more poo (new obsession). They 
looked like naughty school children. We threatened them with a whittled dunce cap! 
During a long break to boil water, we all had a long debate about fox hunting. Found the 
different opinions very interesting. Completely new perspectives on the subject. Later on, 
over dinner, euthanasia was discussed. Creme cheese was good in the fowl "sailor boy pilot 
bread". Later on, an obligatory rendition of "old McDonald" was enforced when Matt and 
Will ran into a bear cub. Our song contained creatures such as an octopus, sabre-toothed 
elephant, snail, English gentleman and "some form of American". Found the end of the 
walk very difficult. It was hot, steep (I appreciated the ropes attached to some of the rocks) 
and my energy had just switched off. So grateful to reach camp.  
 

   
 
 

Rachel: 
“just as we were eating breakfast, Fiona beckoned us over and just next to her tent was a black 
bear!” 

 
Matt: 
“Bears! And Bears and Bears, and scorching heat. First a black bear lumbered into camp this 
morning – scary, but I didn’t see it so well. Then later, at about 3pm or so, a bear cub! It was 
not 5m from where I stood – awesome! So then we all started singing – its mother must have 
been somewhere. It was so cute! If only I had my camera handy… Apart from that it was nice 
and sunny. Spectacular views once again. Its so peaceful out here. 2 bears in 1 day! All black 
though – maybe the grizzlies are hiding? I no longer feel drained all day, now that I have my 
‘Tarts – and although rather sickly, they are fantastic! River crossing tomorrow… Funsies! 
Then we head away from the river. I am rather looking forwards to it! Groovy.” 

 
2nd August 2008 Saturday 
Difficult 24 hours. First, I didn't sleep a wink until 3:00am, then I heard rustling outside of 
the tent. At first I thought it was a marmot or a ground squirrel but then it got closer and a 
lot louder. Then it put its head parallel to mine so I was about ½ m from it. The ranger had 
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warned the bears liked to sniff around tents but I didn't believe it could actually happen. I 
leaned as far from that side of the tent as possible and calmly woke Rachel up. We then 
talked loudly together to make the bear aware we were humans and not prey. Thank 
goodness it backed off but it did stay around the area for another good ½ hour. I thought 
we handled the situation pretty maturely considering how terrified we were. After 
breakfast we saw another (or possibly the same) bear across the river where we had been 
camped. I wasn't the last to finish packing today! Had a lovely easy start at 10:30 am in 
beautiful sunshine. Just couldn't believe how warm it was. We saw another bear in the next 
mile walking to the river! Crossing the river was terrifying as well! We took off our 
trousers and boots which we exchanged for waterproof trousers and sandals. The water 
was painfully cold. Will was at the front, Rachel and I linked arms and held Will, Matt and 
Fiona held us and Mike held all of us from the side as he shouted "left, right". I couldn't 
keep up the pace, slipped every step of the way, the water was powerful and I couldn't see 
because my head was against Will's sack. I have never completely lost my nerve like that 
before and my throat constricted and breath came ridiculously quickly. If Rachel hadn't 
told me not to panic and Matt hadn't said "you won't fall, I've got you" I don't genuinely 
think I would have got across. Can't believe how easy it is to lose mental control in these 
sorts of situations. Euphoria is what I felt when we reached dry land. I didn't realise I'd 
been crying and the others were very nice. Had a really good time after that. We arrived at 
our campsite (situated at the top of a hill in the valley) at about 7:00 pm. the view is 
amazing and we've seen a bear and some Dall sheep up the hillside. 

 
 

Rachel: 
“I woke up at 3 this morning with Lizzie urging me to get up telling me that ‘something’ was 
just outside our tent. I realised straight away that she meant a bear and amazing enough did 
not scream. I was absolutely terrified”.  
 
Matt: 
“I have now seen 5 Bears – close up or at a distance. In the night, one was sniffing around the 
camp – Lizzie and Rachel had the most harrowing experience. We crossed the river – it was 
freezing! But we all kept our boots dry by wearing sandals ftws. Was a long climb up to camp, 
but great once we got there! “Mystery falls” – they just appear from the rock face! Amazing. 
Lots of debating and discussions going on – some awesome conversations. Its strange to think 
this is day 14. Halfway – its gone so fast! I do miss home quite a bit – but over halfway and this 
next half is what I perceive as the fun half. Lol. Should be ‘Tres Bien’, as Lara would say!” 
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Tony:  
“Back in ANC for 36 hours en-route to collect team from a one way walk - the Iditarod Trail 
which was originally planned ages ago - weather has forced a change of plan. It was very wet, 
in fact everything I had on and was carrying got wet except my sleeping bag, and this lasted 
for about five days - putting on wet clothes is ok for a day or two but not continually! Age is 
catching me! The rivers are no fuller than normal it is just colder and more rainy than a normal 
SE Central Alaskan summer. Rafting is still very much ON as well as the surprise flight-see. 
Everyone is well here and the young team are enjoying their experience. I shall write a report 
for the parents later today. I go to meet the team on their long hike tomorrow at 1200 but until 
then I am somewhat recuperating after a very long and arduous descent and walk out of the 
mts ... with a 70 lbs pack this has not done my knees and back a lot of good! The team is fitter 
now of course but the agéd (me) finding it more challenging to continue in the wilderness with 
a heavy pack. No abnormal problems, everyone very helpful and supportive. Seen, at close 
quarters, moose and black bear, lots of fresh snow high up, but not the sun! The DofE Trg was 
therefore good practice!” 

 
3rd August 2008 Sunday 
Even though I slept very deeply last night, I woke up exhausted and really quite sick. 
Because of my back, Mike absolutely insisted that I shouldn't carry my tent which, 
although feeling like a bit of a failure, I really was grateful for. Found the uphill in the 
morning pretty tough. Calf muscles burned. Going across a steep section of slippery glacier 
tested my nerves again too. I would have fallen a long way. The views were very beautiful. 
Felt sorry for Rachel whose feet looked ripped to shreds. Glad I improved my map reading 
today. Tony met us up at the pass / scenic lake where we had lunch and walked the rest of 
the way down with us. Good to have some milk (even if it was sweetened) when we got 
down. At 3:45pm we got dropped off for our solo. It's not quite as secluded as I thought but 
I'm loving it. I got all my worries out of me yesterday on top of the mountain so now I can 
enjoy myself. 
 

Matt: 
“Last day of the trail, then the start of the solo. Waking up in clouds! Now that is an 
experience. Very cold up at crow pass though. Took me ages to warm up at lunch! Solo is kind 
of spooky. Not drawn like I thought I might, but I have thought and listened a lot. An old pile 
of bear scat is relatively close – lets hope it doesn’t come back! More listening to do now 
though…” 

 
4th August 2008 Monday 
Didn't sleep well at all last night despite staying in bed for 11 hours. Enjoyed getting ready 
in my own time. Thoroughly enjoyed drawing a rough map of Africa before meeting the 
others at 12:00 pm. Mike and Fiona had had a very interesting night. They'd watched the 
bizarre occurrence of a giant moose tripping over a porcupine! Went to Portage Glacier to 
the visitor center which was very relaxing and informative actually. I particularly enjoyed 
the story about the life a homesteader who'd been looking for gold. After that we returned 
to Al and Carol's. Then came the shower! The feeling of genuine cleanliness ... had a good 
time at the dry cleaners too and doing some illegal jaywalking because the lights are 
ridiculously fast. Very amused by the drive-through ATM. Met a lovely man in the post 
office who laughed at our conversation about robbing post offices in monkey masks. he 
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told us about Coyotes and the sudden increase in black bears at the moment. Back at Al 
and Carol's we all thoroughly enjoyed their ice cream and use of the hot tub! 
 

Rachel: 
“Today I woke up on my own as part of my solo which was a weird experience not to be next 
to Lizzie. Mike has shaved off his beard which is definitely going to take some getting used 
to.” 

 
Matt: 
“Solo was interesting. Lots of time for thinking. And listening. To the river – and woodland 
noises! Aside from that, we went to see the Portage Glacier Visitor Center – this was sehr gut! 
Quite fascinating. Then we returned to Anchorage, did our laundry, had a relaxed evening, 
and even had a dip in the Bagleys hot tub! And corr it was hot, 32*C apparently! I couldn’t last 
too long, and then I was far too hot to sleep – what a blag! Also got on with letters – half way 
through being done! But ‘tis too dark to write, so I shall desist!” 

 
5th August 2008 Tuesday 
Had the best night's sleep but this seemed only to increase my tiredness! I don't 
understand. Went to the supermarket after stopping off downtown to see Captain Cook's 
landing place. I purchased a new toothbrush and talked to a funny Alaskan man who 
thought Will sounded like Harry Potter. Went to the fairly rubbishy "Dimond Center". So 
much for Alaska's greatest shopping mall! Finally bought "The New York Times" from 
Borders as well as a new book which Fiona recommended. Also bought a "The Greatland 
Trust" cap from REI in aid of conservation. Went to "The Moose's tooth" for tea. Damn that 
was good pizza! Can't get used to Mike's shaven beard. Somehow he looked friendlier 
before. 
 

Rachel: 
“We’ve also bought and chosen a map for our D of E route, which does look very challenging 
but I’m sure we’ll be able to do it. Watched Fiona and Mike try and catch a cardboard fish in 
the garden. A miserable attempt but very good to watch” 

 
Matt: 
“Today was good – long, but good! Did all the food shopping – at half the budget! Score – and 
we have heavier stuff cause we aren’t having to carry it! Somehow we ended up with 5 
pudding packets a night now – score! Plus 4 or more vegetables – I didn’t realise we’d been 
being so skidgey! Finished all the letters – the postman scammed me 4 stamps short!, that, or I 
lost them somewhere. Lolz. Ah well – I shall get more later if I can. Hopefully there will be a 
chance to. Decided to get as many Jelly Belly’s as dollars I have left on our return for presents – 
awesome (h).” 

 
6th August 2008 Wednesday 
The car journey to Chitina was long and hot today. Felt like I was on holiday. Visited an 
information centre along the way telling us all about the national park. Wasn't that 
interesting but I enjoyed the relaxing video. Fiona, Rick an Al then met up with us. Fiona 
had bought Rachel and me the best stickers that read: Alaska girls kick ass! Wrote some of 
my postcards at a cafe where we had hot chocolates. Feel like I'm in real Alaska now. 
Everyone here lives in shacks and we visited some interesting people with their fishing 
wheel. Watched them gut a salmon and throw the remains to the hoards of seagulls. I 
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wondered what a strange life the little girl that told us all about it had. The little boys were 
funny bombing around on their quad bike. Seen a snowshoe hare and bald eagle today. 

    
 

Matt: 
“Travelling… lots of travelling! Made myself a cosy little hole right at the back where I could 
curl up into a ball (h) awesome! Lolz. Anyways, visited a few “centers” - the “Wrangell - St. 
Elias National Park Visitor Center” was very interesting. We then found a place to camp – just 
down the road from tomorrows rafting start! There are salmon fishers! With fishing wheels – 
went over and found out about them. Everyone is so friendly here. We got to see a fresh 
salmon being gutted! Made it look sooo easy – but I don’t think I’d be trying it anytime soon! 
Weather is meant to be rainy – boo!” 

 
Rachel: 
“went to investigate the salmon wheels upstream and then actually witnessed one being 
caught and then gutted” 

 
Tony: 
It is just beginning to get dark, or is it overcast in readiness for more rain? We have been fairly 
restful today recovering and preparing for the next few days of rafting and generally 
travelling, We leave for Glennallen tomorrow at 1000 and will call in to see Suzanne en route 
to Chitina. I somehow doubt we will get to see her new house as it would mean rising at 0500 
in order to get to Chitina by 0900 to meet with the raft company; the team were not enamoured 
by this when I suggested it! We then have three / four days rafting and my surprise of an air 
flight - the budget goes well and they have been eating relatively well although too little when 
hiking when they have to carry it, and they have chosen not to eat the expedition staple – 
porridge! Al and Carol continue to be wonderful hosts. Following the raft trip we go to Valdez 
and catch the ferry across the Sound on 11th August - a great experience for 6 hours -  and then 
to Moose Pass and the young team go on their 4-day DofE Expedition. Then it is all over 

 
7th August 2008 
Had a frightening night with angry bear (Grizzly) growls from nearby and woke up to rain 
which was unpleasant. However, the day greatly improved after a grouchy start. At 9:00am 
we set off for Chitina to meet the River Wranglers. After packing all our kit into dry bags, 
we set off for McCarthy on a 3 hour drive down an incredibly bumpy track. I thoroughly 
enjoyed talking with Jen and Dan. Jen, however, is not coming with us. Danny talks slowly, 
is from Wyoming, has a titanium gun and 3 fishing trophies attached to his hat. I think 
Rachel and I particularly liked Danny. I really do feel like I'm experiencing real Alaska 
now. There's barely anyone, anywhere. Only ramshackle saloons and homesteads strung 
about the place. When we reached McCarthy (2:00pm) we had a hasty lunch before getting 
kitted out in our funny Helly Hanson waterproofs. Rachel and I enjoyed chav dancing in 
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them. After hastily putting up the tents we were whisked off to Kennicott mines on the 
little shuttle bus. Had the best time! The houses and factories up there are absolutely 
decimated; stuck in time. The landscape ahead looked like the surface of the moon with 
glaciers in the distance. We met a character who sneaked us into one of the ruined copper 
factories. The machines and wooden infrastructure were so interesting. I loved listening to 
the guy. He's lived in the valley for 10 years, works only through the summer then lives off 
whatever he earns for the rest of the year. There are no shops open or running water 
during this time meaning he has to stock up on 3 months worth of food at a time in 
Anchorage. There are only 30 people in the entire valley so people often have "potlucks" 
and communal washes in the homemade cedar sauna. He's tried living elsewhere but can 
never leave this home which is lovely. After that, Tony gave us a great surprise. We were 
dropped off at some beaver planes and flew for 35 minutes over the glacier. It was stunning 
and we even saw a black bear as well. I very nearly fell asleep actually to the soporific 
sound of the engine. Tried to perfect my juggling in the evening with Mike's help. I don't 
know if skipping round with each other or jumping hurdles exactly helped but it was fun. 
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Rachel: 
“We stopped off at some scenic points along the way and crossed what seemed like very 
rickety bridges. A very interesting experience and we were given a personal but slightly illegal 
tour into one of the buildings by some of the locals who worked as what they described as 
‘stabilisers’ and not ‘renovators’. On the way back down to McCarthy the shuttle bus stopped 
at a small airport landing and we were all ushered out. Tony had kept a secret, much to our 
surprise and delight, an airplane tour over the glaciers! It was an amazing experience to see the 
glaciers so up close and from a very different perspective.” 

 
Matt: 
“Travelled four hours and hours on a 60 mile dirt road to Glenallen! Then on to Kenicot to see 
the Copper mine there – 70% ore! (they mine 3% today) ftws. This cool dude with curly hair let 
us have a sneaky peak and walk around one of the buildings being “stabilised” (h) lolz. Was 
ace – huge in there! Tony surprised us… we got on the bus. And it dropped us at the airfield… 
we were going for a flight to see the glaciers! Awesome. Oh – Will and I are bivving tonight 
loolz – the cloud has come in now though… but meh! Oh – last night. We heard grizzly noises, 
“Grrr…Grrr…Grrr…” for all night. Outside the tents. Lolz xD oh well!  

 
8th August 2008 Friday (08.08.08) 
An awesome day. Rachel and I were so organised. We had everything put down and 
packed away by breakfast. Rick and Al were somewhat slower. Danny gave us a good 
safety talk about the rafts. Basically we're not to fall out! Set off on the rafts at 10:15am. had 
a great time! Absolutely fell about in hysterics when we went over a massive dip and Matt 
let out the most girlish scream you could imagine. My goodness we did laugh! Stopped for 
an hour for lunch during a beautifully sunny spot which was lovely and I resumed my 
juggling addiction that Mike has instigated. We arrived at out beautiful little sandy/gravel 
island at about 7:00pm. Can't believe I've had about 1800 calories in one meal! It was good. 
Celebrated 08.08.08 by drawing the date with pebbles in the sand and then having a group 
photo with it. Beautiful sunset and rainbow before heading off to bed.  
 

Matt: 
“We travelled 45 miles on the river today! Awesome. Danny is loolies. The “Canyon” was best 
– though apparently I screamed when we almost sank into a wall of water 8-) rofl. Oh – and 
then later I got out on a gravely bank., Ten steps in, I started to sink. And sink and sink! Was a 
bit lolz. Then I went and did it again… ooops! Nice and chilled when we got onto the Chitina – 
just sat and relaxed as we floated by! So awesome. And hey – the sunset! Tres Bien. We 
actually saw it! Very peaceful – not another soul in sight! Just how it should be, a true 
wilderness!” 

 

Rachel 
“I found it quite scary at first but luckily Lizzie and I were in the middle until lunch which 
gave me time to adjust and feel comfortable. At one point as we went through the canyon we 
had to lean to one side of the boat and there was an almighty girly yelp of a scream from Matt 
who got covered in water. Everyone thought it was me at first, typical!” 
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9th August 2008 Saturday 
Another great day. Danny was impressed with mine and Matt's eco digging through the 
fire for burnt rubbish and spreading the ashes to conceal it had ever been there. Had a good 
time paddling before we reached a BEAUTIFUL spot for lunch. It was incredibly warm. 
Shared Danny's excitement for fishing and Rick even caught a trout. There were masses of 
thrashing sockeye salmon in the little river running central through the island. Beside 
myself with intrigue at all the bear prints. There were hundreds! Even grizzlies. Skimmed 
pebbles and did handstands in the sand. Very funny when Rachel completely zonked out, 
face-first on the stones.  
 

     
Had a great splashing war with the adults and Mike even jumped ship onto ours when we 
stole his hat. Unfortunately my competitiveness has resulted in some nasty blisters on my 
hand. I don't care though; having too much fun. Unfortunately the other boat missed our 
first campsite and despite power woman's (Fiona) valiant attempts to row upstream, she 
couldn't beat the current and went onto the next. I think this one is nicer actually. Beautiful 
and I'm excited about the masses of wolf prints. Feel like I'm in a book. Seen no bear tracks 
so Rachel and I are bivying tonight. Vaseline balls are the secret to all fires. 
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Rachel: 
“We left in decent time, to a sunny clearish sky and went four miles downstream to Tebay. 
There were bald eagles and lots of other birds circling salmon carcasses below and we found 
lots of bear prints. It was so hard using the main oars and they are really heavy and the raft is 
very hard to steer. I enjoyed the experience though and in the future I would really like to try 
some more water sports as I have really enjoyed and settled into this trip.” 

 
Matt: 
“Today was nice more chilled (h). Went a few miles and stopped by a tributary – LOTS of bear 
prints. Big ones, little ones, black ones, brown ones. Bald Eagles and Hawk too – the eagles are 
huge! Unfortunately camera was stuffed away so I couldn’t get a pick =/. Rick caught a trout, 
too! No-one else got anything though… * Don’t forget the pool of red sock-eye salmon. We 
missed the first campsite (‘tother boat didn’t see it), so the second was just around the corner! 
Lots of wolf prints – ftws! Might try calling later… oh! And I think the 4 of us are all going to 
bivvy!” 

 
10th August 2008 Sunday 
Will never bivy again! An uncomfortable fridge. It rained a bit and I had to go to the toilet 
at 3:00am which was cold. Can't believe Rachel actually enjoyed it. Masochist. I did have 
the most perfectly wonderful morning though. I would say I was at the pinnacle of peace in 
my life. I got to row with Danny which was extremely fun and I loved talking to him. Very 
interested in learning how to read the river. I cannot express how completely at home and 
happy I was. Nothing else in the world could have spoilt it. Calm weather and the river felt 
so powerful beneath me. We saw some people dip-net fishing too. After we said our 
goodbyes to Danny, we had breakfast at the Chitina Hotel. Good to have fresh eggs again. 
Visited Worthington Glacier and Bridle Falls on the way to Valdez. The salmon spawning 
place was interesting and I discovered grizzly bears are smaller than brown bears and live 
inland rather than at the coast. Disputes at camp but maturely resolved. Enjoyed my visit 
into Valdez. Now this is "small-town America". A long-haired guy at the post office was 
extremely helpful, then some kind Chinese people filled our water bottles with their 
hosepipe and the guy in "Capt''n Joes" gas station was very talkative. On the way back a 
black bear just strolled across the road in front of us which was exciting but we had to lock 
all food in the car tonight just in case. Had a good time learning how to work the neck 
brace later on with Mike and Fiona. Sorted our D of E walk. Miss the river. 
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Matt: 
“And so the rafting did end. Bivvy was ftws – stars were out! Though it didn’t properly get 
dark, it was still awesome & doody. (Tonight is clear too!) It was so cold though! Literally 
freezing. Morning came – I was useless LOL. Breakfast stumbled by… was good! Later, as said 
X Glacier (I forget which), I went up on it with sandals – rad! But then I sank ankle deep into a 
load of mud… was so funny xD Loolz, anywho, tomorrow starts at 5.30 – ouch. Oh, and bears, 
once again, are prominent!” 

 
Rachel: 
“Last night we bivvied and I really enjoyed the experience, despite lack of sleep but that’s 
normal now. At 1am the sky was dark black and the stars were out ad shining and beautiful. It 
was a really touching moment. We then set off towards Valdez stopping off at a beautiful 
glacier along the way which I managed to climb up and back down effortlessly and which I 
know three weeks ago I would have considered a great deal more as to what route and taken 
more time over.” 

 
11th August 2008 Monday 
Rachel was pretty military this morning which I suppose was good, if a little frightening, as 
I was being ultra slow due to the painful blisters and gouges on my hands from rowing. 
Got to the ferry at 6:45 am where we waited until 7:30am to board whilst eating yummy 
cold pancakes. The ferry was lovely. Beautiful sunny weather with gorgeous views. Saw a 
hump-back whale, sea otters and giant jellyfish. To our great surprise there was also a 
shower onboard. There were large gaps in the somewhat translucent curtain, but I was too 
smelly and too grateful to care. And it was good. Talked to Rick a long while about the 
seasons of Alaska. Embarrassing when we decided to sit obliviously opposite the only sign 
to say: "Positively no food or dink in this area" while we sipped our hot chocolates. The 
janitor moved us. Had a nice talk with the janitor in the toilet after a psychotic Chinese 
cleaner had tried to get him to come in and change the loo roll while I was still showering. 
Got off the ferry at 2:00 pm in Whittier. Took about an hour to drive to Moose Pass. Very 
Alaskan. I LOVE the people we're staying with tonight. The dog kennel has a pair of moose 
antlers on it. The big dog, Zelda, looks like a black bear if you squint. The lovely loud lady 
is called Judy and the other three girls are lovely too. The third was a beautiful singer. The 
atmosphere and food was so good. Interesting hearing abut the differences between 
English and American education. Judy told us some good stories and I'm glad we had 
some of our own to tell. 
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Rachel: 
“We then discovered showers on the boat. They weren’t particularly private and were situated 
in the toilets but we got some vending machine shampoo and it was so nice to be and feel 
clean again, especially my hair. Later we saw icebergs and a humpback whale! An incredible 
sight and two very exciting firsts!” 

 

Matt: 
“The morning was freezing. By 6.30 when we reached the car it had managed to warm up to 
37* F! Chilly. The Ferry was awesome – we saw a Humpback! Loolz. And sea otters and stuffs 
– ftws! I had managed to sneak to the front before leaving – the view was fantastic! Picked up a 
“Wildlife Checklist” – and can tick 49 boxes so far! But we shall peel our eyes to push that 
higher – birds are a definite focus point! We have seen many but do not know what… and if 
tracks count – we have seen many more! Loolz. Jan’s house + “cookout” is doody – some 
delicious food! And a really nice house! Friendly peoples (h).” 

 

12th August 2008 Tuesday 
Not really enjoyed today. Had the best night's sleep but still felt pretty drained. After 
bandaging Rachel's poor feet we set off for Resurrection Pass at 9:45 am. The walk felt 
easier than expected (maybe fitness has increased?) but hot and tedious. Hot because of 
humidity, not sunshine. Matt and I also had to walk back ½ hour for water which was 
slightly annoying. Grateful for those 3 snickers. Despite setting off 1¾ hours late this 
morning, we covered the 13 miles by 5:30 pm, 1¼ hours earlier than estimated! When we 
were setting up camp Matt and I had a funny moment when we both thought there was a 
bear in the bushes which turned out to be Will collecting wood. When he quickly walked 
towards us, "Albino bear" flashed through my mind.  

Matt: 
“13 miles. Doody. Longest day – we set off an hour late (Rachel’s feet needed attention), and 
managed to make back our time rather splendidly! Feet don’t half kill though – the morning 
shall reveal is they are blistered or not – I think they are though -.- - at least the hardest part is 
done! Will gave Lizzie and I a scare – wood collecting whilst we were tent upping – we 
thought he was a bear. I know I shook for at least half an hour. LOLZ xD ah well. Its really nice 
here! Every place we’ve been has been different… but none has ever disappointed!” 
BITING FLIES MUST ALL DIE A VERY PAINFUL DEATH!!! 

 

Rachel: 
“We started our ‘Resurrection Pass’ 13 mile hike at 9:45 after Queen’s farewell waves to 
everyone. The weather stayed good throughout, a little spatter of drizzle but I wore shorts and 
t- shirt all day, and plenty of DEET as there are flies and mosquitoes galore. Lots of good 
conversations, particularly on how we think we’ve changed, future plans and group dynamics 
and what it’ll be like once we leave each other.” 
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13th August 2008 Wednesday 
Better day. After a good bowl of granola we set off at 9:10 am. Excellent walking weather, 
cold, no rain, no humidity. Lots of biting flies though! Rachel and I did look a state today in 
our shorts and gaiters but moral has been really high in the group. Made a good fire and 
met a funny Italian guy who camped near us. Fiona and Mike also met us in the evening 
which was really nice too.  
 

Rachel: 
“painkillers really are a lifesaver. New hot fashion of gaiters and shorts.” 

 
Matt: 
“Making good progress on the trail! Set off a bit late but made good timing anyway. Going to 
have a good rest tonight! Black Flies have gone and hidden for the evening too – thank God. 
Lolz xD but they were so annoying. Anywho. Blister turned out yes it is one -.- but its not too 
bad. Lots of rest for it, and not so far tomorrow! Awesome. Not as “beautiful” as everyone said 
it would be… but its pretty in its own unique way… “Lizzie Made A Good Fire” – apparently 
:P that kid really needs to learn about fires (h) LOLZ – damp poo is not a great combustible! 
Nor are damp chippings… xD.” 

 

   
 
14th August 2008 Thursday 
Toasty warm and so comfortable this morning. Rachel and put down the tent and packed 
in record time this morning: 35 minutes. Spent a long time applying tape to my hand and 
feet before tackling Rachel's. Met Mike and Fiona later on in the morning. I heard a cough 
through the thick bush and knew Mike must be around. Talked happily on the walk with 
everyone and had some good conversations about all sorts of things. Finished in excellent 
time again and had a brilliant evening. Once the tents were up, we got into the boy's one 
with them and wrote up our fieldwork, honest analysis of Mike and Fiona and played a 
very competitive game of Irish snap together. Mike and Fiona had heard us a mile off! The 
girl's won, obviously. We've has an extremely long and personal talk around the fire about 
our experiences in Alaska along the expedition. The expedition, since rafting, has really 
quite shaken my views on what I actually want from life. I know this feeling of controlled 
freedom won't last long though. Can't believe this is the last night in the wilderness. Oh 
yeah, we helped two cyclists tether some escaped horses who had been spooked by a bear 
about 6 miles away.  
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Rachel: 
“my feet were the most painful they’ve ever been today, but then there is always tomorrow” 

 
Matt: 
“Last night in the wilderness! Today was a good day. Heard mike cough at 13 mile – no point 
in him trying to hide there when he gives it away! Horses spooked by bears – 4 of them, 
caught by some bikers, and then left in our good hands! Fantastic. Tied them to a tree until the 
owner arrived – 5 miles they had run! Funky. Camping in the woods – it seems strange to be 
the last night! Looking forwards to tomorrow though. It is so wonderfully peaceful!” 

 
Tony:  
“I am on holiday for three days inasmuch as I can do what I want, where I want, except I must 
clear up, clean the rental vehicle ready for return, sort and throw equipment and food or 
donate as appropriate, and do the myriad of little things necessary at the end of an expedition. 
The team are a great deal fitter in body and in mind and were excited about being alone for a 
while. However they are slow at getting ready - the girls mainly (entirely if non diplomatic) - 
and insist upon regular 10-15 minute breaks when walking at predetermined times whether 
needed / appropriate or not! And lunch which MUST be regular takes an age, but it is their 
choice.  They had a very hard and long day on day one of their expedition but thereafter it'll be 
a doddle. I have them readying a verbal report of their journey as well as the environment and 
historical evidence of the route through which they pass having experienced this throughout 
the previous three weeks. That happens at 1600 tomorrow but I shall probably drive the 85 
mile trip early and walk to meet them. It is planned to take them for a celebratory "meal" 
somewhere before returning to our host's grass for the night. As I reported the journey home 
WILL be tiresome and hopefully we will get off ... because all flights to Seattle, our first leg, 
have been cancelled because of vigorous and expansive outpourings of ash from a volcanic 
eruption in the Aleutians and the Federal Airline agency has closed the route for fear of jet 
engines becoming clogged! We shall discover the action in a while no doubt!” 

 
15th August 2008 Friday 
Rachel wriggled a lot last night, her feet are hurting her, and apparently I sleep-talked, not 
that I can remember my dream. Didn't have far to go but I was glad to finish due to the 
pain where my Craghoppers had bizarrely rubbed me raw. I wore my very fetching Ron 
Hills safety-pinned into shorts instead. Got on brilliantly with everyone today. Had good 
fun trying to fell each other through immense tickling. We have successfully passed our 
DofE residential and expedition now which is excellent. Matt also received the most 
exciting news: he'd got into Oxford! Couldn't believe Rachel and I welled up. We really 
were so happy for him though. Had some good ice cream back at Al and Carol's. I don't 
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know if I want to go home. Nearly cried again when Mike was talking about going home 
tomorrow. Rachel's feet are so bad. Thank goodness we didn't have to walk any more than 
we did. Feels lovely to be clean. Raining here; I don't feel accustomed to it. 
 

 
 

Matt: 
“I got into Oxford! Tony told me the news after we had finished! Today was a great day – 
came off the Trail, at a nice pace, and we had a great meal in the evening at a Tres Bien 
restaurant – and I had a Caribou and Bison burger! Was very delicious. Back at the Bagley’s 
now waiting for ice cream! Apparently there’s a Bear around… The trail was much wetter – 
still good though. We all passed the Gold Expedition of DofE! Awesome. Last night tonight. 
Funky. Its weird. We say bye to Mike then, too =( meh! We shall endeavour to reunite!” 

 
Rachel: 
“After we’d given our presentation Tony passed us. Gold Duke of Edinburgh hike and 
residential project complete! Now 11:20 and I’m limping to bed” 

 
Assessor’s report and debrief on DofE Gold assessed expedition / journey 
The journey was successfully completed with the aim of walking 50+ miles and investigating 
evidence of the historic route as well as its environmental character. Hazards, including bears 
and river crossings made this an exciting and memorable venture following the one-way trail 
to pick-up at a pre-determined time and place; no room for error! All members alternated 
leadership and the team worked as one living rather than surviving in the Alaskan wilderness. 
Meticulous planning resulted in lightweight packs and an enjoyable experience. Each 
individual was able to recount specific happenings. The debrief at the end of the trail was 
detailed, informative and presented photographic evidence to support their aim. 

 
16th August 2008 Saturday 
Had a completely uninterrupted sleep after Rachel had stopped sobbing. Still tired though 
with only 6½ hours sleep. Everyone had impressively packed well in time for breakfast. 
Fiona took Rachel to hospital about her feet while Mike, Matt, Will and I went downtown. 
Got some moose scat earrings for various people and helped get Fiona a hoodie as a 
present with the others. Enjoyed that time with everyone. Next we went to the 
supermarket. I concocted a plan for Mike's present. Got Will to distract him while Matt and 
I got a good big, colourful cake and some icing. We then sweetly asked if we could go into 
the bakery to use one of their counters so we could ice "we love you Mike" on. I was so 
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proud of it and Mike's face was priceless. It made me so happy to see him happy. Then 
came the self evaluations with Mike and Fiona. I don't think anyone has said such 
genuinely lovely things to me before. I cannot say what an outstanding and wonderful lift 
this has given me. Sad to see Mike go.  We made our final visits to REI, the bookshop 
where we got presents for Al, Carol and Judy then went to the exciting Alaska shop. It had 
a brilliant chocolate waterfall. Funny shop guy talked animatedly to us a while trying to 
imitate our accent but unfortunately sounding very much Australian. Bought some salmon 
and reindeer jerky for the family to try. When we got back we made final departure 
preparations, played some makeshift catch with a sprite bottle filled with stones then the 
party began. Salmon here really is something else. Thoroughly enjoyed watching "The 
Bucket List" and "The Lion king". Al's seats were ludicrously comfortable and the home-
cinema was pretty novel. Fiona has also given us each a brilliant map of Alaska which I've 
been looking out for myself so I'm very grateful. Set off for the airport at 1:30 am very tired. 
Customs and luggage went very smoothly. A lady took pity on Rachel who was hobbling 
about and gave her a wheelchair which I've enjoyed speeding her about on. Saw the 
world's largest bear and it really was ridiculously big. The music and grating American 
news is sending me a little insane at the moment as everyone else sleeps. 
 

Matt: 
“Downtown! Rachel and Fiona had to go too the hospital for her feet though. Downtown was 
good – got a few stuffs ‘n’ that – Chocolate Skittles! Wot! And Lizzie and I managed to get into 
the bakery at Fred Myers – to ice Mikes cake! Loolz – checkout guy asked supervisor who said 
try there! Very friendly baker lady. Then packing and so forth (after saying bye to Mike, of 
course =(  ), and then the party! So much good food – salmon being the clear winner! We 
watched, on Al’s Awesome TV, “The Bucket List” and then “The Lion King.” Ftws.” 

 
Rachel: 
“we had to say a very quick farewell to Mike, as Tony was driving him to Eagle River. He gave 
me part of the rope which helped me down Hatcher Pass and the knots he’d taught me on it.” 

 
Tony:  
“We are all clean, shopped, packed and fed from our party, ready to leave at 0115 for the 
airport and the long journey home; expect a bleary-eyed tired but fit team at Manchester on 
Monday morning. We take the rented vehicle back (they close at 0200) and check in at the 
same time. We then have 4 hours to wait until we leave the Greatland at 0600 on our way to 
Seattle - volcanic ash permitting - with much sorrow and many happy and significant 
memories.”  

 
18th August 2008 Sunday 
I've pretty much had insomnia since I last wrote. Think I've been awake for a good 42 hours 
now. The first leg of the flight was the worst. While everyone slept, I broke out into a 
strange hot fever which ended up in me passing out in the toilet. A kind hostess gave me a 
cool wet flannel, a drink, tablets and plane souvenir which was very nice. Everyone was so 
surprised when I told them about this. Fortunately it abated after about an hour. Felt pretty 
rough again on the next leg but not too bad. The queue for the toilet (behind my seat) was 
constant so I had bottoms squished on me the whole way. One man actually farted in my 
face - twice! I was disgusted.  We arrived in Newark after about 5 hours. Planned to sleep a 
good 6 hours on the final flight but didn't manage a wink. Didn't help that I'd been such a 
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Muppet about working out how to recline my chair back. Absolutely over the moon to see 
my family at the airport. My mum cried. Feel like my time in Alaska happened in another 
universe. It won't be forgotten. 

Lizzie 
 
 
 
 

Matt: 
“Arrived at the airport by 1.30 am! We are now checked in and waiting 3 hours at the gate for 
our flight to Seattle at 6. This journey proceeded to become a blur of not-sleeping, until 
arriving early in Manchester at 9.30! Parents were late though cause they got stuck in traffic. It 
was very sad to have to say goodbye and leave everyone =(.” 

 
 
 
 

20th August back in the UK 
 

Tony:  
“I returned to work yesterday morning at 0645 and found it easy to get up to leave home at 
0600, but not this morning! And I am hungry at some very odd times. Fiona called into work 
yesterday with the bags containing stoves, climbing equipment and tents and said how much 
she had enjoyed her time in Alaska and how much she too had learned – I think she begins her 
new job next week. My pedantic approach with the fuel bottles and stoves paid off because the 
Federal Airport Authority / security in one of the airports we travelled through had opened 
the bags and inspected the stoves and fuel bottles for fuel. All the contents of the bags were 
mixed but they were all there.” 

 
--- 0 --- 
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Food Report - Fiona  
On arrival in Alaska we had 24 hours to organise the purchase and packing of food for the 
first half of the expedition. This involved collecting the pre-ordered dehydrated food and 
purchasing all other supplies from Anchorage supermarkets. We were guided by menus 
and notes from Tony’s previous Alaskan expeditions.  
 

Tony: 
A comprehensive budget had been determined before the expedition arrived in Alaska 
based on a per capita daily allocation recommended by YSES, and dehydrated 
(“Mountain House”) meals were ordered for the majority of the time we would be in 
the field.  However, the planned budget for food was exceeded, partly due to more 
prepared restaurant or fast-food meals being eaten than was planned, but mainly 
because of the significantly increased cost of food, but this was accommodated within 
the overall expedition budget without accessing the contingency. An increased food 
budget per capita is recommended for future expeditions to this part of the world. 

 
Matt: 
Large portions of food are required for sustenance whilst out in the field. To overcome the 
problem of having to carry too much weight, several strategies were used. Food shopping for 
breakfast and lunches was done twice – for the first, and then second, half of the expedition. 
Evening meals except for the first 4 days were all pre-purchased, and collected upon arrival in 
Anchorage. These were all dehydrated and required only boiling water to cook in the packet. 
Each evening meal consisted of a two-person portion main course, ‘vegetables’, and a pudding. 
The first 4 days were all tinned food and/or pasta, as fitted into the first days on the Mint trail 
before heading all the way up the valley. Lunches and breakfasts were bought in two phases – 
of which the first two-week section was rather a trial of discovering which foodstuffs worked 
well. Oatmeal and granola were the staple morning diet, occasionally with pancakes and wild 
berries for variety. For lunches there was pilot bread or tortillas, with fillings of cheese, spam, 
peanut butter, and tuna. There was fresh fruit for the first days out in the field, eaten before 
they would have a chance to go off. On top of this, there were snacks of chocolate bars, nuts, 
and dried fruit. The second food shop was more organised – people knew what they wanted and 
what would work well. Pilot bread was scrapped, as was the spam. On the other hand, more 
high-energy snacks were purchased, as people began to realise just how much they needed. If 
people knew that this would still not be enough, there was the option to buy extra them if they 
thought necessary. Pop tarts were my favourite. The structure of the expedition allowed that 
the food could be carried for each mini section, whilst the rest remained with the car. This was 
quite useful, as it meant that we were not bogged down with too much baggage, nor needed to 
make multiple trips back and forth as we made our way down trails. There were a few 
occasions where we did not rely on pre-bought food. Whilst staying in the Bagley’s garden, 
breakfast was generously provided; and three times there were party’s – barbecues and cook-
outs – where hosts provided generous portions of scrumptious food to the delight of all. There 
was also two opportunities to eat out, one halfway thorough the trip, and the other at the very 
end. Overall it is concluded that there was an ample supply of food for us out in the wild, and 
we successfully managed to have no person go starving! 
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This exercise was repeated two weeks later for the second half of the expedition, but this 
time the food purchasing was entirely organised by the expedition members. Having learnt 
over the past two weeks what food they both liked and needed, the young team made 
some changes to the menu, specifically: 

 Granola rather than porridge for breakfast 
 Tortillas rather than pilot bread for lunch 
 Vitamin pills 
 Less tea and coffee and more hot chocolate 
 More chocolate bars! 

    
 

Rachel: 
On both phases of the expedition, purchased food was supplemented by very occasional trips to 
restaurants, as we passed through ‘civilisation’. On one occasion a member of our rafting trip 
caught a trout and this was a welcome addition to our menu. No other “local” produce was 
collected or eaten. Food was prepared and eaten well away from tents in order not to encourage 
bear visitations. The selected food was relatively easy to prepare and cook – small camping 
stoves using Coleman Fuel (one per two people) were used. Shopping for food for the 
expedition was very time consuming and involved endless lists, planning and trying to 
accommodation for two vegetarians. It was an interesting experience, trawling round various 
supermarkets identifying different types of food and trying to decide as a group on what to eat. 
Phase two in the middle of the expedition was much more successful as we developed patterns 
in our eating and knew exactly what to buy. SwissMiss and lemonade were an essential as 
were our daily snickers! However pilot bread was not an instant hit and much to Matt's 
disappointment were quickly replaced by the non-crushable and tastier tortillas. The 
dehydrated food was interesting and definitely grew on you the more you ate it. Puddings were 
my favourite especially trying to make a cheesecake using water which had floaters in it! 
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In general, the process of organising food worked well. The tinned food purchased for 
‘base camp’ in Hatcher Pass was heavy and not as nutritious as fresh food, although it did 
have the advantages of being cheap and easy to prepare. Each expedition member ate a 
two-person portion of dehydrated food every night – planned for and absolutely necessary. 
 

Lizzie: 
Food was a far greater issue than I could have ever imagined. Very much demonstrated how 
much we take food for granted when it is readily available and easily accessible at home! It was 
a complicated and tiring process organising the food, especially when weight was such an 
important factor. However, I enjoyed the process and particularly enjoyed visiting the 
supermarkets. Not only was it interesting to see the differences between British and Alaskan-
American produce, but it was also interesting to meet the Alaskans in this everyday context. I 
found them to be extremely polite, genial and helpful. "Have a good day" was my favourite 
stereotypical phrase! Although the customer service and prices were better, I still prefer 
English supermarkets. I think this is because there is less choice to confuse you with, smaller 
quantities, more fresh fruit and vegetables and definitely better milk. For the first four days of 
the expedition in Hatcher Pass we carried only "fresh" food (opposed to dehydrated). I found 
the weight difficult to cope with but would probably have preferred to have carried more as a 
sacrifice for the starving boys! The girls seemed to suffer less and became so worried about the 
boys that even donations of chocolate rations were made! The dehydrated food was surprisingly 
good and, apart from pasta with pesto, I preferred it to the other food. This was also due to the 
level of effort required to make it i.e. minimal. The puddings, peas and potato were particularly 
good. The whopping 1000 calorie macaroni and cheese however... Especially towards the end of 
the expedition I found that I needed more food. Snickers were my salvation! Pop tarts proved to 
be a hit as well as hot lemonade. A food that I did not expect to be as successful as it turned out 
to be was tortillas. They lasted a long time without going stale, were reasonably filling relative 
to their weight and tasted pretty good, especially when compared to the dreaded sailor boy pilot 
bread (though Matt's opinion may differ)! The best food by far was provided by our Alaskan 
hosts. The salmon was exquisite and Judy's cooking deserves its legendary reputation! Ice 
cream cake and blueberry brownies went down very well! Breakfasts at Al and Carols were 
also greatly appreciated - fresh juice and giant muffins were sorely missed once away from 
Anchorage. Our meal at the Moose's Tooth should not be neglected to be mentioned either. So 
much pizza, so little time! Overall the food was better than I had expected but perhaps a 
slightly larger budget would be preferable with such an arduous expedition. However, more 
food would mean a compromise with weight which would be difficult.  
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First Aid / Medical Matters - Fiona 
Whilst not professionally medically qualified, I have worked closely with doctors and 
nurses in major teaching hospitals for over ten years and had therefore developed a good 
sense of the assessment and prioritisation of care. I have also travelled extensively, both 
independently and with small groups, and had wide experience of first aid in difficult 
outdoor situations. Further I undertook a specialist three day course in wilderness first aid 
in preparation for the YSES Expedition. 
 

Tony to Fiona in a pre-expedition email: 
“Trawling my memory of previous expeditions, the following seem at the forefront: sprained 
and strained ankles / knees; burns and cuts; infected mosquito bites and similar; gastro- 
problems; and BLISTERS. The keys to good health appears to be: to thoroughly clean eating 
utensils at least every other day; to maintain good personal hygiene; to eat all the provided 
food; to prevent rather than treat; to cover skin / body (sunburn and mosquitoes); and to treat 
all minor cuts/burns quickly.” 

 
Each individual assembled and carried their own personal first aid kit, which focused on 
basic ‘self-care’ and included skin-care (blister prevention and treatment, alcohol wipes, 
plasters, anti-histamine cream etc), drugs (painkillers, rehydration salts etc) and bandages / 
dressings. A group first aid kit was also assembled, with a larger range of supplies, 
including bandages, dressings, swabs, analgesias and a variety of skin creams. In addition 
the kit included a hard neck collar, resuscitator face mask and emergency dental repair kit, 
plus a small range of prescription drugs (anti-biotics, stronger pain-killers, adrenaline, etc.). 
Health forms were completed by all members of the expedition and particular health issues 
were discussed before leaving the UK. Where individuals required specific medication, 
spare supplies were obtained and carried in separate bags, in case of lost luggage. 
 

Tony, to all the team prior to leaving the UK: 
I said that you did not need any inoculations for Alaska ... and you do not. But I did 
recommend you make sure you tetanus cover was up-to-date. This afternoon I went to my GP 
and Practice nurse for a Tetanus booster and was offered free of charge, there and then:  
Hepatitis B; Typhoid; Diphtheria; Tetanus; and Polio. 
All in 2x injections and 15 mins. With boosters, I am variously covered for up to 20 years. 
Worth a call to your local GP's nurse maybe! 
I also asked for confirmation about inoculations and it was confirmed none were 
required, except that rabies is present in the north, but only if we handle animals - we are not 
going to the north or handling animals, so nothing has changed since we last spoke of this. 

 
The most significant first aid issue that we faced on the expedition related to one member’s 
feet, which blistered, cut, and reacted to insect bites very easily. It was a constant challenge 
to try to protect the skin and enable continued walking. In addition to responding to 
damage we tried to harden the skin by twice-daily application of surgical spirit. By the start 
of the peer-led hike I felt that the skin, particularly on her heels, was healing well, but after 
four more days of walking new blisters had developed into a significant wound with some 
signs of infection. The decision was therefore made to visit the local Urgi-care Centre’ 
(equivalent of the UK Walk-in Centre) where systemic anti-biotics were ‘obtained and the 
wound cleaned and re-dressed. Before the start of the peer-led hike, one of the expedition 
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members was nominated to be the first aid leader. The young person discussed 
requirements with me, and assembled an appropriate small group first aid kit for this four 
day peer-led expedition. There were no serious medical emergencies in the field. First-aid 
supplies were well-used in the field for a number of minor conditions, including blisters, 
insect bites, respiratory problems, mildly-sprained joints, minor burns and headaches. All 
expedition members should be commended on their commitment to good hygiene practice, 
particularly in relation to the risk of giardia lamblia in natural water supplies. Because of 
this focus the expedition suffered no GI / infection problems. In general the expedition was 
well-prepared and carried an appropriate range of first-aid supplies. On future expeditions 
more time should ideally be spent beforehand ensuring that everyone had properly 
broken-in walking boots, and had done everything possible to prepare their feet for a 
gruelling four weeks. 
 
 

     
 

Rachel: 
My experience of first aid throughout the expedition normally began with a morning foot 
inspection followed by heavy bandaging and various concoctions of foot mummification by our 
own nurse Miss Fiona Nightingale. Over the course of the expedition I tried and tested the 
entire first aid kit and would definitely endorse “Compeed”! 

 
Activities - Will 
Hatcher Pass – After the initial stage of preparation in Anchorage, we travelled to Hatcher 
Pass and set up a base camp on a gravel bar known as Pam’s Island. From here we began 
the trail clearing. The group initially divided into small groups with Rachel and Mike 
heading back along the path we had arrived by, Tony and Fiona starting up the valley from 
the camp and Matt, Lizzie and Will going further ahead in order to deal with a particularly 
dense section next to a beaver dam. Progress was swift and within four days we had 
successfully cleared all that the Ranger Kym had desired. Along with this we managed to 
effectively drain certain points where small pools of water had collected and, where this 
was not possible, lay down stepping-stones. During our time on Pam’s Island we were 
passed by small groups of walkers and mountaineers, most of who commented on the 
quality of our work and thanked us. 
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With the trail work completed we made a journey back to the car in order to collect the 
food for the next nine days and then returned to Pam’s Island. The next day Mike departed 
early in the morning in order to examine the route that we would be taking that afternoon 
and check the condition of the Mint Glacier. That morning the rest of the group began the 
fieldwork, with Matt and Will looking at the vegetation across the width of the valley and 
Rachel and Lizzie examining the different species of flowers in the vicinity. That afternoon 
we made the long, steep and very wet ascent to the glacier. This involved crossing a fast 
flowing creek, which required the use of a rope. Eventually we successfully negotiated a 
boulder field and arrived at a mountain hut where it was decided that we would continue 
onto the glacier the next day due to the adverse weather conditions.  
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After the damp of the previous day everyone was pleased to see beautiful sunshine in the 
morning, which allowed us all to dry out our clothes and other equipment. We then began 
the steep ascent up to the glacier, which required crossing yet another boulder field and for 
the first time a section of snow. We reached the camp early and set out onto the glacier to 
experience using an ice axe and seeing a glacier close up, as well as taking some photos.  
 

 
 
That evening we undertook some more fieldwork, this time with Rachel and Matt looking 
at the vegetation across the valley and Will and Lizzie examining the different species of 
mosses and lichens on the rocks. That night the decision was made that we would not 
attempt the Bomber Traverse and would move on to the Crow Creek Pass trail where, 
hopefully, we would experience better weather. The next day we travelled the whole 
distance back to the vehicle, an ordeal that was unexpectedly difficult and left many of us 
nursing gruesome blisters. 
 
Crow Creek Pass – During this section the young team were given more important 
positions in the group; one would be team leader for a day, another the map reader, and 
the others would have a rest day, just following orders. We set off in the afternoon with 
Lizzie as leader and Will as map reader and reached the camp site at Echo Bend. Here we 
had the opportunity to practice a more extensive form of bear security, storing the food 
away from camp but also in a tree. The next day after an unexpected bear visit we parted 
company with Tony and began our walk through the beautiful Eagle River Valley. The 
walk along the valley base was slow paced but nevertheless enjoyable, and was frequently 
punctuated by bear sightings and creek crossings. The most challenging of these crossings 
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was on day three, when we had to cross the Eagle River itself. This proved to be much 
harder than first expected but was crossed successfully in a triangular formation with Will 
at the front with a stick, Rachel and Lizzie behind him and Mike, Fiona and Matt behind 
them. After climbing a steep hill and battling through dense scrub we finally reached the 
picturesque campsite for that night. The next day we travelled up to the Crow Creek Pass, 
surrounded by glaciers and rocky mountains. After reuniting with Tony at lunch at the top 
of the Pass, we followed the path down to the car, passing many old gold mines and a 
perfectly situated mountain hut. 
 
McCarthy and Kennicott – After camping overnight on the banks of the Copper River and 
seeing the unique fish-wheels in action, we travelled along a 60 mile dirt track to the town 
of McCarthy and the old mine at Kennicott. While investigating the mine we ran into a 
friendly man in a wheelbarrow (!) who gave us a tour of the buildings that were been 
renovated and described his unique way of life to us. As we were returning to the campsite 
the bus took an unexpected detour and dropped us off at the small local airport, where 
everyone was thrilled to hear that we were to be taken on a surprise ‘flightseeing’ tour of 
the glaciers. After a 35 minute flight we returned to the campsite, where Will and Matt 
decided to bivvy overnight. 
 

   
 
The Rafting – The next day, after Will’s special pancakes and a lecture from Danny, the raft 
guide, we began the rafting. After being thrown into some grade 3/4 rapids we had chance 
to admire the view from yet another mode of transport. Some time later we came to a gorge 
where the water was rough, the young team’s raft lost an oar first but thanks to some good 
control managed to recover it fairly quickly. However, soon after this disaster struck the 
leaders’ raft as Al, our Anchorage host, fell into the freezing water only to be quickly 
dragged back in by Tony, the other raft then managed to successfully recover Al’s paddle. 
After covering 45 of the 69 mile journey on day one, the rest of the trip was taken at a more 
leisurely pace. One day two we stopped for a few hours on the bank, where many of us 
attempted to catch the salmon migrating upstream, but with only Rick catching anything at 
all. That night all the young people bivouacked after dining on Rick’s fish and making a 
large fire. The final day only required covering a small distance and after an early start we 
quickly finished and travelled to the Hotel Chitina for a big breakfast.  
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Resurrection Trail – After a night at Judy and Jan’s house the young explorers set out on 
their peer-led hike along the Resurrection Pass Trail. With a later start then planned we had 
a lot of time to make up and so decided that we would need a fast pace and less breaks but 
fortunately everyone’s fitness had greatly improved and we were able to reach camp at 
close to our expected time. At this campsite Matt and Lizzie were given a scare when they 
heard a noise in the trees but fortunately it was only Will gathering firewood. The next day 
we passed through Resurrection Pass and reached the campsite at a similar time to that 
which was expected, where we were met by Mike and Fiona. However on this day we 
discovered horseflies, which was now a third biting insect pestering us. On day three we 
again set off and finished at the planned time but unfortunately the horseflies got worse. 
That night we were required to look after some horses, that had fled from a bear, leaving 
their owners behind, for a short period of time. On the final day we reached Tony at the 
trailhead at around 3.30 and were able to celebrate finally having completed our hike. 
  
Fieldwork – Fiona  

“Alaska is on the front line of global warming, having experienced a rise in 
average winter temperatures of 5-7% Fahrenheit in the last sixty years. 
Already the state’s ecosystems are transforming and affecting the lives of 
people and wildlife”       National Wildlife Federation, March 2008 

 
The central theme of our fieldwork was climate change, as exhibited in the South-Central 
Alaskan Mountains. We attempted to contribute towards knowledge of this politically 
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important issue through taking simple yet accurate and replicable measurements, and 
thereby establish a baseline from which future expeditions can investigate the impact of 
climate change. Current scientific opinion is that climate change is having a particularly 
rapid and significant impact in Alaska, because Polar Regions are warming faster than the 
rest of the world. It is thought that the main impacts of climate change in South Central 
Alaska are: 
 A change in forestation, with different species being more successful and the tree line 

rising to a higher altitude 
 Increase in forest fires 
 Greater insect life, with some of these insects causing major damage to vegetation 
 Melting glaciers and permafrost 
 Reduction in bird life and marine animals in coastal areas as fish numbers reduce 
 Storm surges 
 Rising sea levels 
Objectives 
1. To obtain quantifiable and replicable data regarding the ecosystem within the South 

Central Alaskan mountains and the impact of current climate.  
2. To enable future expeditions to repeat in future years to identify whether climate 

change is having a measureable impact on this ecosystem 
3. To improve our knowledge of climate change and its impact on the natural world  
4. To gain skills with regard to basic fieldwork 
5. To improve our knowledge of the South Central Alaskan ecosystem 
6. To explore the wilderness more fully through detailed study, thus contributing towards 

the John Muir and Duke of Edinburgh Awards 
Methodology 
We undertook vegetation surveys at two altitudes within the Hatcher Pass area, using two 
methodologies: 
 Creating a one metre square quadrant, choosing locations for this quadrant randomly 

within a flower meadow, and then recording all the vegetation within this quadrant 
 Creating a defined transect, and throwing a four metre length rope every twenty 

metres, and recording the vegetation found within this. 

     
Equipment Required 
Our fieldwork was designed to require relatively little equipment, because of the necessity 
to carry everything in and out of the field. Key equipment was as follows: 
 Reference books – we carried a small number of field guides to Alaskan vegetation and 

animal life. These enabled us to identify some, but not all, of the plants that we saw.  
 Photographic equipment 
 Paper and pens 
 Tape measure. In addition we constructed quadrants from dead wood found on site. 
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We found that even at high altitudes, where the environment was so rocky that it appeared 
nothing could grow, there was a surprising range of plants. These plants in turn supported 
animal life. Vegetation changes are a key sign of climate change, and we hope that this data 
will enable future expeditions to compare our results with theirs, and test whether there 
has been any change since we recorded this information. Our findings are in the 
Appendices. 
Did we achieve our objectives? 
Objective Achieved? 
1  
 

Quantifiable and replicable data was obtained, although the inevitably small 
amount of data means that it is not statistically significant. 

2 
We have identified the location of our studies sufficiently clearly to allow future 
expeditions to repeat our work. 

3 
 

Through this work and our discussions throughout the expedition we all learnt 
more about climate change and its impact. 

4 
The experience of undertaking fieldwork in a real mountain environment, in 
difficult weather conditions, taught us more about how to design and undertake 
basic fieldwork. 

5 
 

The discipline of studying small ground-areas highlighted to us how many 
different species of plants there were, whichwe might otherwise have missed. 

6 
 

This work, combined with our other interactions with the environment (see words 
on the environment in other chapter) helped us to achieve our John Muir Award 
and the residential and expedition sections of the Duke of Edinburgh Gold Award. 

Whilst the fieldwork was a relatively small part of the overall expedition, it was an 
important aspect of all our time in Alaska, and contributed towards our understanding of, 
and ‘connected-ness’ to, the Alaskan wilderness. We hope that our data will be useful to 
future expeditions, and will act as a base-line from which they will be able to measure 
future climate change. 
 
Logistics – Matt 
The smooth running of the expedition were down to Tony’s excellent logistic skills and 
knowledge. As there were only seven of us, he decided the best way to get from place to 
place was to hire a car – in itself a minor tale of woe, resulting in the car hire company 
having to go to their competitors in order to accommodate the successful rental of an 8 
seater – which they said they had, then later revealed not to. Another huge logistical 
challenge was the purchase or the dehydrated food – and having enough of it for everyone 
to eat properly! As we were such a small group, we were all involved to quite a large extent 
in the many finer-details of what we were to be doing. When the Hatcher Pass phase had to 
be cut short due to poor weather resulting in the risk of continuing being too great, 
everyone was involved with the rethinking of the Expedition scheme, and making sure it 
tied in with all other prior arrangements. Everyone was involved in the decision making, 
which relied heavily upon Tony’s knowledge of the area and the options of what to do, 
until a reschedule was agreed upon. As there was a car at our disposal, we could be very 
flexible in what we wanted to do – and this was an extremely useful tool. Although there 
were some set times, such as for the ferry crossing, which had to be stuck to, there was 
much more freedom in what we could do. This added greatly to the success of the 
expedition as a whole. It also meant that there were some very cramped long distance 
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journeys! But this was not such a bad thing, compared to the bonuses it granted. The 
distribution of correct equipment, and the assurance that we had everything we needed, 
not only relied on us as members bringing all the correct kit to live on, but also the group 
kit essential for various activities – ropes, crampons, ice axes, trail-clearing cutters, medical 
supplies, tents, stoves, and fuel. Without these, the expedition would have been a complete 
failure – for lack of food, a dry place to live, or proper safety. Some of this equipment was 
bought in the UK, whilst other things were bought upon arrival in Anchorage. Arguably 
the most important item was a canister of bear-spray!! Thankfully, despite some rather 
close encounters, we did not need to use it to protect ourselves. 
 
Equipment - Will 
Stoves – For the expedition we used the Coleman Exponent Feather 442 Dual Fuel Stove. This 
was chosen for its ability to hold fuel while being transported and the fact that it is very 
lightweight. However, the lightweight materials used were not really substantial enough 
for this sort of trekking (we took no tools to maintain) and by the end of the expedition the 
stoves were showing the effects of being crammed into a rucksack. The stoves also had a 
tendency to leak which led to the whole stove being engulfed in flame on many occasions 
and rapid pressure loss causing the stoves to not function efficiently sometimes taking over 
half an hour to boil 4 litres of water, which the manufacturer claims it can boil in 12 
minutes. 2/10 
Tents – The tents used on this expedition were Saunders Mountain Trek tents. They were 
very stable tents with the added benefits of being lightweight and relatively easy to put up. 
However, as with the stoves they were showing signs of degradation by the end of the 
expedition, mainly with poles easily piercing the sleeves and pole ends becoming separated 
from the rest of the pole. When used these tents were good on dry nights, but when it 
rained, as it did on most nights, the inner would become drenched (Condensation!). 
Another problem was that, in order for the inner to be separate from the outer the tent 
would have to be fully pegged out, which caused problems when tent pegs were lost. 6/10 
Bivvy Bags – On the expedition each member chose to take a bivvy bag with them. These 
proved to be very useful as they took much less time to set up then a tent. They also 
allowed people to view the amazing Alaskan night sky without leaving the comfort of their 
sleeping bag. They were used by some members of the expedition as an extra layer of 
insulation or waterproofing when they were in their tent and proved to be very suitable for 
the task. The only problems with the bivvy bags were that condensation developed 
overnight and in the morning the user would often wake to find the bottom of their 
sleeping bag a little damp, and, they provided very little insulation when used outside. 7/10 
Sleeping Bags – Each member’s sleeping bag was one of, if not the most, important thing 
they carried in their pack. The young explorer’s used Mountain Hardwear, Snugpak and Rab 
sleeping bags. Each one proved to be very suitable for the expedition and provided the 
perfect place of retreat after a hard, wet day’s work. There was no distinct advantage or 
disadvantage of taking a down bag, it weighed less and took up less space but if it were to 
come in contact with water it would be ruined. 9/10 
Boots – Waterproof boots were a real necessity on this trip. Brasher, La Sportiva, Asolo, 
Scarpa boots were used on the expedition, all containing a Gore-Tex lining. Most of the 
boots were very good, providing comfort, support, grip and very thankfully were 
waterproof. All of the pairs of boots proved to be substantial and survived the grand 
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distance trekked by the explorers. However one pair of Scarpa boots were not waterproof 
and one explorer had to spend the entire trip with wet feet because of this. 9/10 or 2/10. 
Waterproof Jackets – Again due to the unseasonably high amount of rainfall experienced 
during the time spent in Alaska a good waterproof jacket was needed. The young explorers 
used Arc’teryx, Sprayway, Regatta and Gelert jackets containing Gore-Tex as well as the 
Sprayway and Regatta own types of waterproofing. All but the Sprayway (3/10) proved to be 
completely waterproof and performed well in the conditions. The Gelert (7/10) was 
criticized for its weight and the lack of moment it allowed. The Regatta proved to have been 
a good purchase as it came with a soft shell jacket included which was very good for the 
lighter rainfall (10/10). The Arc’teryx was very easy to move in and very lightweight, perfect 
for the environment (10/10). 
Rucksacks – Due to the large amount of weight the explorers were carrying they needed 
very strong rucksacks. They used Osprey (70 litres), Grivel (55 litres), Gelert (80 litres), 
Berghaus (65+10 litres). The Osprey (10/10) proved a good rucksack; it was very comfortable 
and sturdy, with some useful features such as the easy-to-access storage pocket on the 
back. The Grivel (10/10) also proved itself to be a good rucksack; even though it was small it 
was still able to hold everything it needed to, with some of this being clipped to the outside 
due to the practical straps. The Berghaus (10/10) was also very good, in particular its rain 
cover proved very useful. The Gelert (5/10) was the only rucksack that caused any problems 
as the hip belt buckle proved too weak and snapped putting a large weight on the 
explorer’s shoulders. 
 
The John Muir Award - Fiona 
Whilst we were in Alaska we took frequent opportunity, often daily, to discuss how the 
activities just completed contributed to the four requirements of the John Muir Award - to 
Discover, Explore, Conserve and Share a wild place. We felt that we could easily 
demonstrate how we had achieved this in many ways: through our experiences of 
discovering and exploring a wild place by living and working in our particular piece of 
Alaskan wilderness, through conserving aspects of our environment through our formal 
fieldwork, the informal investigation of tracks and scat, and in particular our trail work, 
and by sharing our experiences through our photography, journals, the Expedition Report 
and the YSES Presentation. On our return to the UK the John Muir Award Team agreed 
with our conclusions and awarded every member of the expedition the Explorer Award; a 
certificate will be presented to each participating member at the YSES Open Evening in 
November 2008. 
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POST EXPEDITION 
 
A list of “Firsts”  
Lizzie 

First time I was Jetlagged 
First time I visited Alaska, and saw black bears at close quarters  
First Time I saw in the wild a moose, bald eagles, marmots, lemmings and prairie dogs  
First time I took part in wilderness rafting 
First time I did not wash for over five days (never mind weeks!) 
First time I experienced terrible cold 
First time I overcame new, difficult social situations  
First time I was immersed in and tolerant of a major hunting and gun culture 
First time I ate “shmuckers” 
First time I saw and unfortunately smelt chocolate lilies 
First time I was pushed to my physical and emotional limits 
First time I had a craving to be with my family 

 
Rachel 

First time I had been on an expedition 
First time I spent such a long time in the outdoors in one go 
First time I spent such a long period walking/trekking in one go 
First time I saw moose, black bear, humpback whale, icebergs, dall sheep and beaver 
First time I had to be led down a mountain like a donkey 
First time I had to cross a river, without using a bridge 
First time I walked on a glacier 
First time I lived for month in a tent 
First time I survived and also lived comfortably in the true wilderness 
First time I had to face real and difficult physical challenges  

 
Will 

First time I broke the law by crossing the road 
First time I sang and played guitar in front of a roomful of people 
First time I was mistaken for an angry albino bear 
First time I climbed a mountain carrying a stove and a tin of food in each hand 
First time I ate using a cup having lost my entire set of cutlery 
First time I heard a noise, thought ‘Oh it’s just a moose’ and went back to sleep 
First time I did not want to go home 

 
Matt 

First time I lived almost a month in a tent, moving “house” almost daily 
First time I ‘shit in the woods’ (courtesy B.Bryson) and identified tracks 
First time I lived on dehydrated food in the wilderness. 
First time I saw a bear, a moose and a whale 
First time I carried such a heavy pack 
First time I knew I had made a granny knot 
First time I stepped onto a Glacier, and in sandals too  
First time I sank unto my thigh in snow – in summer 
First time I sank into quick-sand sediments on a river bar 
First time I crossed a river without using a bridge 
First time I rafted a river 
First time I ate home-caught salmon 
First time I ate so much pilot bread and ate such a variety of Pop Tart flavours 
First time I bivvied under the stars 
First time I was out of contact with best friend and family for so long 
First time I had no choice but live and work with strangers for a month 
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Fiona 
First time I saw an iceberg 
First time I led teenagers on an expedition 
First time I saw a wild bear 
First time I’d played scrabble by the side of a glacier 
First time I saw a freshly killed moose head attached to a rucksack 
First time I saw a moose trip over a porcupine 
First time I had been on a river raft 
First time I considered telling Great Ormond Street I couldn’t start my new job because  
   Alaska was too beautiful to leave 

 
Mike 

First time I had seen bear, moose, bald eagle, golden eagle, and ermine 
First time I guided a paddle raft - Grade 4!! 
First time I lived in a tent for 4 weeks 
First time I “confidence roped” a walker for real 
First time I saw awesome stars in Alaskan skies 
First time I felt truly in the wilderness 
First time I lit a fire without matches or lighter 
First time I met scout leaders … with guns (and scouts)! 
First time I felt I will always miss the awesome place - Alaska 

 
Tony 

First time I rafted the Chitina River 
First time I went to Kennicott and McCarthy 
First time I visited an Alaskan dentist 
First time I did not eat porridge on an expedition 
First time I had led a youth expedition without a teacher-colleague for support  
First time I had taken such a small group to Alaska 
First time I had to admit my knees needed urgent medical attention  

 
Overheard 

First time away from parents for more than a week 
First time in a launderette 
First time lighting a campfire 
First time eating potato salad 
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Personal Development of the Young Team – Tony and Fiona 
Tony asked Fiona and Mike, the two leaders most closely associated with the young team, 
to organise an informal self-evaluation process to help the young expedition members 
assess the value and impact of the expedition on their own personal development. Real 
personal growth had been observed by the leader team over the four weeks, including: 
 Team working: everyone learnt how to work better as a team, to anticipate each others 

needs, to support and encourage others as necessary and to have the success of the 
team as their first priority. 

 Self-confidence:  the young people had developed a pro-active attitude where they 
were taking control of their expedition, making sensible decisions and only asking for 
advice when appropriate. In discussions they were able to translate this newly-found 
self-confidence into their life at home, describing how they would feel more confident 
in the future facing new challenges. 

 Wilderness skills: some of the expedition members had had very little previous 
experience of the wilderness, and the expedition gave them their first opportunity to 
learn how to survive and live in the wilderness (including lighting fires, camping in 
consistent rain, avoiding bears, coping with rocky terrain, etc.). 

 Awareness of opportunities: this growing self-confidence was combined with an 
increasing awareness of opportunities - career aspirations, further travelling or 
personal challenges - to give a real ‘can-do’ attitude. 

To aid this process a short list of prompts was prepared, covering the four elements: 
1. Teamwork / roles 
2. Self-confidence 
3. Living in the wilderness 
4. Future challenges 

Matt: 
Throughout the expedition I was faced with many tough, new situations in which I felt utterly 
out of my depth. To rise up to these challenges, meet them, and go further is something not 
possible to put into words. I came away feeling much more confident in myself. I thoroughly 
enjoyed my time and look forwards to seeking out the next great adventure!! 

In order for self-reflection these prompts were given to the expedition members twenty 
four hours before the scheduled 1-2-1 meetings. Approximately 20 minutes was spent by 
Fiona and Mike with each young person, talking through the above issues, listening to their 
self-evaluations and giving feedback from the leadership team’s perspective. 

Lizzie: 
My outlook on life and careers has reversed - the notion that wealth and power are indicative of 
success is not true. Characters such as Danny and the man from Kennicott showed me this. 
They seemed to derive a genuine happiness from lives that contrasted so strongly with my 
previous perceptions of how happiness could be achieved; they greatly influenced me with their 
carefree attitudes. Stress from exams reduced. Patience and tolerance increased. 

In general the leader feedback echoed very closely the young peoples’ own views. They all 
felt that they had significantly gained in self-confidence and that they had contributed to 
the team in ways that they might not have anticipated. They had learnt about how to work 
in a team in difficult circumstances and how they would be more open to new challenges in 
the future. In terms of wilderness skills, they had gone from relative inexperience to being 
more confident about living in true wilderness. They felt that their horizons had been 
expanded, in terms of the environment they had seen, the new people that they had met 
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and the sometimes challenging discussions that we had had as a group. This had given 
them a new sense of the opportunities that were open to them in their lives. 

Will:  
Greatly improved my organisation; Boosted my self-confidence; Increased my fitness; Learnt 
some basic tracking skills; Learnt some new knots. 

It was felt this evaluation and feedback process was very useful and future expeditions 
should consider the process. The experience of self-evaluation and developing more self-
awareness was a valuable one for the young people, and it gave them a short period of 
time, with interested and supportive adults, to reflect on their genuine achievements over a 
challenging four weeks. 

Rachel: 
After spending literally two days unpacking and repacking my rucksack I set off to the airport 
still not quite in the belief that I was actually on my way to spend one month in Alaska with 
people whom I had met but really didn't know that well at all. We arrived suddenly and before 
I knew it I was settling into the camp way of life, rotas for chores and cooking, decisions over 
water sources and sporadic washes all quickly became normal. Being thrown literally together 
into the wilderness we soon learnt a lot about each other and as team dynamics grew the 
experience really began to flourish. I enjoyed every day of the expedition from the planning and 
preparation to crossing a glacial river and walking up to a black bear outside my tent at 3 in 
the morning. I feel I developed a great deal over the course of the expedition, learning key skills 
in the wilderness such as lighting a fire and the use of unpredictable Coleman stoves. The 
expedition stretched me both emotionally and physically and at times I did find it very hard, 
however as a group we supported each other revelling in others personal triumphs and being 
there when we each needed it most.  I now feel more confident in accepting new challenges and 
have been inspired to travel further and possibly partake in a similar experience again in the 
future. Although it is now quite sad to be home so far away from everyone I am happy knowing 
that if any of us ever needed support or help as a team we would be there. No matter how many 
years we spend apart this experience will be with us all forever and I am very grateful to have 
been a part of the Pat Murphy Alaska Expedition 2008. 
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A personal view of the Expedition - Fiona Dalton 
The only justification for the inevitable environmental impact of an expedition, particularly one that 
involved air travel, was that if all members of the expedition engaged completely with the new 
environment and came home with a new perspective on the world, and a new commitment to 
living their life in a more eco-friendly way. I believe that the YSES ‘Pat Murphy’ Alaska Expedition 
achieved this objective and in particular I would like to highlight the following: 
 Living in the environment.  

In the Alaskan wilderness, obtaining fresh clean water, shelter and food was always our first 
priority. We talked about how we might previously have taken these for granted, and how 
for so many people in the world it was a daily struggle to obtain these basic necessities. 
By the end of the expedition we felt that we had moved from ‘surviving’ to ‘living’ in the 
wilderness, and that we were beginning to feel part of the natural environment. 

 Observing the environment 
In addition to our formal field-work, individual expedition members became fascinated by 
different aspects of the wildlife, including in particular tracks, scats, and wild flowers. These 
were generally new interests, and not areas that people had previously thought about.  
We bought local field guides to help us identify particular species better, and whilst walking 
we were constantly stopping to examine and / or photograph new things. 
We took particular opportunities whenever we could. For instance, living beside a beaver 
dam gave us the opportunity to observe this animal over several days (e.g. working out 
where the animal slept in the day by seeing the steam rising from one part of the lodge). 

 The physical environment 
The geography of Alaska, and in particular the glaciers, is incredibly striking and 
demonstrates the impact of climate change, both natural and man-made, so clearly that it 
inevitably prompted thoughts and discussions on this subject. 

 Fish, Oil and Copper 
The history of Alaska is one of exploitation of rich natural resources. We were able to see the 
impact of these industries and begin to understand and discuss the difficult trade-offs 
between economic and environmental considerations. 

  ‘No trace camping’ 
This was of course practised, and all members of the expedition became rightly obsessed 
with ensuring that we left the wilderness untouched, carrying out other people’s litter as 
well as our own when necessary. I was so pleased to see the young people spending time, 
unprompted, removing all traces of campfires where there was not an established fire-ring. 

 Questioning attitude 
I believe that the expedition developed a questioning and challenging culture which had a 
very positive effect on all of us. Everything from the reason for flowers to be different 
colours, to whether it was right to hunt animals, to the American ‘throw-away’ culture was 
discussed and challenged. Through these discussions I believe that we have all returned 
home with a new perspective and more ready to question and challenge our lifestyles and 
their impact on the environment. 

I have two final pieces of evidence that the expedition has changed peoples' relationship with the 
environment. 

 On the final peer-led hike, the young people elected to leave their wash things behind in 
order that they had space in their rucksacks for a variety of field guides. 

 A quote from one of the members’ Facebook page, two days after returning from Alaska:  
 [I] ‘walked through a field and saw some tracks and thought "OH! What's that from..." 
Then I realised, I'm on a cow farm...’" 
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Alaska was a fantastic learning opportunity and I thoroughly enjoyed it. I learnt how to combine 
my personal experience of travelling and living in the outdoors, and my work experience of 
managing and leading teams, to effectively work with young people in a demanding wilderness. 
My self-confidence grew significantly.  

 
At the start of the expedition I was questioning what contribution I could really make – but by the 
end I felt that I could clearly identify where I had been able to make a difference. In the NHS we 
talk a lot about good leadership but perhaps practise it less frequently. It was a privilege to have the 
opportunity to lead a team in physically and emotionally demanding conditions. I have come home 
committed to spending more time in the wilderness, and enabling young people to do the same. 

Fiona 
 

A personal view of the Expedition – Mike Allison 
The facet of Alaska that impressed upon me the most was the wilderness. It was vast and at night I 
could feel the distance of mountains, forest and ice all around. It made the Lake District, even 
Scotland, look and feel small and tame in comparison. Often the only sign of human existence other 
than our own was the path beneath our feet and at times this could have been just another moose 
track or bear trail. In fact our paths followed those left by larger animals than ourselves. The 
knowledge that I was no longer at the top of the food chain was always in the back of my mind, 
often coming right to the fore. Yes, there were bears and moose and without the right precautions 
they could kill you. Even with the right precautions there was always the chance that you could be 
attacked anyway. This made stepping out of the tent for a ‘comfort break’ in the middle of the night 
an experience in which every sense was heightened to the limit and the return to the ‘safety’ of the 
warm dry sleeping bag a blessed release.  

 
The young people on the expedition were a joy to live and work with. Watching, joining and 
helping their development was a life affirming experience. Memories of their achievements that 
stick out include a first, unaided creation of a fire; guiding a raft; bivvying under the stars; being 
reprimanded because I had not obeyed the instructions of the group leader for the day; dealing 
with confrontation; managing their campsite in bear country; setting up a river crossing. I was 
particularly impressed by the maturity of the young expeditioners and their tolerance of pain and 
discomfort. During four weeks of tent living and near constant rain I cannot remember hearing any 
complaints or moans despite hunger, blisters, insect bites, more blisters and infection. Overall the 
expedition was a success as it fulfilled its aims- the personal development of the young people in a 
wilderness environment. It was a credit to the hard work and organisation of the expedition Chief 
Leader, the common sense and practicality of the assistant leaders and the maturity, resolution and 
good humour of the young people. Would I go back? Tomorrow! 

Mike 
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A personal view of the Expedition from Tony - Chief Leader  
Once again I was very pleased to be leading a group of young people in Alaska, to be able to share 
my enthusiasm and experience of the (Alaskan) wilderness, and on this occasion to introduce some 
pleasant and competent youngsters to close friends whom I had known for many years. On the 
whole all the young people lived up to my hopes and expectations and I observed discernible 
maturation which I believe resulted from exposure to such a challenging environment and its 
effects. One of those effects was the weather, for the weather in the summer of 2008 was reportedly 
the worst the state had known in living memory, being excessively cool and wet for more than a 
month without a break, yet the youngsters were happy, positive and productive throughout, much 
to my pleasure and the appreciation, and surprise (!) of our Alaskan hosts. It was unlike any other 
expedition I had previously led to Alaska as the physical and technical aspects were less 
challenging, nevertheless the emotional and mental challenges were in some ways more 
challenging due to the weather and the small number of participants involved. I had never 
travelled beyond “Pam’s Island” in the Lower Sutsitna River valley so it was exploration to us all at 
that point, and the expedition / journey to the townships of McCarthy and Kennicott, along with the 
thrilling wilderness rafting experience on the Chitina River, were all new.  

 
Most expeditions give a Presentation of some kind to parents and guests and this acts both as a 
celebration and a final report, as such it is a form of feedback. But feedback is not only a report of 
the good or successful things, it can include less positive items; I gave my feedback to YSES 
(Expedition and Management Committees) and most is unnecessary to mention here, however I 
will mention two aspects. The group was too small and for all sorts of reasons this did not properly 
benefit the youngsters, and the girls dominated; but maybe the boys let them? As a consequence it 
was a different expedition than I intended. My long experience (40+ years) as a personal 
expeditioner, as a teacher and in particular as a teacher using the out-of-doors as a medium for 
learning, showed me that there were times when the learning could have been so much better if on 
more than one occasion everything had not been done for or prepared for the youngsters – I take 
some of the blame for this as it was I who appointed the leaders, neither of whom were teachers 
and so inexperienced at teaching older adolescents. But the objective of the personal development 
of the youngsters and of the other leaders was achieved through the supported delegation of 
activity. Sometimes this support was accepted, on other occasions it was actively ignored. 
Additionally and unfortunately the planned delegation (see p.8) was sometimes viewed as 
abdication, forced or voluntary, and this brought its own problems. But these are only very minor 
“grouses”, because for almost 99% of the time the team worked extremely well and everyone 
benefited. I had my own problems as I was in considerable pain throughout, a fact that will have 
been noticed by the members but maybe not understood; I must apologise to the team for being “a 
Grumpy Old Man” at times. As I wrote earlier, “Life is about taking considered and acceptable risks” 
and certainly the young people of YSES Alaska 2008 were exposed to risks of all kinds in the 
wilderness, but there was never a time when that risk was not managed or was unreasonable. I am 
sure everyone, including me, will have learned and gained from this experience. We must thank the 
parents for trusting us to take appropriate care of their offspring and thank YSES for its support of 
our endeavours. I shall of course return to Alaska to visit all my friends, some of whom became 
known to the team, and I shall never forget the way Alaska, its people and environment impacted 
on the lives and personae of the four + two I took to the Greatland in 2008. 

Tony 
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Thanks … for the support that made it all possible 

 Al and Carol Bagley of Anchorage for their unstinting help  
 All of Tony’s Alaskan Friends who gave us their support and friendship 
 
 Brian Needham for his continued support, advice and guidance 
 All Parents, Partners, Friends, Family of the Expedition team 

 
 Will Patterson (YSES Chairman) for unqualified support and belief in the Chief Leader 
 YSES Committee members for their advice 
 Teachers of the young people who knew well the true value of this experience  

 
For their (financial) support of the young members in particular, thank you 

BARMPOTS (Barlow Drama Club) 
SEEDS (Derbyshire) 
Skipton Building Society 
The Rotary Club of Skipton 
The Vandervell Foundation 
The Congregation of St Andrews URC, Roundhay 
Roundhay School Technology College 
The Holy Family Catholic School  
Dick Turnbull (“Outside”) 
The Young Explorers Trust 
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APPENDICES 
 
 
A. WHO WAS PAT MURPHY AND WHY IS THIS EXPEDITION IN HIS NAME? 
Pat was a Park Ranger, then the Chief Ranger, of a huge area which incorporates the small area we visited in 
the Hatcher Pass. I first met him in 1998 when planning another expedition for 1999 (80+ persons in two 
separate locations). Pat was well known in South Central Alaska and particularly well known in the 
Matanuska Valley. As Chief Ranger he policed this area sensitively and completely and gained the respect of 
everyone with whom he came in contact – even the rogues. He was so very helpful to me that he and his wife 
became close friends and I met them each time I visited the Greatland. When planning for our 2008 
expedition, when I shared my initial concept with him his suggestions to benefit the young members and the 
community equally were carefully considered and seen to be most beneficial to all. At the turn of 2005/2006 I 
learnt his latent cancer, which he had hidden for many years, had become more aggressive and that he had 
been sent to Seattle for a long period of chemotherapy and radiotherapy. After 6 months he was declared in 
remission and was able to return to Alaska and light duties as Chief Ranger. On my initial recce in 2006 I met 
him to discuss the detail and to gain “Park approval and support”. Three weeks after this meeting I was in 
the UK when his wife wrote to me to say he had had a massive brain haemorrhage and had died 
unexpectedly. Memorial services were held to which I contributed and the ridge above his favourite area 
(Independence State Mine) has been or is in the process of being named for him. This latter is a real honour. 
 His widow continued to support me in planning the expedition, With his widow I floated the idea of naming 
the expedition after him for a number of reasons: to finish “unfinished business”, to honour him in my own 
small way, and to let the local community know “in memoriam”. 

Tony 
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B. SIGNIFICANT PRE-EXPEDITION COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE EXPEDITION  
 
The Contract – 5 pages 
 
From Tony Whiting  Chief Leader, YSES Alaska 2008  
 
I am pleased to confirm your place on the Alaska 2008 expedition. I hope you can now commit completely to the 
Expedition. The rest of this package contains relevant information. This may repeat some you already know and may be 
a bit formal; we are obliged to do this by certain regulations and standards, notably BS 8848. With this letter is some 
information which you must read and, if you will be under the age of 18 at the start of the expedition, i.e. on 23rd July 
2008, you must also share this with your parents / guardians; for legal reasons they must agree to you joining the 
expedition. Both you and they must sign to say you have received, read and accept all the material contained therein. 
 
As we have not yet met, you may decide at a later date that for whatever reason you wish to withdraw your application, 
alternatively, we may decide you are unsuited to the expedition. The relevant date has yet to be determined but is likely 
to be 1st October 2007. You must know that if you decide to leave, the deposit (see below) will be deemed to be non-
returnable because we will have already committed expenditure on your behalf. If however we decide you are not for us, 
then 100% of the deposit will be returned to you. We may decide that for example you are not committed enough, or are 
not prepared to raise the money or are unwilling to take important instructions, or some other valid reason that we will 
tell you.  
 
To be a fully committed member of the expedition, you (and your parents / guardians) must agree: 

1. To pay your expedition contribution in full and, separately and direct to the Travel Agent, its associated air travel 
costs by the 1st June 2008 (approx £2,000 plus air fare) and in so doing will adhere to payment deadlines during 
the time leading up to this final deadline.  

2. To attend the advertised training and briefing weekends as well as any other expedition meetings or training 
events that the leader team deem necessary. 

3. To accept the expedition code of conduct and any disciplinary acts consequent upon breaking any part of it, for 
the entirety of the expedition when in the field; the time period when in the field is defined as from the time of 
arrival at the UK airport on the way out and until the departure from the UK airport on the return journey.  

4. To act upon instructions given by the leader team when in the field, particularly those involving safety of 
individuals. 

5. To be physically and medically fit and able to take a full part in all the expedition’s activities throughout and at 
the start of the expedition, except if truly incapacitated as defined by the Expedition Medical Officer or his 
alternate. If incapacitated during the expedition in the field it may mean complying with any actions required by 
the Expedition Medical Officer of his alternate. 

6. To contribute, by providing information, photographs, artwork, articles and such like, to the final Expedition 
report, which might be audio-visual and / or the written word. 

7. Not to use or possess illegal drugs or banned substances; possession will be deemed to be for personal use and 
will, at the Chief Leaders discretion, result in immediate removal from the expedition and sent home at your own 
expense, conditions allowing.  

8. Not to use or threaten violence against any member of the leader team, other expedition member, or the local 
population; at the Chief Leaders discretion, this can mean immediate removal from the expedition and sent home 
at your own expense, conditions allowing. 

9. Not knowingly to break the law of the host country; at the Chief Leaders discretion and as required by the legal 
authorities, this could mean removal from the expedition and being sent home at your own expense, conditions 
allowing. NB. Drinking or possessing alcohol by those under 21 is against the law in the USA. 

 
Finally, if at any time these conditions are not met or if behaviour or attitude is such that it could be detrimental to the 
safety or the enjoyment of the expedition as a whole, the Chief Leader reserves the right to withdraw this offer of a place. 
 
You and your parents must read and understood all the above and additionally provided information. Both of you must 
sign the attached acceptance form and return it to me at the above address, along with the deposit of £250.00 (approx 
10%) as soon as possible, but in any case by 30th September 2007. (Cheques made payable to the ”Yorkshire Schools 
Exploring Society”). 
 
Yours sincerely,             
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Additional and Supporting Information to that found in the Members Information Pack 
The purpose, aims and objectives of the YSES Alaska 2008 Expedition. 
The YSES expedition to Alaska is being organized as part of the Yorkshire Schools Exploring Society’s annual 
commitment to providing real learning and self developmental opportunities to the youth of Yorkshire Schools (and 
areas adjacent to) as well as offering experience of overseas travel and related academic study.  
The expedition aims to do this: 
 by travelling to Alaska (known at the Greatland),  
 by becoming immersed in the Alaskan Wilderness,  
 by becoming self reliant in living, working and studying, by working with in-country personnel to improve the 

local environment,  
 by taking part in relevant accreditations e.g. the DofE Award Scheme,          and  
 by taking part in such activities as will go some way to developing a positive personality and enquiring mind. 

 
The activities and location 
Almost anything is possible, but at a cost … and there is an expedition budget. A recce (reconnaissance) has been 
undertaken with the aims of the expedition in mind and the probable activities will focus on those possible and accessible 
in south central Alaska, that is within a day’s road journey from Anchorage. Essentially, they will be easily available 
outdoor pursuit-type activities: back packing, hiking, glacier walking, mountain climbing, river rafting, mountain biking, 
wild camping, “bush bashing”, trail making, exploring and field research. An expedition programme has been planed to 
ensure it is possible and so that it can be fully costed, but deviations from this may be possible, maybe even inevitable, 
dependant upon local circumstances and expedition-member choice. So far the programme, with indicative time scales, 
is as below: 
 

Travel to Alaska (1 day); Orientation recovery and travel to first location (2 days); local community work in a State 
Park (4 days); mountaineering training in a State Park (2 days); field research in a State Park (3-4 days); mountain 
traverse in a State Park (2-4 days); wilderness trek over the Crow Creek Pass/Iditarod Trail (3 days); night on the 
Harding ice field (1 day); peer-led (Gold / Silver DofE) wilderness hikes in the Kenai Lake area (4-5 days); return to 
civilisation Moose Pass and Anchorage (1 day); return travel to UK (2 days). 

 
Selection criteria 
Any young person within the age range 16-19 when the expedition leaves the UK can apply for a place if they are 
currently attending any full or part-time educational institution within Yorkshire or adjacent counties. They must be able 
to take full part in the provided and agreed activities, without reasonable support and for safety reasons, applicants must 
be able to understand and thereafter act upon relevant instructions given by the leader team.  
 
Supervision and leadership Leader team competence 
The Chief Leader of the expedition who takes responsibility for the expedition in the field is an experienced expedition 
Chief Leader having led more than 10x large overseas expeditions for national expedition bodies; three of which were as 
Chief Leader of large expeditions to Alaska. He knows the expedition area intimately having visited Alaska many times 
and has visited most of the expedition locations areas at least once. He is a former head teacher of a residential study 
centre and is now involved in Higher Education. There is an identified Deputy Chief Leader who has very considerable 
and extensive expedition experience who was a former senior Independent School teacher. Other leaders will have 
similar experience and qualifications and all will be CRB checked. The intended ratio of leaders (adults probably in 
excess of 25 years) to young members is 1 to 4. 
Young expedition members will be supervised throughout the duration of the expedition, directly or indirectly at a 
distance, by members of the leader team from the point of departure in the UK until they return to the UK. Personal 
development is a particular feature of the expedition and opportunities to learn from mistakes form part of that 
experience, but personal safety will never be compromised. Being alone in the wilderness or Alaska may be planned but 
it will be a closely supervised and coordinated activity; ad hoc or unsupervised journeys into the wilderness will never be 
sanctioned. The expedition code of conduct will include a statement about lone working etc. 
 
Risks and H&S 
A generic risk assessment will be drawn up for the duration of the expedition and for any potentially dangerous activity 
not expressly covered by the generic assessment. The risk assessment will be constructed by and shared with members 
(and parents) so as to obtain ownership and understanding. 
 
Cost 
The individual expedition contribution has been computed as in the region of £1950.00 plus air fare, which as of July 
2007 was in the region of £950. This will include the cost of in-country travel, insurance, food, accommodation, 
activities as advertised and group equipment. It does not include personal clothing or equipment, any supplementary and 
additional personal insurance, personal spending money or the cost of ad hoc activities arranged at the behest of 
expedition members with the agreement of the Chief Leader. Should the cost increase (which is unlikely) it will be 
minimal activities will be adapted to fit the budget and expedition members will be given as much advanced warning as 
possible. Such increases may be as a result of increased taxes or draconian currency exchange movements. 
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Third party providers 
Where non expedition members provide a service, for example transport, accommodation, or activities, the leader team 
will ensure all necessary and usual safety precautions are undertaken, that potential risks are assessed and managed, that 
the provider is reputable and known / recommended by other reputable persons, that the third party is never allowed 
unsupervised contact with members under 18. The most frequently used third party providers will be the local School 
Bus company who daily transport local school students to and from home and school – they are comprehensively vetted 
and approved by the local School Board (equivalent to our Local Education Authority). 
 
In Country Travel 
After a day’s brief recovery in Anchorage, the group will travel probably by (yellow) school bus or rented self-drive 
minivan to Independence Mine State Historical Park and the trail head of Mint Glacier Valley trail. The expedition will 
leave this Park after about 12 days and travel again by school bus / minibus to Chugach State Park and Eagle River 
Nature Center where the extended hike will begin. At the opposite end of the hike minibus or school bus transport will 
take the group to Seward and to Moose Pass ready for their Peer-led hiking opportunity and eventually back to 
Anchorage airport. At all other times travel will be by “shank’s pony” that is on foot, together with personal belongings, 
equipment, food etc  
 
Other Expedition members 
It is intended to invite, as paying members, a number of Alaskan residents both young members and adult leaders 
especially from Schools within the locality of Anchorage. They will be bound by the same code of conduct and 
responsibilities as the UK contingent. Should they be part of the team they will make a considerable difference to the 
whole experience. 
 
Permissions 
As the expedition outline plan details the expedition will be travelling through, living and working in a number of areas 
controlled by federal and / or local agencies. Advance permissions and approvals have already been sought and obtained 
and where necessary the leader team will re-fresh this upon arrival. Experience has shown that such approval is 
sometimes hard won and relies on convincing the relevant authorities of the efficiency and robustness of the expedition’s 
plans and the flexibility to change when and if necessary. 
Of course for those under the age of 18 at the start of the expedition - currently the expedition is planned to leave UK on 
23rd July 2008 – parental / guardian approval / support is necessary and required. Whilst developing self confidence and 
self reliance are important aspects of growing up and away from parental control and care, as Chief Leader I would 
encourage all parents to become involved as much as they wish in the events and meetings so that they can assure 
themselves of the venture and be in a position to ask questions etc. However I would be pleased to answer any question 
at any time especially by email tony.whiting@tiscali.co.uk  
 
Timing duration and destinations 
The expedition outline plan identifies 24x field days and 3x travel days, beginning 23rd July 2008 and returning on the 
morning of Sunday 18th August 2008. However airline availability and cost may suggest different dates. If the total 
expedition duration needs to be extended to accommodate air travel it is likely to involve no more than additional food 
and accommodation and probably will be accommodated in the budgeted contingency. 
The expedition is planning to leave the UK from Manchester airport and the expedition will start from there; all members 
will make their way there independently. After a journey of approximately 24 hours the expedition will land at 
Anchorage Airport (probably close to midnight local time – 10 hours time difference) and be taken as soon as possible to 
somewhere in the vicinity to rest on this first night. The group will leave Anchorage airport late at night / early in the 
morning (red eye) and travel throughout the next day and arrive in the early morning of the second day; group members 
will need to be collected or make their own way from Manchester Airport. 
 
Significant safety considerations 
All proposed locations and activities in Alaska have been researched and experienced by the Chief Leader and other 
members of the leader team and, taking account of the purposes and plans of the expedition, none at this stage pose an 
extra-ordinary or significant safety issue beyond any identified and considered in the Risk Analysis and Management 
process.  
 
Possibilities of activity cancellation 
As with any expedition, YSES Alaska 2008 has a plan, but for all sorts of reasons it may be necessary to deviate from it 
to accommodate such things as severe weather, transport delays, accidents etc. Some of the “advertised” activities may 
therefore not be possible and this would be regretted. However as far as is possible all advertised activities will be 
offered, only if the safety of the individual and the expedition threatened with unforeseen additional expenditure or 
unacceptable delays cause cancellation, will alteration be considered. 
 
Insurance arrangements 
Significant insurance cover is included in the expedition contribution and includes cover for personal accident, medical 
and repatriation expenses, equipment, members’ money, cancellation and curtailment.  There are exclusions and the first 
amount of any claim is not covered. More detail will be available from the YSES Office nearer the departure date. 
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Accommodation and Food 
Part of travelling involves exposure to different foods and cultures. Travelling to Alaska is no exception but being part of 
the USA it should be familiar but nevertheless different. Unless medical evidence or ethical considerations suggest 
otherwise, all members will be provided with locally available foods which usually they will cook themselves. If 
conditions allow personal choice of food stuffs may be possible but cost and availability may dictate otherwise. Food 
preferences therefore cannot be catered for on a regular basis but provision for those with medical or ethical diets will be 
made; a form exists to indicate appropriate medical diets allergies and such like and preferences to use if possible.  
Accommodation will mostly be in small portable hiking tents each with a cooking provision, aiming at units of three 
persons. There will not be much room in the tents and in any case all personal belongings (and a share of group 
equipment and food) will have to be carried sometimes long distances and up steep slopes! Washing and toileting 
facilities will be basic if they exist or made if not. In the wilderness potential for problems not encountered in the UK 
will need to be considered, e.g. safe drinking water, bear precaution and avoidance, mosquito repellents, and other 
memorable annoyances. At times accommodation could be in halls or similar on hard floors and sometimes it may even 
be “in the open under the stars”… so consider a suitable bivy bag. 
 
Name and address of the Yorkshire Schools Exploring Society – a registered charity 

 
The YORKSHIRE SCHOOLS EXPLORING SOCIETY  
68 Ridings Fields, Brockholes, Holmfirth HD9 7BG  
Telephone: + 44 (0)1484 660772 / 663678 
Email: admin@yses.freeserve.co.uk  
Website:  www.yses.org.uk/ 

 
Payment schedule 
To assist young members successfully pay their full contribution a regular schedule of payments will be arranged and 
details will be available after 1st October. It is however likely to be in addition to the receipt of the deposit: starting on 
Nov 1st, 3 monthly payments of £500.00, 4 of £250.00 and 2 of £200.00 will be required; this equals £2900 – the total 
cost excluding personal spending money and the cost of [personal equipment and clothing but including the airfare 
which is separate, additional and maybe in the region of £950.00.  
 
Complaint procedures 
Should you have a complaint about any of the procedures leading up to the expedition and any matters following the 
expedition’s return then first talk to the individual concerned to try to reach a resolution or compromise. If this proves 
impossible then write to the Chairman of YSES at the above address setting out your complaint and it will be 
investigated within 10 days of receiving your letter.  If you complaint is about matters that occur in the field first try to 
resolve it with the person(s) concerned and if that fails speak to the Chief Leader. If it is about the Chief Leader then you 
must contact the Chairman of the Society on your return to the UK. 
 
Visa and passports 
All expedition members are responsible for obtaining their own 10 year passport at least 3 months before the scheduled 
departure date. Existing passport holders must ensure it will be valid for at least 6 months after the end of the expedition. 
Visits by UK nationals to the USA (Alaska) are entitled to a visitors visor at no cost; other nationals should speak 
urgently to the Chief Leader. If it is required that expedition members require a visa, the Society will carry out the 
necessary administration but additional casts may be incurred which will be sought from expedition members and the 
individual passports will be required (hence why passports must be applied for at least three months in advance).  
Passports and airline tickets should not be taken into the field and will be collected on arrival and stored; a separate 
picture ID (a photocopy of the passport page) will be needed.  
  
Expedition medical support 
It is hoped to encourage a doctor to accompany the group or better still a fully trained paramedic. Failing this, and in any 
case, many members of the expedition (leader team in particular) will be qualified and / or experienced in relevant First 
Aid procedures. Air rescue by cell (mobile) phones to the State Troopers and / or Hospital and Air Ambulance contacts 
in Anchorage will provide for the evacuation of serious illness and injury within a few hours; there will be very few 
occasions when the expedition will be completely out of contact and in this event First Aid will be applied until the 
Professionals are on the scene. 
 
Briefings and Training in the UK 
It is part of the total expedition experience that all members attend and contribute to any Briefings and training arranged 
by the expedition. It is recognised that these impose additional costs in terms of time and money and they will be kept to 
a minimum. Parents are invited to them all. There will be an initial (Evening?) Briefing probably in early October in 
Leeds, and another shortly before the expedition leaves in July. There will probably be a training weekend in the Lake 
District in February or March and maybe another in Sheffield in April or May. It will be the responsibility of expedition 
members to arrive at the venue on time – a challenge of organisation maybe? 
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Pre-existing medical conditions 
It will be essential that any pre-existing medical conditions be declared before leaving otherwise the insurance will be 
invalidated and more importantly should a problem occur in the field appropriate treatment may prove difficult. 
 
Joining instructions 
These will be provided to all members who have paid al their expedition contribution and their flights in full. Expedition 
members will not be taken on the expedition unless the contribution and air fare have been paid in full or there are 
legally binding agreements to pay any balance in place. 
 
Information to be given prior to leaving UK 
Should you want any other information about the expedition then please contact the YSES Administrator on 
admin@yses.freeserve.co.uk or the Chief Leader on tony.whiting@tiscali.co.uk or writ eot the YSES Office. 
 
Statement OF CONSENT FOR UNDER 18s 
It is imperative all those under 18 obtain written consent from their parents as soon as possible.  
 
Please return to the Chief Leader via the Administrator at the YSES Office by 30 September 2008 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
……………………………………………… who is my son / daughter / ward, wishes to accept the offer of a place on 
the YSES expedition to Alaska in 2008, and has my consent to do so. 
 
I confirm I have read all the information thus far provided in this letter, in the “Information Pack for Expedition 
Members” and the Expedition Flier, and acknowledge that more may be provided. 
 
I further confirm my son / daughter / ward has also read the information and, by signing alongside my signature, accepts 
the conditions set out, the requirement to raise the relevant contribution and to abide by any code of conduct determined 
for the expedition. 
 
We enclose a deposit of £250.00 made out to ”the Yorkshire Schools Exploring Society” as a non returnable deposit 
(except in the case described). 
 
 
Full name of Applicant ………………………………………………usually known as  . ……………………… 
Permanent Address        ………………………………………………………….…… 
 (incl post code                      ………………………………………………………………. 
and telephone no.)                ………………………………………………………………. 
 
School / educational institution ……………………………………………………….. 
 
Signed Expedition member ……………………………………………………………. 
 
Signed parent /guardian ……………………………………………………………….. 
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Post Christmas Up-date 
 
Dear All,                                  
 
I hope you all had a wonderful Christmas and that 2008 will bring you all that you hoped for and all that you need – most 
especially success, health and excitement. I attended a YSES meeting on Tuesday evening; it is good to report that 
everything is, “Go, Go, Go”! 
 
Finance 
I hope by now you have paid your first £500 and are preparing to pay the next £500 by Feb 1st. You may recall there was 
a schedule of payments in the initial letter of “welcome” and we did mention this at our first meeting at the Business 
School; we can discuss future dates at our Briefing weekend or by email if you wish. I have investigated the budget and 
because of smaller numbers (see below) I cannot say at this point that the expedition contribution will be less than the 
advertised £1950 per head. What I can say however is there may be room for additional activities in Alaska, or there 
might be a little returned at some point. To be clear … we ARE going to Alaska in July and at the cost advertised. There 
may be a way of reducing the cost of airfare currently approx. £1000, see below Flights. 
 
Day-long meeting 
We have yet to confirm the date or the location of our day-long meeting. We initially agreed a time frame of sometime in 
January near Skipton. Unfortunately I have “collected” unavoidable commitments in January and will have to ask that 
we do not meet in January but instead we include such matters as we would have discussed some time during our 
Briefing weekend (see below) or discuss by email; maybe we can have a day meeting later in April/May.  
 
Email contact address(es) 
Make sure your usually used email address is known to me and check it regularly from now on. Unless you tell me 
otherwise I shall assume it is OK to share your email address with everyone on the expedition as from Friday 18th 
January. 
 
Briefing / Training Weekend  
To remind you, the scheduled Briefing / Training weekend will be at the University of Leeds hut DALE HEAD 
(Ordnance Survey map, grid ref. S.D. 241006 – check it out) in the Lake District is 29th Feb /1st March; it is important 
that everyone attends so please make sure it is in your diaries. Arrangements for this will be shared nearer the time but it 
will involve getting there for sometime on Friday evening until we leave Sunday afternoon. I shall be using my car and 
so able to take three or four others, but we will need someone else to transport persons if possible; a parent / parents 
would be welcome to come I am sure. At the above YSES meeting it became apparent there is the possibility of joining 
the Mongolia expedition cohort for their training in the Peak District. Having explored this with the Chief Leader, I think 
it could be fun and of value, however, there may not be opportunity to discuss things that are Alaska-focused, so my 
personal preference would be for the Lakes where we will have a roof, four walls and bunks, rather than tents only; but I 
can be persuaded. We may be outside on Saturday night? 
 
Passport 
Have you a passport which expires before December 2008? If so, like me, you need to begin the process of applying for 
another. Do it NOW. 
 
Risk Assessment 
A matter to discuss and agree at our Briefing is the Expedition’s Risk Assessment. I am in the process of resurrecting our 
application for YET approval and that application needs a Risk Assessment. But we all need to be fully aware of the 
risks involved so whether or not I have had to make one beforehand, we must discuss it. An extract from my last letter 
says, 
“Would you like to start by thinking about the potential risks (Formal definition - “the change, great or small, that 
something could go wrong in the course of an activity endangering life or property”) you will face on the expedition 
from the moment you arrive at Manchester airport to the moment you return? The way I do this is to consider everything 
that may possibly happen on an hourly basis or day to day basis. See how you go? Look at the programme of activity the 
internet to see locations, other expedition reports etc. Send your list to me!” 
I have yet to receive anything! Similarly, we must have an Expedition Code of Conduct. Anything you feel we ought to 
include? 
 
Expedition Membership 
Currently there are eight / possibly nine of us who comprise YSES Alaska 2008; 5 young people, with 3 or 4 leaders. 
Although this is a much smaller number than preferred, this provides us with great advantages, however it does provide a 
disadvantage. 
The advantages are mobility when we are there, inasmuch as we can react to any opportunity quickly and can travel 
further afield more easily and maybe more cheaply, so potentially it is very exciting. 
The disadvantage is that the expedition pot of money (see above) will not be as large so economies of scale will be more 
difficult to achieve. Nevertheless, any activity based on a per capita cost will still be eminently possible.  
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If over the next few months I can attract appropriate adults or more young people to join us then this may help the 
expedition’s financial pot, and I shall be seeking to get young persons from Alaska involved with us so we can make new 
friends and share experiences. I have provided YSES with a Press Release so you may find we are mentioned in the local 
/ Regional Press; don’t be alarmed if you see your name as having said something, pretend you did if asked! If you know 
of anyone who might be interested, including adults who will have to undergo a CRB check, tell them about it and put 
them in touch with me via the YSES web site www.yses.org.uk. Be assured however, I am focused on YOUR Alaska 
expedition experience.  
 
Insurance 
For information. There has been a change to the YSES Insurance Policy, brief details of which you were sent by Mrs 
Kate Drake in the acceptance package. The excess you have to pay before you are reimbursed for loss of personal effects 
(only), has been increased to £200. I am sure you will not lose anything when in Alaska but just in case, know that you 
would not get the first £200 of any claim on the loss of any personal effect e.g. camera, watch, personal equipment, 
clothing etc - it would have to be a substantial / valuable item to be worth a claim, my advice is never take anything you 
are not prepared to lose or to damage! 
 
Expedition Dates 
Currently the dates are 23 July - 18 Aug … I assume this is within everyone’s School / College holiday period, or that 
they have negotiated time away from their work-place. 
 
Permission Forms and Questionnaires 
If you have yet to return your completed forms to Mrs Kate Drake at YSES please do so ASAP. If you have any 
questions about them, ask me (or Kate). 
 
Clothing and Equipment 
I am unsure if you have begun to purchase clothing and equipment but one of you has asked about footwear and I have 
responded. We will talk more about this during our Briefing weekend but you might need it now. My over-riding advice 
would be not to spend lots of money buying duplicate stuff that you already own but which may not be in a perfect state 
or at the “top of the range”. As long as it is serviceable, it may do. Beg, borrow or make-do with equipment, that is 
unless you have oodles of cash. However, there may be a priority for your purchases. My own order of preference would 
be first, boots, then a waterproof coat, then a warm sleeping bag, then a comfortable sleeping mat, then maybe a bivy 
bag, and finally a suitable rucksack to carry it all in. All other items can be those you have used for DofE Award 
expeditions. What follows below is a list for you to consider. I suggested this list to expedition members I took on a six 
week expedition to Alaska in 2001.  
Remember: the final decision is yours! 
If you take everything on the list you will probably not be able to carry it … as well as your share of the group’s food, 
cooking stove, tent, rope etc. Any further questions? Just email. 
 
Flights 
I have approached the Travel Agents YSES usually use (Traveleads) and have confirmed a number of airline flights 
(BMI / United); remember you will have to pay for these direct to the travel agent but I shall tell you all the details and 
when to pay, which as yet I do not know. I am informed by the Travel Agents that the cost of the flights so far “held” 
will be approx £1000. This is if we have a group of 10x or more. Otherwise we shall have to book individually and pay 
AT THE TIME OF BOOKING,  but for approximately £250 per head less!  
Putting aside for the moment that we are not (as yet) a group of 10 or more, the Travel Agent and other colleagues 
suggest the advantages of a group booking are insignificant as far as we are concerned; our YSES insurance will to cover 
us for emergencies. Whether or not we have 10 or more persons, it might be best to save approx £250 each by having 
individual tickets – but we need to talk about this and co-ordinate – we cannot have people arriving or leaving 
Anchorage at different times or days! I suggest we ALL ought to book ASAP to ensure we have the same flight. 
One of the matters we need to discuss by email now will be the possibility of staying for a little longer; it will cost 
relatively little extra, maybe as little as $25 per day?; this will impact on the booking and purchase of our flights as it will 
not be possible to change once purchased.  Write with your thoughts, it might be too late to leave it until the Briefing. 
 
Best wishes, 
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The Expedition Plan 
 
YSES ALASKA 2008 - "THE PAT MURPHY" EXPEDITION   
          
20 Sunday 1   Travel to AK dep 0925 arr 2030    
21 Monday 2  acclimatise and purchase    
22 Tuesday 3  acclimatise and purchase    
23 Wednesday 4  Travel to Trail Head / orientation / trg & Trail work  
24 Thursday 5  Trail work      
25 Friday 6  Trail work      
26 Saturday 7   Trail work          
27 Sunday 8   Trail work / Mint Glacier Overlook    
28 Monday 9  Mint Glacier Overlook  fieldwork   
29 Tuesday 10  Mint Glacier Overlook  24 hr solo - rest 
30 Wednesday 11  Mint Glacier Overlook  mterring trg 
31 Thursday 12  Mint Glacier Overlook  Montana Peak 
1 Friday 13  Mint Glacier Overlook / mteering traverse   
2 Saturday 14   mteering traverse        
3 Sunday 15   mteering traverse        
4 Monday 16  mteering traverse / Roadhead    
5 Tuesday 17  travel to raft     
6 Wednesday 18  wilderness raft     
7 Thursday 19  wilderness raft     
8 Friday 20  wilderness raft     
9 Saturday 21   wilderness raft        
10 Sunday 22   travel to Valdez   rest and prepare  
11 Monday 23  Valdez - Moose pass  rest and prepare  
12 Tuesday 24  peer-led hike     
13 Wednesday 25  peer-led hike     
14 Thursday 26  peer-led hike     
15 Friday 27  peer-led hike     
16 Saturday 28   travel clean write shop party      
17 Sunday 29   Travel from AK dep 0600      
18 Monday 30  Arrive UK  arr 1000    
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The Briefing Programme in the Lake District 
 
ALASKA 2008 BRIEFING - PROGRAMME  
 
ARRIVE  Friday 29th February 2100 – 2200 hrs. 
 
Saturday 1st March (St David’s Day) 
 
BREAKFAST 
 
MORNING DISCUSSION 
(The morning activities may switched with the afternoon’s if the weather dictates) 
What are the three / five most important things you believe you want from AK2008? 
The three stages of any expedition 
Dates – an extended stay? 
Fund raising and Sponsors / Supporters 
Money payments 
Airline flights - When? How to buy? 
Passports and visas 
The journey to Anchorage 
Alaskan Orientation - people, customs, language, money, food, time-difference, school system, towns and cities, 
history, economy, etc – research so that you can contribute! 
“When in Alaska” - Transport, Accommodation, Hygiene, Health, Food. 
Behaviour - code of conduct 
“Child Protection” issues 
Command structure 
The two-week (Planned) Programme 
Community work 
Fieldwork 
Montana Peak 
Mountaineering 
The final 10-day Activity Programme - What? Where? Choice? Budget? – Time and finance ($500 per head) 
A 24-hour solo? 
Individual roles for the expedition 
RAMS – if time 
 
LUNCH 
 
AFTERNOON ACTIVITY 
Out-of-doors in the local hills – you may get wet - as you WILL in Alaska - come prepared 
 
EVENING PRE-MEAL and POST-MEAL DISCUSSION 
Accommodation 
Tents (and No-Trace Camping) 
Stoves and cooking 
Food - again 
Bears and other horrid things in the “bush”! 
Personal equipment and clothing – list, plus lots of advice 
Maps / Compass / GPS 
Personal Fitness and training 
Communications in AK and to and from AK 
Use of Specialist equipment 
Emergencies - what to do 
Contingencies – what might happen in the event of: illness / injury, route, location, activities, weather, transport, 
money, clothing, equipment, loss, repatriation, etc? 
First Aid 
Medical issues 
RAMS – start or continuation 
 
DINNER 
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Sunday 2nd March 
 
BREAKFAST 
 
MORNING DISCUSSION 
Admin with the YSES Office 
Email to ACW and the team 
Personal and parental permission and consent 
DofE, Scouts, John Muir, School work 
Participation of Alaskan young people 
Spending Money 
Free time 
Evaluation 
Personal Diary and reports 
Photography 
The Expedition Report, Presentation(s), and Lectures 
 
LUNCH 
 
Afternoon Discussion 
Completion of any of the above 
Finalisation of RAMS 

[NB: if all done, a walk!] 
Leave (arrive in Leeds 6pm) 

 
 
 
The Training Weekend 
 
  Alaska and DofE Training at YSES HQ 19 April 
0930    YSES Admin  
1000    Route Planning the DofE Practice Expedition  
            Route planning for the Practice - as a group / pairs 
            Map reading navigation and the use of the Compass, 
            GPS  
            Weather 
            Fitness 
1200    Alaska  
            Inspect the available tents 
            Updates and new information  
            Questions? 
1300    LUNCH 
1400    Training for the DofE Practice  

Stove use and safety  
Safety and emergency procedures - confirmation 
Observation, recording & presentation- confirmation 

            Equipment and hygiene- confirmation 
            Camp craft  
            Country code 
            Food and cooking 
            First Aid – Dr Whiting (no more than 1 hour) 
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Expedition member’s Code of Conduct  
 
1. All members of the expedition will be expected to be willing and enthusiastic in carrying out all duties necessary to 
the successful completion of the aims of the expedition, both announced in advance and as developed and amended 
during the expedition itself.  
2. All members of the expedition will subscribe to the ethos of safety whereby the prevention of accidents is only 
achieved by constant vigilance on the part of everybody (using the circle buddy system where relevant), and avoid 
intentionally undertaking any activity that might bring themselves or other members of the expedition into unnecessary 
and avoidable risk 
3. All members of the expedition will avoid intentionally undertaking any activities which break either UK law or that 
of the host country. 
4. All members of the expedition will avoid intentionally undertaking any activities which offend against the customs 
of the host country, and will endeavour to discover the kind of behaviour expected of them in all situations. 
5. All members of the expedition will be environmentally conscious and avoid any actions which will lead to any form 
of pollution, fully following the expedition ethos of minimum impact. 
6. All members of the expedition will carry out the reasonable requests of those placed in authority by the expedition’s 
chain of command; in particular, such concurrence will be immediate and without questioning in moments of danger or 
apparent danger which may arise. 
7. All members of the expedition will respect the rights of other expedition members to participate fully in the 
expedition activities; there is to be no discrimination of any kind during the expedition. 
8. All members will be willing to have any dispute between members taken to a relevant and agreed member of the 
leader team, and will abide by the resultant decision with good grace. 
9. All expedition members will adhere to the stipulation that intimate sexual relations will not be tolerated on the 
expedition, on the grounds that possible resultant problems will conspire against the success of the expedition. 
10. All expedition members will adhere to the stipulation that the use of illegal drugs or any substance that detracts from 
the individual’s ability to function will not be tolerated on the expedition, on the grounds that the safety of the expedition 
and its members may well be compromised by that impaired judgement and / or performance. 
11. All expedition members will adhere to the expedition’s rules concerning independent movement and activities, and 
seek permission from a relevant member of the leader team for any such activity proposed, again on the grounds of 
safety; normally permission for such activities will be given provided that the activities do not compromise either the 
expedition’s safety or the expedition’s aims. 
12. Overall, each expedition member will seek to give to the expedition somewhat more than their “fair share” in terms 
of effort and endeavour, and avoid any sort of activity that would lessen the enjoyment of other members of the 
expedition. 
 

Expedition members accept that a breach of any of the above may lead to a witnessed and formal verbal warning 
from the Venture Leader about future behaviour, and that ultimately in extreme cases of misbehaviour, which 
threatens the future security of the expedition and its members, the Venture Leader may require the immediate 
return of the offending member(s) to the UK, at the additional expense of the member(s). 

During the expedition, all leader complaints about any behaviour which is claimed goes against this Code of 
Good Conduct must be made by the relevant leader to the Venture Leader.  The member(s) concerned must be 
given the opportunity to respond to any such accusation, and both the complaint and the response recorded in 
writing.  The Venture Leader must make clear to the expedition member that a witnessed and formal verbal 
warning is being given, and that if the issue is of sufficient importance further such misconduct will result in the 
member(s) being returned to the UK at the additional expense of the member(s), as stated above.  

 

Sample Menu  
 

BREAKFASTS 
PORRIDGE/ MUSELI/ GRANOLA; PILOT BREAD / CRACKERS?; JAM/ CHEESE / FISH / ? ; CEREAL BAR 

 
LUNCHEON 

PILOT BREAD/ CRACKERS?; SARDINES/ TUNA/ SPAM/ ? ; COOKIES; CHOCOLATE BAR;  
PEANUTS & RAISINS; BOILED SWEETS; DRIED FRUIT; SWEET BISCUITS? 

 
EVENING MEAL 

5 TYPES DEHYDRATED MEAL; DEHYDRATED VEGETABLES; 2 TYPES DEHYDRATED DESSERTS;  
PASTA/RICE/MASHED POTATO?; SOUP – 4 TYPES; TINNED ENTREE; RICE PUDDING; CUSTARD POWDER?;  
INSTANT WHIP OR EQUIVALENT (Jello?); + ?. 

 
PLUS NON MEAL SPECIFIC FOODS AND GOODS 

DRINKS – TEA; SWISS MISS (CHOC DRINK), DRINK CRYSTALS, COFFEE, SUGAR; MILK POWDER;  
MARGARINE/BUTTER; SALT/PEPPER; KETCHUP; JAMS; PEANUT BUTTER (Have you an allergy to nuts?);  
PANCAKE MIX; MAPLE SYRUP; COOKING OIL. TRASH BAGS; J CLOTHS; ZIPLOC BAGS (various);  
WASHING UP LIQUID?; TISSUES/TOILET PAPER. 
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Recommended Food List 
 
 

7 PERSONS (incl 2/3 Veggies) [27days - 17 lightweight + 4 tinned +  money + party days + spare]   
  Approx SIZE PORTION OR indivs per 
  ITEM INDIVID portion PACK SIZE pack 

BREAKFAST   25 days @ 7 incl 2 veggies     

Cereal Mueslix 100g 430g 4 

  Granola 125g 485g 4 

  Porridge 100g 1190g 12 

  Quaker Chewy assort 25g 1 12 

heavy    tinned beans - baked 120g 800g 8 

LUNCH        NB Veggie lunch "spreads"  23 days @ 7 incl 2 veggies     

Protein spam 50g 350g 7 

  3 varieties of paste 50g 125g 3 

  cheese sqeeze 50 400 8 

  peanut butter -smooth 50g 800g 16 

  peanut butter - crunchy 50g 800g 16 

  sardines - in tomato 50g 106g 2 

  tuna - in water 50g 175g 3 

  tuna - in oil 50g 170g 3 

Sweet  Cookies - Ginger Snaps 30g  450g  15 

  Biscuit Cookies - Oatmeal Cookies 30g 675g 22 

Chocolate Snickers Bars and 104g 104g 1 

  Twix Caramel Bars  95g 95g 1 

Nuts /  Peanuts  30g 270g 9 

 Fruit / etc Raisins  15g  600g 40 

  Sweets - Mentos  pkt pkt 1 

Bread Saltine Biscuits 10 pieces 4x40 16 

  Pilot Bread 6 pieces 36 pieces 6 

EVENING MEAL   21 days @ 7 incl 2 veggies     

Soup Soup -onion /mushroom pkt 4 pkts 4 

  Soup - cream of chicken pkt 4 pkts 4 

  Soup - hearty chicken pkt 4 pkts 4 

  Soup - Beefy pkt 4 pkts 4 

Pasta   Pasta - shell large 50g 300g 6 

    Pasta - penne 50g 300g 6 

    Pasta - spagheti 50g 300g 6 

  Macaroni cheese 100g 200g 2 

  Pizza Sauce  - 300g 4 

  Mashed Potato 50g 450g 9 

  Rice 100g 1350g 14 

Puddings Prunes  45g 350g 7 

  Dried Fruit 50g 275g 5 

  Jello egg custard  - 50g 2 

  Jello - vanilla   -  28g 2 

  Jello - choc   -  50g 2 

  Jello - pistach   -  28g 2 

  Jello -buttersc   -  28g 2 

4x Tinned Ravioli 150g 1130g 6 or 7 

Heavy Tinned Stew 150g 1130g 6 or 7 

Tin Tinned Chicken with Noodles 150g 1130g 6 or 7 

meals Tinned Chilli 150g 1130g 6 or 7 

 Tinned corn 120g 400g 4 

 Tinned peas 120g 425g 4 

 Tinned beans - string 120g 420g 4 

  Tinned fruit - pineapple 140g 570g 4 
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  Tinned fruit - peaches 110g 450g 4 

  Tinned fruit - oranges 80g 310g 4 

  Tinned fruit  100g 850g 8 

17x 5x varieties meat       

dehyd 4x varieties Veggie       

meals 2x varieties desserts       

 3x varieties vegetables       

 Non Specific Foods   27 days @ 7 incl 2 veggies    

 Tea Bags 2 bags 100 50 

  Hot Chocolate - Swiss Miss 1 pkt 10 10 

  Coffee  1g  - 20 

  Jams - individual 2 # # 

  Dried Milk - "bottles"     32 

  Sugar -  singles 6 x 25g # # 

  Butter / marg 30g 450g 15 

  Salt / Pepper # 26oz # 

  Ketchup # 20oz # 

OTHER         

 Vegetable Oil   16oz   

  Pancake Mix   7lbs   

  Maple Syrup   680g   

  Drink Crystals - cherry   8qrt 48 

  Drink Crystals - grape   8qrt 48 

  Drink Crystals -strawberry   8qrt 48 

  Drink Crystals - orange   8qrt 48 

  Toilet paper 1 roll 24   

  Trash Bags 30gal 80   

  "J" cloths  1/tent 6   

  "ziploc" bags - 10 x 11 1/fire 20   

  "ziploc" bags - 7 x 8 1/fire 25   

  "ziploc" bags - 6 x 4 1/fire 50   

  Washing up liquid 1/fire/wk bot   

  Tissues 2 pkt/wk 8 x 15 pkts 75 
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A letter to DofE Award administrators 
 

“THE YSES ALASKA 2008 EXPEDITION 
 
The Yorkshire Schools Exploring Society is running a month-long expedition to Alaska in 
August 2008. 
 
The overall purpose of the expedition is to promote the personal development of young people 
through adventurous activities in the wilderness of Alaska by running a developmental 
programme which includes environmental community work, scientific fieldwork research, 
leader-led treks, peer-led but remotely supervised treks, maybe wilderness rafting and 
canoeing, together with the experience of living in the Alaskan outdoors, in the company of a 
number of young Alaskan participants, together with the chance of meeting significant 
Alaskan personalities.  
 
At present, the expedition has three leaders (one female, two male) and four young UK 
participants (two female, two male); recruitment within the UK is ongoing, as is recruitment in 
Alaska. 
 
The expedition has applied to The Young Explorers’ Trust in order to gain its Approval and 
external verification that the expedition is being run in accordance with the British Standards 
Institute BS 8848; there is considerable confidence that both will be achieved this Spring. 
 
The Yorkshire Schools Exploring Society is applying The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award to 
obtain the Approved Activity Providers licence. All four UK young members of the Alaska 
expedition are members of The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award, and wish to use the expedition to 
assist them in the completion of the Gold Award in two areas. The two areas are: 
 
1) The Residential Project 
None of the UK members had met each other before applying for membership of the 
expedition, and naturally have not met any of the young Alaskans it is hoped to recruit.  The 
expedition, it is submitted, fulfils fully all the requirements of the Residential Project (four 
weeks long, with other participants who are not normal companions, and with a perceived 
purpose, as above), and it is requested that the relevant Award Groups / Operating Authorities 
give consent for the expedition to be the participants’ Residential Project. 
 
2) The Expedition Section 
a) The expedition programme includes at its commencement a period of mountain 
training and leader-led hikes in the Alaskan wilderness; such training will be carried through 
by holders of the UK ML and will be up to the level required for Duke of Edinburgh’s Award 
Gold training. [Additionally, it is possible that some of the four UK participants will have 
completed this training through their Award groups before departing for Alaska.] 
b) At some time in the last ten days of the expedition there will be a peer-led remotely-
supervised four-day backpacking activity, with each day of at least eight hours in duration, 
and with at least four hours of each day devoted to hiking. The four-days will be supervised 
by the overall expedition leader (Tony Whiting, ML, Accredited Assessor MD0189A, who is 
applying to join the Peak District Wild Country Panel) and assessed for the purposes of The 
Duke of Edinburgh’s Award by Brian Needham, ML, Accredited Assessor EM0124A, member 
of Cumbria / Durham Dales and High Pennines / North Yorkshire Pennines, and Yorkshire 
Dales Wild Country Panels). 
 
For those who have a fully signed-up Record Book for both training and practice expeditions, 
it is requested that this will be accepted by Award Groups and Operating Authorities as an 
Overseas Qualifying Expedition at Gold level. 
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For those who do not have a fully signed-up Record Book for both training and practice 
expeditions, it is requested that this will be accepted by Award Groups and Operating 
Authorities as a Practice Expedition at Gold level. 
 
[Whether or not participants have completed training and practice expeditions before 
departing for Alaska will depend on their own organization within their own Award Groups.] 
 
To expedite such approval, a Blue Form is enclosed. The following points about the Blue Form 
need to be made to explain why it cannot be completed fully at this juncture: 
• Whether the four-day trek counts as an unaccompanied practice expedition or a 
qualifying expedition will depend upon whether or not the individual participant has a fully 
signed Record Book; this will determine whether or not the participant is under assessment. 
• The route and the aim and the actual days of the venture will be decided in Alaska.  It 
will be evident that the leader team needs to make a careful reconnaissance of the proposed 
area to ensure its viability and its safety before the participants can produce a route plan. 
Similarly, the participants need to be in that area of Alaska before deciding on the precise 
project (although it is expected that this will have some connection with the conservation and 
field studies work carried through earlier in the expedition); it is possible that the group will 
opt to undertake a demanding journey in a wilderness area. 
 
This letter is being sent by each participant to the relevant Award Leader for onward 
transmission to the relevant Operating Authority and from there to the relevant Regional 
Office. However, it will speed matters if any questions as to the application could be direct 
either to the Expedition Supervisor (tony.whiting@tiscali.co.uk) or to the Expedition Assessor 
(brianneedham@btopenworld.com), both of whom have considerable experience in running 
overseas expeditions and in supervising / assessing Duke of Edinburgh qualifying expeditions 
overseas.” 

 
 

POST EXPEDITION 
 

“Reference: YH/04/08/USA/ALA and MID/18/08/USA/ALA and OAP 80/08 
  
A brief note to inform you all that the Yorkshire Schools Exploring Society Alaska expedition 
has returned safely from the field, and that the Overseas Expedition [see number(s) above] and 
the Residential Project of the four participants were both carried through successfully and to 
the full requirements of the Award. 
  
A full Expedition Report will be sent in due course.” 
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Personal kit list – tick list 
 

RUCKSACKS AND BAGS 
1 Rucksack  
3 Stuffsacks 
2     Strong polythene bin liners for use inside rucksack as waterproofing  
10+   Polybags various  
 
FOOTWEAR 
1pr   Boots  
1pr   Footwear for camp 
1pr   Lightweight Boots ? 
 
CLOTHING 
1  Waterproof "Mountain Jacket". 
1pr   Overtrousers  
1pr  Gaiters ? 
2prs  Stockings  
2prs  Socks  
2prs  Cotton socks  
1pr   Climbing trousers or salopettes or strong warm trousers not jeans 
1 Belt or braces  
1pr  Shorts  
1 Swimsuit  
3prs Sets of underclothes 
1pr   Tracksters/Track suit bottoms  
1pr   Lightweight Trousers  
1 Fibre-pile/fleece  
2 T-shirts  
2 Warm shirts  
1 Balaclava  
1pr   Fingerless gloves  
1pr   Gloves/mittens  
1pr   Sunglasses  
? Handkerchiefs. 
 
SLEEPING GEAR 
1 Sleeping bag  
1 Bivy bag  
1 Sleeping bag liner  
1 Sleeping mat  
 
COOKING, EATING AND TENT LIVING 
1  Metal mess tin.  
1ea Knife and spoon 
1 Pint Mug plastic ? 
1 Plastic pot scourer 
1 Mini tin-opener  
1 Washing up brush or similar 
1 Screwtop half pint container 
1 FUEL bottle - 1 litre. 
1 Water bottle - 1 litre 
 
MISCELLANEOUS 
1 Penknife  
1 Compass - Silva type; check the magnetic variation!? 
1 Whistle - plastic referee type 
1 Cheap wrist-watch;  
1 Head torch. 
2 Disposable lighters - ESSENTIAL 
1pr   Spare bootlaces  
2 Elastic cords/bungees  
? Light plastic boxes with well-fitting lids  
3 Karabiners - screwgate 2500 kg 
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MENDING GEAR 
1 "Housewife"  
1 Roll of strong fabric adhesive strip  
 
TOILET GEAR - Biodegradable 'green' toilet products. 
2 Towels, not bath towels! 
1 Toilet Bag - a plastic bag will do; not a heavy toilet bag! 
1 Face Flannel 
1 Bar of environmentally-friendly, non smelly soap  
1 Toothbrush 
1 Tube of toothpaste  
1 Small nail file, scissors or clippers  
1 Comb, hairbrush? 
1 Shaving gear                             
? Feminine hygiene requirements  
1 Tube of environmentally friendly detergent  
6 Small clothes pegs (optional) 
? Toilet Paper (YSES will supply, take some for the first 3 days in polybag) 
1 Mosquito net for your head;  
 
PERSONAL MEDICAL KIT - See separate advice and list later 
 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Camera and film or Electronic Camera with spare batteries and memory 
 
LEISURE AND WRITING 
1 Ballpoint pen 
2 Pencils  
2 Personal pocket notebooks  
2    Paperback books 
?    Letter materials.   
 
TRAVEL DOCUMENTS 
1 Full 10 year current Passport  
1 Wallet/bag or money belt 
?    Some pocket money - advice later 
?    Set of addresses for letters and postcards. 

 
Planned Group kit purchases in Anchorage 

4x Coleman exponent feather 442 dual fuel stoves 
Large polyethylene tarp  
Folding shovel 
Bear deterrent spray 
4 quart pot with lid x 4 
2 quart pot with lid x 4 
Aluminium pot lifters 
Fry pan 
Utility cord 3mm x 50 ft 
2x 8mm x 30m climbing ropes 
Tubular webbing climb-spec 
25 m tape measure 
Coleman fuel or petrol. 
Folding Bucket 
AA batteries 
Maps   
Reference books 
Tools - pliers and wrench 
Collapsible water containers 
Duct tape 
REI DEET Insect Repellent 
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C. FIELDWORK RESULTS 
 
 
 
1. Tony’s Research 
 
It was agreed to hide identity and starting weights at the outset, hence the anonymity of most results:  

Female 1 gained 1 kg         
Female 2 gained 7 kgs 
Male 1 lost 2 kgs  
Male 2 lost 3 kgs  
 
Male 3 lost 2.5 kgs                        
Female 3 lost 2 kgs  
Male (younger) leader - ? 

 
Although there is frequent reference to the hungry state of the boys in Lizzie’s diary (see 
above), the small weight loss experienced by the males is a reflection of the considerable 
activity undertaken and their starting weights, yet it supports Tony’s belief that boys loose 
weight by loosing subcutaneous fat and girls gain weight, the gain being heavier developed 
muscle with a loss of subcutaneous fat. The girls made particular reference to being more 
“muscled” in their later email communications. The female who lost weight may have done 
so because being older she may have already developed the muscles and so just lost the fat. 
This is not a scientific study as so many other variables will have undoubtedly affected 
weight loss, but it does confirm that the food quantities and qualities were about right and 
that adolescents lose or gain weight dependant on their gender. There must be proper 
scientific studies available but it was good to know the stories heard from expedition 
youngsters for more than 30 years had some semblance of truth!  
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2. Little Sutsitna Valley 
 
TRANSECT ONE – Lizzie and Rachel 
Walking up the valley, 6 miles from the trailhead, there is a large gravel bar between the river 
and a beaver dam (Pam’s Island). Altitude = 2760 feet. There is a single big (only!) tree located 
just past the beaver dam and its associated pond. Following the path NNE (23°) from the tree, 
the first meadow encountered on the left hand side of the path. Continuing on the path (up 
the valley) is the next obvious meadow on the left hand side: 
 
Methodology: 
Four exactly measured 1 metre wooden sticks were cut which when laid on the ground 
formed a metre square quadrant. One of these sticks was thrown randomly from the path. A 
quadrant was then created by adding the remaining three sides to the right of the thrown 
stick. Within each quadrant the percentage coverage of each identified vegetation type was 
estimated to the nearest 5% of the total ground area.  
 
Results:   
Meadow One   
Site One: 95% bedstraw,  
 2 purple geraniums,  
 1 yellow flower (see photo) 

 
Site Two: 90% bedstraw,  
 one false helibore,  
 6 purple geranium,  
 1 pink flower (see photo) 

 

 
Site Three: 80% bedstraw,  
 6 geranium,  
 5 white tall stemmed flowers “a” (see photo) 

 
Meadow Two   
Site One: 5 bedstraw plants,  
 6 white tall flowers “a”  
 2 geranium,  
 70% salmonberry  
Site Two: 3 geranium,  
 3 bedstraw plants,  
 40% coltsfoot,  
 50% tall shrub like plants with pointed yellow-brown 

flowers (see photo) 

 
Site Three: 50% geraniums,  
 10% coltfoot,  
 30% bedstraw,  
 10% cowparsnip  
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TRANSECT TWO – Will and Matt 
Walking up the valley, 6 miles from the trailhead, there is a large gravel bar between the river and a 
beaver dam (Pam’s Island). There is a single big (only!) tree located just past the beaver dam and its 
associated pond. The transect took a route W (267°) up the western side of the valley from the tree 
to the second rock beyond the largest rock in the vicinity (marmot rock), up the cleft directly behind 
it; sites 1-11 are 20 metres apart, site 1 being the highest site. 
 
Methodology: 
A 4 metre long rope joined at its ends was randomly thrown and formed into an approximate 
square with 1 metre sides every 20m; the vegetation type found was recorded within this area. The 
maximum height of the vegetation was also recorded 
 
Results: 
SITE MAX VEG 

HT  
 

1 1.5m Ferns, Nettles, Deerberry, Northern Geraniums, Wild Iris, Mosses, Grass 
2 70cm Ferns, Deerberry, Northern Geraniums, Yellow marsh-marigold, Nettles 
3 80cm Willow, Low ferns, Deerberry, Nettles, Mushroom, Yellow marsh-marigold 
4 70cm Deerberry, Yellow marsh-marigolds, Northern Geranium, Fern, Mint, Nettles 
5 1m Mint, Nettles, Grasses, Northern Geraniums, Bunchberry, Wild Iris 
6 40cm Willow, Mint, Daisy, Chocolate lily, Short grass, Mosses, Deerberry, Wild Iris,  

Northern Geraniums, Yellow marsh– marigolds, Bunchberry  
7 30cm Willow, Daisy, Moss, Grass, Western Columbine 
8 20cm Willow, Daisy, Grass, Moss, Western Columbine, Northern Grass of Parnassus,  

Yellow marsh-marigolds, Clover 
9 40cm Willow, Grass, Moss, Chocolate Lily 
10 4m Birch, Willow, Foxglove, Moss, Lichen, Northern Geraniums 
11 1m Willow, Birch, Foxglove, Grass, Moss, Northern Geraniums, Subalpine daisy,  

Wild Iris 
 

   
Looking up valley      Looking down valley 
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3. Mint Glacier  
 

 
 
 
TRANSECT A – Rachel and Matt 
A transect was taken starting at the highest point following a route 80 degrees, facing the 
large island to the left in the glacial lake. 
 
Results: 
Site 1: 
 

Alpine clover no more than 1cm in height. Small tufts of grass with a small red flower bud. White 
and green moss. 

Site 2: 
 

Lots of clover with small red shaped flowers. Small tufts of grass but sparse in location. Green moss 
and lichen. 

Site 3: 
 

Small red stalked, green leaved plants with ovular shaped leaves. Green moss and of a brighter 
variety than previously seen. Small patches of lichen and alpine clover  

Site 4: 
 

Larger patches and sized red stalked green leaved plants as seen at site three. Grass. Much less 
clover and just green moss. 

Site 5: 
 

Small alpine vegetation with bright pink buds. Brown, green and white moss  

Site 6: 
 

Brighter green moss with fewer patches of brown. Small red stalked green leaved plants with red 
under leaves. 

Site 7: Boggier ground with a much deeper soil layer. Brown and green moss and grassy tufts. Small red 
stalked green leaved plants ( same as previously described) 

Site 8: 
 

Rocky with brown moss.               
Site 9: Brown and green moss. Red stalked green leaved plants. 
Site 10: Sand and shoreline area with green tufts. 
 
A clear succession of vegetation was noticed with decreased altitude and closer to the 
shoreline of the glacial lake. The actual number of different plants increased as did the size 
and variety of plant species were recorded. 
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TRANSECT B – Lizzie and Will 
Location: Lining-up the cairn - near the shore of the lake (approx 25m) – with the island in the 
lake, facing the mountain. 
 
Site One: 
50m to 
the right 
of the 
cairn 

Mosses, red stemmed green leafed plant, white lichen 
 

 Moss type 2  
 Grass  
 Moss type 5- orangy-brown, firm to touch 

 

 Lots of white lichen  
 Moss type 6- Minute (1mm tall), black stalks with green ends, carpet-like 

 Cress-like plant (about 3cm tall), light pinky stem with green leaves 

 Small (1cm tall) green plant, slightly red-tinged around edge of leaves, smooth to 
touch. Amidst moss, jagged edge round leaf 

 Saxifraga Plant with 1cm stem (when extracted), green leaves (6 very tiny leaves 
per head, looks like an eye in the middle), red tinge around outside  
 

Site Two: 
50m to 
the left of 
the cairn 

Orange brown moss, white lichen, black stalked plants with green stems, light 
pink stemmed plant with green stems, Small (1cm tall) green plant, slightly red-
tinged around edge of leaves, saxifrage plant 

 Moss type 3- pale green, thin strands 
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 Moss type 4- spongy, pale green 
 

 Grass-pale green, straggly 

 Small (approx 2cm tall) red, spindly plant 

 
 
 
 
Montana Peak 
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D. SAFETY 
 
Action in the event of ….  A list carried by everyone at all times in the field 
 

A LIFE THREATENING EMERGENCY  
 
1. Put all the party into a position of safety 
2. Administer First Aid or similar action  
3. Inform the Chief Leader immediately  
4. If the party can move, the party must make for the nearest accessible road head or base camp. 
5. Dependent on the emergency, State Troopers, Air Ambulance, Park Ranger will be informed  

by the CL or his deputy. 
6. A written record must be made by senior member when incident is under control  
 
Useful contact numbers: ……………………………. 
 
MISSING EXPEDITION PERSONNEL 
 
1. All return to the last known sighting of missing individual and a reasonable area searched, in pairs.   
2. No success? A more concentrated search in all geographical areas between last sighting and when individual 

declared missing, in pairs. 
3. If individual has food stove shelter and are they fit and well, search further, in pairs, new areas, until nightfall. If 

not or still no success → 
4. The CL contact, State Troopers, Park Ranger for assistance and advice – maybe further search using local 

knowledge. 
5. Continue searching in daylight until the person is found and appropriate action then taken 
 

Emergency Alaskan contact numbers 
State Troopers   MedicAid 

a. Anchorage   b. Hatcher Pass   c. Glennallen   d. Moose Pass  
Host    State Trooper   Host    Host 
Hospital   Park Rangers   River Wrangellers 
Anchorage Police     Wrangell Air 

Expedition SAT phone  Expedition Cell phone 
 

Typical Alaskan Scenery 
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YSES ALASKA 2008 - Risk Assessment and Management Systems (RAMS) - GENERAL 
 

Document prepared by: Tony Whiting, Chief Leader                       Date: 01/ 02/ 08                                                Review date: At the Expedition Training Weekend 
 
It is the intention of the Expedition  Leader Team to seek to manage the danger of fatalities, disabling injuries, emotional distress and serious illness, and to reduce minor 
accidents, injuries and illness to a level no higher than might be expected in the everyday life of an active and adventurous young person.  
NB: "The 'ethos of safety' should extend into activities which may not, at first sight, appear to involve risk. Many injuries are sustained in camp, or in informal recreational 
activities. It may be that, once away from the major hazards of the expedition, people become careless of the minor hazards of routine life on expeditions" (YET: Safe and 
Responsible Youth Expeditions). It is essential that there is a general willingness by all members of the expedition to recognise and report hazards. It is only as a result of 
reporting a hazard that something can be done to minimise its risk. This RAMS document is the property of every member of the expedition and the prevention of accidents is 
the responsibility of every member of the expedition.   
 
 
Area of Operations Nature of Risk Degree of 

Risk 
Potential 
Consequence 

Managing Actions / Comments 

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS      

All Giardia Moderate Bouts of 
Diarrhea 

Washing and latrines 100m from water sources. Boil ALL drinking water to rolling boil for 3 
minutes. Iodine is poor substitute for boiling. 

All Steep slopes Moderate Injury, possibly 
fatal 

Training in UK and in the field, constant preparedness, good equipment and proper use, leader 
skills and experience 

All Glaciers and 
snow fields 

Low Injury, possibly 
fatal 

Full training given, only ever leader-led, always roped on “snow-covered” glaciers; roped on 
any steep snow slopes. 

All Rapid changes in 
the weather 

Low Misdirection / 
Exposure etc 

Training in recognition of weather changes given in the field, escape routes and alternative 
activity planned and strategies prepared in the event of navigation difficulty. 

TRAVEL HAZARDS     

All Acclimatisation Moderate Discomfort & 
Tiredness 

A period of acclimatisation and recovery is built into the expedition programme 

All Lost / delayed 
individs, luggage 
& documents  

Low Trauma Buddy system, precise travel instructions given; personal responsibility for tickets, passports, 
routing, timings, etc; copies of documents and serial numbers; awareness, appropriate 
labelling and packing. Allow plenty of time. Communication with home agent and AK agent. 

Flight Deep vein 
thrombosis 

Low Fatal Only likely to threaten the adult leaders or members with specific medical problems. GPs will 
advise those at higher risk. All expedition members to maintain movement of their extremities 
during the flight and during the stop-overs.  

Cities and Towns Mugging, Theft, 
Rape, 
Disorientation 

Low Trauma Solo Members will never be allowed in towns and cities; females will be accompanied by 
males when deemed necessary; all will be warned during pre-training of potential dangers. 
Buddy system, timings and identified meeting points. 
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Customs Drugs, 
smuggling 
artefacts or 
species 

Low Arrest All expedition members will pack their own luggage and keep it with them at all times. They will 
not carry items through customs for anyone else other than expedition group equipment. 
Visitors are not allowed to take artefacts or plant or animal species from the country without 
the proper authority, which we will not be obtaining. All members will be aware of and agree to 
act in accordance to the expedition Code of Conduct which includes prohibition of drug use. 

Roads Traffic Accident  
 
Unavoidable 
delays 

High 
 
 
Moderate 

Fatal 
 
 
Frustration 

Road transport will either be arranged through experienced operators or Rental self drive 
vehicle will be used. No night driving is scheduled. Young members will NOT drive. Only 
drivers experienced in overseas driving esp in USA will drive. Insured. 
Delays could be seen as part of the expedition experience! 

FIELD  HAZARDS     
In field Tents Low Discomfort Choosing, pitching and maintaining a tent site will be taught 
In field Food Low Illness Good Hygiene in cooking; limited and careful use of local fruits/berries from expedition area. 
In field  Water Moderate Illness All water will be boiled to rolling boil, taken with care from flowing water source  
In field  Stoves & 

Cooking 
Moderate Burns  All members will be trained and practiced in how to use the expedition stoves  

HUMAN & BEHAVIOURAL HAZARDS     

Leaders Abuse Low Trauma Enhanced Disclosure: Code of Conduct and Code of Behaviour 

Members Abuse, Bullying Low Trauma Declaration; Code of Conduct 

All Drink Moderate Possibly Serious US Law prohibits the purchase of alcohol under the age of 21 
ACTIVITY HAZARDS     

Members Inexperience Medium Accident, 
potentially lethal 

Training in activity will be given at training sessions in UK and in first stage of the expedition by 
experienced and qualified leader team; training will be ongoing throughout the expedition 

All Lack of fitness Low Inability to 
participate; 
accident, 
potentially lethal 

All leaders and members will be informed of the level of fitness required; Leaders will assess 
fitness levels early in the expedition, and prevent participation in activities if necessary. 

All R & R High Serious Over-relaxation and failure to take sufficient care; all members will be reminded of the need to 
maintain concentration through to the end of the expedition (the UK Airport) and that high spirits 
must be kept in check. 

All Unsuitable 
clothing & 
equipment 

Low Discomfort, 
potential 
danger, lethal? 

An equipment lit list will be published; advice will be given during training. 

Culture Shock  Differences from 
UK 

Moderate Concern / trauma 
/ homesickness 

Careful briefing about local culture. Leaders aware of possible early homesickness, affect of 
“isolation” and inability to come to terms with the expedition requirements. 

Rock Climbing Accident Moderate Fatal No un-roped climbing allowed. Safety equipment at all times.  NB. Slippery rocks in wet weather 
when descending.  
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Swimming Drowning Moderate Fatal Swimming will only take place in the presence of a qualified lifesaver 
River crossing Accident / 

drowning 
Low Fatal Limit crossings by route selection. Instruction at briefing and at start of expedition. All water 

crossings will be avoided if possible. If avoidance is not possible the group will cross using 
approved routes and methods. 

In field Rucksack 
carrying 

Low Back injuries Correct packing and carrying techniques to be taught 

In field Trekking & 
walking 

Moderate injury All expedition members must be at a reasonable level of fitness prior to departure.  

In field Dangerous flora 
and fauna 

Low Possibly fatal 
 

Apart from bears and moose, man is the most dangerous. There are slightly poisonous plants. 
 

In field Communication 
Failure 

Low No external 
assistance  

In the field the primary form of communications will be 1-2-1, whistles and mobile phones; land 
lines are available near to site of expedition activities. SAT phone to be taken for emergencies 

In field Separation / Lost Low Possibly fatal No individual will ever be working in a group smaller than three. Each member of the expedition 
should carry a whistle at all times. Message left at advanced camps to indicate activity of 
individuals therein. No travel at night, except possibly in an emergency. No lone travel. An 
emergency pack always carried.  

Fieldwork 
Programme 

Accident Low Injury Safety precautions when moving over dangerous ground will be undertaken at all times. The 
risks involved will constantly be re-evaluated, dependant on type of activity. 

Community 
Programme 

Use of Hand 
Tools 

Moderate Minor injuries Only hand tools allowed, training given by Park Staff, supervised throughout, regular breaks. 

Wilderness River 
Rafting 

Accident/ 
drowning 
 
Dangerous 
wildlife 

Moderate 
 
 
Low 

Wet, hypothermic, 
unlikely fatal 
 
Possibly,  but  
Unlikely, fatal 

This is not white water rafting. There are expedition leaders trained and experienced in rafting 
as well as commercial company guides. All members will have prior training and can swim fully 
clothed to get out of trouble. The provider has liability insurance and must have fully trained and 
accredited guides. Food and accommodation will be carried. 
Camping on river beaches, care taken re. Bear avoidance measures 

Small fixed wing 
plane flight-see 

Crash low fatal The Third Party provider is an FAA approved Scheduled Air Carrier regularly in use by tourists, 
commercial companies and state/federal organisations. 

ACCOMMODATION HAZARDS       

Accommodation 
and food in transit 

Fire 
 

Low Death, injury 
Illness 

Any accommodation in building structures will be checked for fire escapes,  

HEALTH HAZARDS     

All Previous Illness Low High All Leaders and Members will complete Confidential Medical Questionnaire 

All Illness Accident    
& disease 

High Fatal Access to medical advice via 1-2-1 or mobile / SAT phone; good medical facilities available 
within a few hours of all expedition locations; excellent emergency services. Leaders trained in 
Wilderness First Aid. All members have limited first aid training and qualifications 

All Heat stroke and 
exhaustion 

Moderate Possibly Fatal Sensible activity patterns will be observed. Members will be briefed on the importance of 
keeping hydrated. The leaders will pay particular attention to the distance of any proposed 
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trekking in relation to the abilities of the group. 

All Cold injury Low Possibly Fatal Frostbite unlikely, hypothermia possible. Supervision and instruction in use of correct 
equipment and clothing. Vigilance by all expedition members. Training in the UK 

All Trauma Moderate Possibly Fatal Close supervision of members in choice of activities and in work areas.  
All Sexual activity Low Variable Serious briefing, leader oversight and agreed Code of Conduct. 
All Medical Low Variable There are excellent hospitals in Anchorage and good medical facilities in other areas where the 

expedition proposes to operate. 
 

Anchorage Skyline 
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The Expedition Area 
 

      
            to 

                      Glennallen 
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